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ABSTRACT
OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSES OF CAVITATING FLOW IN VENTURI SYSTEMS
by
David Martin Ericson, Jr.
Chairman: Frederick G. Hammitt
The objective of this study was to determine the cavitation
number for incipient cavitation in a set of geometrically similar venturis
and then to correlate this cavitation number with the measurable properties
of the system through "conventional" fluid flow parameters. Using water
and mercury as the working fluids cavitation was observed in plastic and
stainless steel venturis with throat diameters 1/8 to 3/4 inch, a throat
length to diameter ratio of 4.6, and 6o
 included angle inlet and diffuser
sections. Complete wall static pressure profiles were obtained and the
cavitation number calculated from the relation o
c
 = (pin - pv)/3'RV2. It
was postulated that Reynolds number, Weber number, a thermodynamic
parameter, and a gas content parameter (i.e., inertial, surface tension,
and thermodynamics effects plus the availability of cavitation nuclei)
would be the controlling parameters.
The data was treated using a linear regression analysis which permits
a wide latitude in the form of the independent variable. Within the
present data it was impossible to generate a predicting equation based
simply on measurement of the physical parameters of the system. Never-
theless, the work $bows that water and mercury cavitation are heavily
influenced by the permanent gas present and that both Reynolds number and
Weber number effects must be included. Thermodynamic effects were much
less important over the temperature ranges available to the study. Further,
it is deduced from the present work that local flow disturbances triggered
rby surface imperfections have a strong impact upon the cavitation char-
acteristics of the venturis. Presumably this will also hold true for
other hydraulic systems. Although a complete predicting equation could
not be generated, it was shown that for water, the results from a reference
system could be scaled to another system. 1hat is:
vhere n = 2 and B is a thermodynamic parameter.
Further, it was shown that gas content plays such a dominant role
that the cavitation index may be expressed as:
^C = ^ $ + .
Also, under the assumption that the partial pressure of gas within the
permanent bubbles (cavitation nuclei) is proportional to the total gas
content, one may say:
L+IL 34
Finality, based upon the present results it is concluded that con-
siderable study remains in the area of bubble growth and collapse in
turbulent flowing systems. In particular, detailed knowledge of the
nature and size distr-'t,bution of potential cavity nuclei should provide
needed insight into the inception process.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
The broad question of cavitation has intrigued and plagued
investigators for many years. The earliest references go back into
the 18th centuryl , although the "modern" references date from the
1890's, beginning with a paper by Thronycroft and Barnaby 2 on trials
of a new naval propeller, followed by a paper on boiling phenomena
by Reynolds 3 . In many instances, the interest has been essentially
the scholarly or academic one of explaining the phenomena in analytical
terms; for example, the treatises of Besant4
 and Rayleigh5 on the,
mechanisms of cavitation bubble collapse. For many years there were
.i; no particular attempts beyond these to understand or analyze the
phenomena, rather its existence was acknowledged and fluid systems
were designed and engineered empirically to-avoid the conditions that
could produce cavitation. If such design was impossible, then allow-
ances were made for cavitation in terms of performance margins and
materials properties. The more recent emphasis on cavitation has
received its impetus from several quarters. On the one hand, those
involved in the design and employment of naval vessels and weapons
established in the early 1940's that the cavitation produced by high
performance marine propellers not only degrades performance, but
because of its acoustic nature provides an excellent means for sonic
tracking of submarines and undersea weapons by surface vessels and 	 1
vice , versa. Complimentary to- this, and yet in contrast, we have the
increased demand, especially in the past 15 years for compact, highly
I
_	 1
y
r
x
r2
reliable, and efficient turbo-machinery for the nation's space and
nuclear programs.
In the more "conventional" fluid systems applications, it is
relatively easy to include design factors to account for possibilities
of damage, ;Loss of efficiency, or both, in the equipment; and, if
repair is required, it may generally be accomplished with comparative
ease. But in nuclear power plants where repairs are increasingly
more costly, difficult, and hazardous, and most especially in weight
restricted space systems where repairs are essentially out of the
question, equipment must be designed to operate reliably for a long
period of time at maximum efficiency without large damage safety
margins. Thus, the space age has given impetus to studies of cavita-
tion damage to materials of interest to the machinery designer and
to the study of cavitation in general. Concurrently, the demand for
increased thermal efficiencies . in nuclear power systems for space
necessitated consideration of new heat transfer media and fostered
a complete new technology on liquid metal properties and behavior.
Along this line, extensive studies are being conducted at the
University of Michigan and other locations to examine experimentally
the resistance of a wide variety of materials to cavitation damage 6 2 7, 8.
In general, the damage to the test specimens is assessed in terms of
the degree of cavitation to which they were exposed (determined visually),
the temperature and flow velocity of the system, and the duration of
the test in a given fluid. Although this is adequate for the comparison
of one material with another in a given facility, it is difficult to
make comparisons with the results of other experimenters. If the
nature of the cavitation could be established in terms of a single
F_	
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correlatable parameter or set of parameters, obviously the usefulness
of the damage data would be increased. The major factor complicating
the establishment of such a correlation is that cavitation has not been
observed9110111 to scale classically. If cavitation scaled classically
then a cavitation index described by
c
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would be sufficient to insure equivalent cavitation. Here a is the
cavitation index or cavitation number, V the linear fluid velocity, p
the absolute static pressure when cavitation occurs and pv
 is the
vapor pressure. Thus, under -the laws of classical similarity, in
geometrically and dynamically similar systems assuming cavitation
occurs when the liquid vapor pressure is reached, an equal index
means equivalent cavitation. It has been observed that this does
not hold universally. This concept is explored further in Chapter II.
In the cavitation literature these departures from the classical
similarity relations with changes in the geometry, dynamics or state
of a cavitation system are generally referred to as "scale effects".
For the current work, this includes cavitatiog, venturis or cavitatiog
bodies in water tunnels. In addition to damage studies, scale effects
also become significant due to the desirability (both for economic and
experimental reasons) of using models when investigating the flow and
cavitation characteristics of real fluids. However, unless cavitation
can be characterized by a number or function which can be correlated
through modified classical similarity laws, or new correlations, model
tests cannot be confidently extrapolated to full-scale equipment and
A
rmay thereby lose a substantial portion of their validity and usefulness.
P rthermore, unless some clearly explainable correlations can be developed
in terms of the basic fluid and system parameters, meaningful compari-
sons of tests in different facilities are nearly impossible.
Although there have been and continue to be repeated references
in the literature to the problem of scale effects, there have been few,
if any, direct efforts to solve the total problem and establish the
necessary theoretical and experimental correlations. A "working group"
which is chaired by the thesis chairman, Dr. Hammitt, has now been
established in the International Association for Hydraulic Research
(TAPIR) to attempt to correlate and coordinate world-wide investigations
of this overall problem. In the past, Holl and Wislicenus 9 and Oshimall
have outlined some significant problems and possible-explanations in
this regard, the former in a stated attempt to stimulate discussion
and investigation of the problem, but the question still remains open.
Hammi'tt10 , Jekat 12
 and Kermeen13
 have suggested some degree of correla-
tion of the cavitation parameter with Reynolds number and have presented
some experimental data, while others have examined various specific
items, i.e., gas contentl4115 , surface roughness l6 ,
 
etc., and their
effect on the cavitation number. In addition to providing some insight
into cavitating mechanisms in simple hydraulic systems, a study of scale
effects may also have potential application to the problem of sub-cooled
boiling, or heat transfer superheat problems. Such heat transfer
problems are being vigorously pursued in connection with safety
studies on Sodium Cooled Fast Reactors.
y
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Part of the difficulty encountered in cavitation studies is
clearly self-evident if one examines the definition of cavitation.
Generally, cavitation is defined as the adiabatic formation of a
cavity or void within a liquid volume. This cavitation may be one
OIL  two types or a mixture of them. "Gaseous" cavitation is presumed
to occur when the liquid pressure is reduced to the point at which
dissolved gas begins to come out of aolution and form discreet bubbles,
or when already formed micro-bubbles of entrained gas grow to visible
size by adiabatic expansion under reduced pressure. "Vaporous" cavita-
tion, in contrast, occurs when the fluid pressure is reduced to the
point at which the vapor pressure exceeds the liquid pressure and the
fluid "boils". The actual pressure at which cavitation occurs is a
function of the liquid, its pressure history and its present condition,
such as turbulence ;Level, available nucleation sites, etc. As a general
rule, gaseous cavitation will occur at liquid pressures greater than
the vapor pressure. Although one might expect that vaporous cavitation
would result whenever PL = pvj it has in fact been observedl7118
 and
calculated 18 that a pure liquid, i.e., one free from possible sites
for nucleation of the cavities, can withstand liquid pressures much
less than the vapor pressure (perhaps even --co) without cavitating.
That is, the liquid exhibits a tensile strength. So even though the
foregoing definitions categorized cavitation as to types, in most
real liquids the situation is not nearly so concise. Both types of
cavitation may and often do occur simultaneously with variable
relative importance, and it is impossible to distinguish between them
by simple visual. observations This is in itself one of the sources
i
be grouped as follows
of difficulty.
Even though classical similarity may not occur, the nature of
flow relevant to cavitation may still be expressed in nondi•mensional
terms by the cavitation number or index Cc , given by
a	 Vz2.f
For the cavitatiog venturis used in this work and allied studies at
the University of Michigan, p is defined as the minimum observed
absolute static wall pressure (based on a com plete static wall
pressure profile) and V as the linear fluid velocity (Vt ) in the
venturi throat (computed from the mass flow rates) or:
V C	 ".
As we have stated, if classical scaling were sufficient for
analysis of cavitation studies the parameter Cc would define the flow;
but it does not, thus additional correlations are required.
The objective of this present work was to examine the scale
effects problem experimentally to obtain empirical correlations 'between
the cavitation number defined above and the physical observables of the
system; then, insofar as possible, to provide a theoretical explanation
or justification for the effects in terms of the mechanisms involved.
Holt and Wislicenus 9
 have summarized some of the characteristics they
believe are of importance, as has Hammitt 10. In general, these may
6
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a) Hydrodynamic scale effects on fluid pressure;
b) Thermodynamic scale effects;
c j Molecular or microscopic effects.
Group a) -may include such things as viscosity, compressibility, gravity
and surface condition effects, i.e., Reynolds number, Mach number and
Froude number parameters; Group b) vapor pressure, density, heat
capacity, and heat transfer effects; Group c) surface tension, i.e.,
Weber number, and fluid condition parameters such as gas content,
number of nucleation sites, etc. These various possibilities are
discussed in detail in Part II of the present work and the experimental
results and correlations in Parts IV and V.
The venturis used in the experimental program had nominal dia-
meters of -./8 , in.. , 1/4 in., 1/2 in., and 3/4 in. for the cylindrical
throat section with the length to diameter rates (L/D) of the throat
approximately 4.6. The inlet; and dil user were conical with 6° included
angle in all cases so that geometric similarity could be assumed.
The axial static pressure profile at the wall was determined and the
pressure minimum. tbas obtained was used to calculate 	 These
profiles were determined for various combinations of flow rates,
temperature, gas content and. degree of cavitation using water and
mercury as the working fluids. The experimental apparatus and
techniques are described in Part III.
b
CHAPTER II
.ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES
It was pointed out in the introductory remarks that the
phenomena of cavitation does not follow the usual classical laws of
scaling and that this deviation has been observed by all those working
in the field of cavitatiog flows.  In this chapter, the physical
variables that may enter into or influence these deviations fro.  the
classical case are examined. Likewise, the formulations of the
physical relationships between the system variables that may be used
to correlate the cavitation number with the observable or measurable
properties of the system are explored and analyzed.
A. The Possible Variables
It has frequently been pointed out that there are a variety
of reasons for choosing experimental or research systems that do not
exactly duplicate the 'real world situations; reasons of economy,
simplicity of fabrication, ease of operation, and so forth. In various
research programs at the University of Michigan 627,10 the closed loop
venturi system has been selected as being reasonably representative
of modern turbomachi.nery for certain hydrodynamic studies. That is,
it is a recirculating system, as are most power-generating facilities,
it has reasonably steep pressure gradients during portions of the flow
path, and it can be operated over a range of pressures and temperatures
with a number of test fluids. In these systems, as with actual turbo-
machinery, there are a variety of variables that the test designer can
8
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9control or prescribe. , Such controllable variables inc lude , obviously;
the system geometry, size, and working fluid (within certain limits);
the test conditions of temperature, pressure, fluid velocity, gas
content (again witbi.n certain limits) and the degree or kind of
cavitation to be studied.
On the other hand, as soon as the li mits or values of the
above variables to be considered in any given test are established,
there are immediately involved additional uncontrollable or dependent
variables that must also be considered in any subsequent analysis.
Selecting a particular fluid and temperature fixes physical properties
such as density, viscosity, surface tension, heat capacity, thermal
conductivity, and so on. Therefore, it is completely obvious that
there may well be a variety of competing or complementary effects
occurring simultaneously in the test system. If, for the purposes
of analysis and discussion, a single geometrical configuration is
established, then from the previous discussions the -following list
of variables of possible interesst may be inferred.
10
TABLE 1
THE PHYSICAL VARIABLES
A characteristic length	 D or L
Fluid temperature 	 t
Pressure	 p
Fluid velocity	 V
Viscosity
Surface tension
	 ^x
Thermal conductivity	 k
Heat capacity	
c 
Vapor pressure	 PV
Sonic velocity (pure material)	 ao
Density (liquid and vapor) 	 pl and pV
Gas concentration	 'C
r11
Certainly the techniques of dimensional analysis could be
applied to this situation and thereby reduce the foregoing list to
a set of nondimensional functions. However, simply by inspection
it is possible to ascertain a number of such functions that are
"standard" to a variety of fluid flow problems and considerations.
These are:
^VL
Reynolds Number Re =
Prandtl Number	 Pr =
Weber Number
	
We = Pv L
6ss
VFr oude Number	 Fr
Moreover, because of our particular concern here with cavitation
the cavitation parameter. may be included.
Cavitation Number c _ t - ^Vi^`IZ
As we noted above, the importance of these five ratios is essentially
obvious in a fluid system be,-cause of much prior research. At this
point a number of the physical properties of the system have still
not been considered. Once again however, prior cavitation research
affords us some guidance for selecting additional nondimensional
factors. Cavitation involves a two-phase system, therefore, a system
A
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in which compressible flow can occur. This suggests the possibility
of sonic velocity effects, so that the Mach number may be introduced
into our consideration.
Mach number M = v/
Q^.o
There is- a considerable volume of data in the literature on
gas content effects in fluid cavitation, such as that by Ripken15
and Ruggeri and Gelder l9 , Ho1114
 has suggested that the cavitation
characteristics may be related to the gas content by the dimensionless
Xparameter d^ ie1^	 Therefore, this will be included in the compila-
tion of possible variables for correlation.
A number of investigators 14120721 have reported cavitation
numbers that vary depending upon whether the total static pressure
is being increased or decreased, that is, cavitation disappearing
or appearing, or, more commonly, "desinent cavitation" or "incipient
cavitation' as suggested by Holl14 . This suggests the possibility
of the exposure time having some influence on the observed cavitation.
A dimensionless time parameter may be established:
In this instance t. is a fluid molecular relaxation time that can be
derived from the kinetic theory of liquds 22 . A further discussion
appears in Section I of this chapter.
a
In these proceeding arguments, the Prandtl number is , the only
L^
one that can supply any information on the thermal state or characteristic
F_
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of the system. Stahl and Stepanoff 23 were the first to draw attention
-to the thermal cavitation effects in centrifugal pumps. The cited
work defines a thermodynamic parameter, B, that was rearranged into
the following form in a paper by Hammitt24.
p^ CF eT/o N
This may be normalized by multiplication with V2,g to give:
C^ &T/o H vz
The foregoing has simply suggested some possible variables and non-
dimensional parameters without any attetr.ipt to ^+ssess their influence
or significance. This will be done in the following sections.
B. Scale Effects and Similarity
Because it has been observed that cavitating flows deviate from
classical similarity it is .appropriate to restate and further examine
the assumptions that underlie classical similarity. These may be stated
as follows 24225226,
1. Geometric similarity is total, that is, even such things as
surface roughness and finish maintain proportionality;
2. Inertia forces are the only for.ces active-in the system so
1
that all pressure differences are proportional to 
	
or, dynamic
pressures at corresponding points must be constant.
For the case, of cavitating flows, the following may be added:9
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3. The pressure at which cavitation occurs is the equilibrium
vapor pressure of the test fluid. This parameter is assumed to be
known and a constant for the particular flow field under consideration.
4. Cavitation takes place instantaneously whenever the vapor
pressure is reached. That is, the liquid can support no tension
and `there are no time effects:
If we examine these assumptions, we can see almost "a priori"
that they are not valid without considerable qualification and there-
fore it is not at all surprising that "classical similarity" is not
sufficient to explain cavitation. For instance, surface roughness
in machined parts is in large measure a function of the materials
and cutting tools used rather than part size "per se ll , so unless
special precautions are taken surface roughness will 'not be scaled.
The second assumption is of course simply that of a frictionless,
incompressible fluid neglecting gravity or other body forces; that
is, the flow outside the cavities is assumed to have these attributes.
The third and fourth assumptions deal with the actual mechanism of
cavity formation. This situation allows consideration of two categories
or types of scale effects. First, there may be scale effects on the
flow outside of, and irrespective of the presence of cavities, that
influence the minimum pressure fields. Second, there may be effects
on the cavitation process as such, so that the pressure at the :,avi-
tation voids is caused to depart from the equilibrium vapor pressure
Por-
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C. Reynolds Number Considerations
For steady, incompressible, single-phase flow in absence of
free surfaces, only viscous and inertial forces are of consequence,
therefore, with geometric similarity a constant Reynolds number between
model and prototype provides the necessary dynamic similarity. Obviously,
situations in which the ,same working fluid is used in both instances,
that is, density and viscosity are constants require that the product
of velocity and diameter (V-,D) must be constant. Because local under-
pressures in the fluid, necessary to cause the growth of cavitation
bubbles from small nuclei according to the usual concept, are a function
of the degree of turbulence, it is expected that the cavitation number
should correlate at least to some extent with Reynolds number. Oshima11
has developed a correlation between incipient cavitation number and
Reynolds number for axially symmetric bodies considering only a
balance between surface tension and inertia. This analysis predicts
that the cavitation number increases with Reynold number. The available
experimental evidence supports at least a partial correlation of the
cavitation number and Reynolds number, but with contrasting results.
The data of Rouse and McNown , Parkin and Ho1128, Parkin29 , Ho1116,
and Kermeen and Parkin 21 , as summarized by Holl and Wislicenus9
indicate an increasing cavitation number with Reynolds number. More
precisely, for ogives and 12% Joukowski hydrofoils, for a given size,
(Z increases with Re if the change is brought about by velocity
changes, while for a given Re, Qc decreases slightly with size.
On the other hand, -:.^,;tlehuff and Wis licenus 30
 indicate that ac
decreases with Re for a given size (i.e., Cr. decreases with
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increasing velocity) and that 4^ increases with size at a given
Reynolds number. Some of the most striking data in this regard are
those of Kermeen and Parkin2l for cavitation on sharp-edged disks.
In this instance, Oc increases with Re approximately as the fourth
.root, that is,	 Constant x Re /4. Earlier work done at the
University of Michigan10
 exhibits the same characteristics as NACA
16012 hydrofoils in the foreging references, 43E decreasing with
increasing Re. Similar characteristics have been observed in cavita-
tion studies on centrifugal pumps. Ha.mmitt10
 reports that for rela-
tively low Reynolds numbers the cavitation number (Thoma coefficient)
decreases with speed. Jekat 12 working over a large range on Reynolds
numbers in axial inducers reports a cavitation number that passes
through a minimum as the Reynolds number increases and then increases
with further increases in Reynolds number. In light of the strong
evidence thus available for a correlation. of 0` with Reynolds number,
such a correlation will be attempted hey
D. Froude Number Considerations
The Froude number, or the ratio of inertial forces to gravita-
tional forces, is of particular concern in open channel flow structures
such as spillways, settling pools, weirs, etc., where liquid elevation
changes can produce gravity and inertial forces that far exceed viscous
and turbulent shear forces. This can also occur in large pump or
marine propeller test facilities, that frequently have very large
vertically oriented passages where elevation differences are important.
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However, in the relatively compact, closed circuit turbomachinery
applications exemplified by the test facilities used in this study,
the net gravity forces are negligible so that Froude number correla-
tions are not really pertinent. Therefore, they will be dropped
from further consideration.
E. Weber Number Considerations
The Weber number, or ratio of inertial forces to surface tension
forces is suggested by an examination of the basic equations governing
the growth of a bubble. Plesset31 was probably the first to modify the
original Rayleigh analysis to show that the differential equation
governing bubble growth may be written:
mnw—)
where the internal pressure of the bubble is determined in part by
surface tension considerations. If the postulate of cavitation nuclei
first attributed to Harvey32
 is accepted, then the surface tension
effects must be presumed to be operating on a scale commensurate with
the size of the cavitation nuclei. That is, in the expression:
We _ e\JZL/csr
The characteristic length must be related in some way to a dimension
typical of the nuclei. Because cavitation has been observed to occur
quite readily even in systems where there are no visible nuclei,
it is reasonable to assume in convential engineering systems typical
nuclei diameters are less than Z mil (0.001 in.). Unfortunately,
jilf
I
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no prior attempts at correlation of the Weber number and the cavitation
number have achieved much success. In all probability this can be
attributed to the fact that for water (which is the fluid whose
cavitation characteristics have received the most study) the surface
tension is relatively insensitive (value of surface tension decreases
by about 3-2 percent) to -temperature over the range from 40° to 150°F
where the bulk of the data has been obtained. Therefore the correla-
tions have essentially been against V2L. Kermeen and Parkin 21 did
attempt to include surface tension effects and report a relationship:
Q" . = A -- B 
oOc-r0
where \V\/ero is a Weber number based upon an initial bubble radius Yo
and free stream velocity, B is a factor depending upon air content*
and A is a factor depending upon the several pressure coefficients.
This A factor may be dependent upon Reynolds number, although such
a relationship has not been clearly established. With these considera-
tions in mind, the correlations attempted here will use three Weber
numbers defined as follows:
vzD
n -'
where n = 1 1 2, or 3 such that:
D1
 - Initial Nubble nuclei diameter is assumed
to be a linear function of the total gas
content.
D2 - A constant bubble diameter of 1 mil is
assumed.
­'m
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D3
	The venturi throat diameter is assumed,
i.e., nuclei diameter is assumed
proportional to throat diameter.
The rule of variation chosen for D1 is based upon the simple
observation that for water, as the total gas content increases, a
bubble cloud does become visible, implying larger nuclei. The dimension
chosen for D 2
 is arbitrary, but is based upon the argume nt that there
may be some approximately fixed diameter of nucleus required within
the range of the tests in order for the bubble to grow. This critical
diameter is not yet known, although it appears to be a strong function
of the fluid history. The 1 mil value was selected because with the
lighting ;knd camera techniques available smaller bubbles could not be
observed visually, while those greater than 1 mil usually could be seen.
The dimension chosen for D3 is predicated upon the argument that as the
venturi size changes - particularly as it is made smaller it may
influence the nuclei size. Also, this provides a Weber , number that is
system-oriented and readily obtainable.
F. Gas Content Considerations
As was indicated earlier, there is a fairly extensive volume of
literature dealing with -the effects of gas content upon the cavitation
characteristics of fluids. Olson33 discusses work done at the, St.
Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory and concludes that the measurement
of total air content is not a satisfactory basis for evaluating the
cavitation susceptibility of tunnel water, and, that even when total
gas content and temperature of the water were controlled, the non
reproducibility of tests indicates that some other factor has strong
.	 r
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influence upon the cavitation. Harvey32 has suggested that gas bubbles
trapped in crevices of a hydrophobic solid may be the source of nuclei.
This represents a gource term that cannot be quantitatively related to
the measured gas content and therefore is a theory difficult to verify
experimentally. In later work at St. Anthony Falls, Fipken34 arrives
at the following conclusions, among others: (l) Cavitation inception
numbers using water with a high concentration of air nuclei are
significantly different from those with low concentrations; (2)
Cavitation inception in the form of steady-state cavities (i.e.,
cavities that persist at a given point on the body) of abrupt appearance
and disappearance as the pressure is lowered or raised tends to occur
in water having a relatively low nuclei concentration. Conversely,
cavitation inception in the form of transient bubbles tends to occur
in water having a relatively high nuclei concentration; (3) the
portion of the total gas content (for water) that is in the form of
nuclei (entrained) is probably much more influential in cavitation
inception processes than the portion in the dissolved form.
Unfortunately, entrained gas is only a small percentage of the
total gas content and it is only'the.total gas content that can
easily be measured.
Ripken and Killenl5
 have investigated the mechanisms of bubble
growth and the influence of gas bubbles on the cavitation characteristics
of water. They have argued that the entrained gas is the key factor
and have shown that by slowly approaching the cavitation pressure
the free gas concentration is stabilized. Under these conditions
the cavity is transient and cavitation numbers are relatively high.
^.. {^
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This suggests that it is "gaseous" cavitation which has been reported
by others investigating similar effects. They also present data, taken
under the above conditions, which indicate a strong dependance of
cavitation number on gas content. A portion of this work was also
devoted to examining vorticity effects on bubble growth, with these
conclusions: 1) Boundary layer vorticity is capable of substantially
increasing the size of stabilized gas bubbles present in water and
such larger bubbles may directly serve as nuclei for cavitation.
2) Gas bubble size distribution is a desirable research index for the
cavitation susceptibility of test water in preference to volume measure-
went of free or total gas content. They also noted that water velocities
as low as 10 :feet per second produced vorticity sufficient to grow large
gas bubbles, thus indicating that most prototype turbomachinery will
normally be supplied with a water that will readily cavitate. Narayanan35
has also presented centrifugal pump data indicating that increasing the
gas content significantly increases the cavitation tendency of the pump.
In related work dealing with the cavitation characteristics of ship
propellers, Silverleaf and Berry36
 have concluded that for tip vortex
cavitation, the inception cavitation index increases with air content.
R .ggeri and Gelder l9 have investigated cavitation in a verturi flow
system and report data that indicate that the cavitation number increases
with air content for-incipient or just initiated cavitation; while for
more fully developed cavitation, gas content appears to have little
effect. Perhaps the most striking arguments pertaining to gas content
effects are those presented by Holl14
 in a reanalysis of data reported
earlier by Calehuff and Wislicenus30. In his paper, Holl snakes a
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distinction between "gaseous" and "vaporous" cavitation and develops
the following argument. The static equilibrium equation for a bubble
is given by:
b	 b	 b + z^T
fay
 } i V	 1^	 r
where:	 pa,, = partial pressure of air
pC. 
= liquid pressure outside the bubble
= liquid vapor pressure
st	 surface tension
r = bubble'radius
Now if the bubble is "saturated" with . air, or more precisely,
if the air pressure in the bubble equals the total partial pressure
in the liquid, the air pressure becomes ok (I where o, is the dissolved
air content and p i s the Henry's Law constant. These conditions will
determine an upper limit to 1 °L
	
So, for this condition one can write:
Y
or solving and multiplying by -1,
tt	 Y
Now adding free stream minimum pressure and normalizing by division
a
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with p V2/2 gives,
1 ^^ z
z z P	 Z-	 Z P
where the left hand side is simply the cavitation number, and the first
term on the right is a pressure coefficient, so that:
C.	 P + t yz °'	 -^z
ze	 Z^
Now it has been stated earlier the r is on the order of 0.5 mil or
larger so that for the minimum velocities available in the current
work (approximately 60 ft/sec in water) and at temperatures on the
order of 60°F (r = 0.0005 in., cst = 0.0005 pounds/ft, g = 62.09
Pounds/ft 3 ) the surface tension factor is on the order of 7x10'-3
and may be neglected in comparison with the gas content terra, that
will have values on the order of 0.06. Therefore we are left with
the relationship:
Z	 "
Because the exact pressure. coefficient is a function of the shape
involved it is sufficient for our purposes to say that:.
(rc	 r^ V s
and such a term will be used in subsequent analyses. This approach
was used with a portion of these data and reported earli.er 37 . In
addition, Holt also concluded that: 1) Differences between desinent
r24
cavitation numbers for gaseous and vaporous cavitation are directly
proportional to the dissolved air content; 2) Gaseous cavitation
can occur at very high ambient pressures; and 3) To minimize the
effects of air content and thus avoid possible confusion of vaporous
and gaseous cavitation, tests should be run at low dissolved air
contents and high velocities. Clearly then, gas content effects are
important, therefore in the current work we have included a considera-
tion of gas content effects.
G. Mach Number Considerations
Whenever fluid dynamic problems are considered the fluid
velocity is important and frequently is the controlling variable.
For instance, the fluid velocity can determine head losses. Likewise,
the fluid velocity may also be important in relationships to particular
geometrical or fluid properties. The Mach Number is defined:
M = ^+/aa
where V is the fluid velocity and a o
 is a reference sonic velocity.
For venturi flows, such considerations are important because a normally
subsonic nozzle may become a supersonic diffuser. Shock waves occur
in supersonic flows but do not appear in subsonic flows. This could
lead to a choking or limitation of the mass flow rate as Mach numbers
approach unity. Because sonic velocity in water is on the order of
5000 feet per second and most flows do not approach anywhere near
that velocity, it seems of little concern. However, Karplus 38 has
shown that the sonic v^ locity in water-air mixtures can drop by
several orders of magnitude as air content approaches 50% by volume
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when the gas is in the entrained state. This means that for gas
concentrations as low as 10%, significant changes have occurred and
the mixture sonic velocity may be on the order of the flow velorAties.
Although total gas contents in the present work do approach 2 to 3%
by volume of air in water, a significant portion of this is dissolved.
Furthermore, the point of concern in this work is cavitation inception,
or that condition when bubbles just begin to appear, so that we can
assume that there is no significant alteration of the flow field.
Thus, although Mach number effects could have serious consequence.
in very well developed cavitating flows, and it has been shown39
that one can compute the pressures in a cavitating venttwi diffuser
using a choked flow analogy, Mach number effects will be omitted
from the current analysis.
H.	 Prandtl Number Considerations
The Prandtl number is of concern in convective heat processes
and it is a material property relating viscous and thermal diffusivities.
It has been included here because we are testing two dissimilar fluids
(mercury and water) so the Prandtl number offers one potential means
of correlation, since convective beat processes can influence the rate
of growth and collapse of the bubbles24240 .	 On the other hand, because
the Prandtl number is a material property with moderate sensitivity to
temperature changes (factor of 3 variation for water over 50 to 150 °F
and about an order of magnitude over 70 to 400°F for mercury), it is
r26
that in neither case is the data taken at temperatures sufficiently
high f or thermal effects to be impor. tantll, 40.
I. Exposure Time Parameter
The classical assumption in regard to cavitation initiation
is that whenever the fluid is subjected to conditions where the local
pressure is equal to or less than vapor pressure, cavitation occurs
instantaneously. Nearly, all the investigators in the field have
demonstrated that this does not occur„ 'In fact, in many facilities,
if one approaches cavitation from a condition of no cavitation, as
contrasted to approaching cavitation from a point of fully developed
cavitation, two distinctly different cavitation pressures are observed.
Following Roll's introduction of the second term, these are generally
called incipient and desient cavitation. Such behavior certainly
suggests the presence of exposure time effects and Roll and Treaster4l,
among others, have labeled this hysteresis. Although this difference
has not been observed in the test facilities at the University of Michigan,
an exposure time parameter is included in this present work to see if
it provides any insight into the mechanism of cavitation. An estimate
of the actual time of exposure to the low pressure region in the venturi
throat may be determined as simply the venturi throat length divided
by the throat velocity. This leaves us with a term which must be made
dimensionless to fit into our analysis scheme. The first approach
that may be considered, based upon the work of Van Wyngaarden42
is to divide by the time it takes a bubble to grow from some nuclei
with radius ro to a final bubble with radius, r. Unfortunately,
this time of growth is not a unique or single valued function.
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It is a function of the initial. size assumed and the final size specified.
Furthermore, in flowing systems such as that used here, this growth time
may be a function of the average turbulence level or 'the Reynolds number
of the flow or even the details of local turbulence. At this point we
are forced to seek another avenue of approach. If we turn to the kinetic
theory of liquids, we find that Frenkel22 presents arguments concerning
the molecular relaxation time of fluids, that is, the time for a
disturbance in the "lattice" to be absorbed. If we argue that such a
property may also be involved in the growth of nuclei then we can use
this in our nondimensional.izing process, recognizing of course that
this is a qualitative argument. Such molecular relaxation times are
reported to be on the order of 10 " 13 seconds. Therefore, a dimensionless
parameter may be established.
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Correlations with such a parameter will be attempted with the current
data.
J. Thermodynamic Parameter Considerations
One of the first attempts to theoretically examine the "thermo-
dynamic effects" in cavitation is that .of Stahl and Stepanoff23 . In.
this work, they point out that as fluid moves into regions of low
pressure where local total pressure is below the liquid vapor pressure,
a temperature difference is created inducii^j heat flog from the bulk
I
liquid to supply the l^.^tent heat of vaporization required in the
cavitation process. t`herefore, . in the analysis, the degree of cavitation
f28
is controlled by the temperature difference (0 T) associated with the
pressure differential between local pressure and the vapor pressure,
the latent heat of vaporization, specific heat and thermal conductivity
of the fluid, the size of the bubbles and the time the liquid spends
in the low pressure area. It is also pointed out in the paper that a
given amount of pressure depression results in a greater A T below
thermal equilibrium at lower bulk temperatures and pressures than at
higher temperatures for a given fluid. Or, in other words, more heat
is available in the close vicinity, and thus more fluid could be
vaporized at the lower fluid bulk temperatures. Because of the low
vapor density under such conditions, the vapor volume created would
be relatively large. This analysis has also been discussed by
Stepanoff43
 who has shown that if sufficient time is allowed, then
some NHf
 in BTU/pound of liquid passing through the low-pressure
zone will be available for vaporization of liquid. The value of
& Hf is simply the difference bet.Teen liquid enthalpy at the original
equilibrium conditions and at the new conditions of reduced pressure.
An equilibrium heat balance may be , written:
AVA
^
 = c
? LT	 (t)
Assuming thermal equilibrium, then per pound of liquid passing through
the low pressure zone the heat balance equation may be written:
i X lJ1-1 .^ = ^-„ 4^ f	 ^ Z^
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where fv is the fraction of
liquid. Now if we let fv =
these into (2) we obtain thi
V` L
► ^A
or:
	 Al,
rT, ^
each pound of liquid boiled per pound of
-= and V = Ar xl and substitute
V" r 
relationship:
-- 
\/'
	 (3)
v^. _	
rr n
where: V represents volume, v is specific volume, and subscripts
j and -t* are for liquid and vapor respectively. This analysis can
be modified by using some of the arguments of Salemann 4 and Hammitt 24 to
a form that allows one to more easily determine 694 . As has been
noted,
oN f = C ft DT
Now since the temperature difference & T must arise from the super-
heating from pressure reduction, then we can use the slope of the
saturated vapor pressure line to determine A7 /&% or the temperature
change per unit head change. With this argument, the thermodynamic.
parameter may be written:
Art	
/t,
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or to use densities:
It must be noted of course that in this form the thermodynamic parameter
is no longer nondi mensional but has the units of inverse feet. For the
purposes of our correlation B can be multiplied by the kinetic head
Z P
VZ, which then gives us the dimensionless parameter.
The thermodynamic parameter thus defined has a shortcoming
however in that it does not account for heat transfer rates near the
bubble wall. This is important in studies involving the collapse of
cavitation bubbles and subsequent damage to the surrounding surfaces.
If a bubble containing vapor enters a high-pressure region and begins
to collapse and the heat conduction rates in the liquid are small
enough, the vapor is forced to act essentially as a noncondensible
gas, inhibiting collapse and presumably damage. Conversely, if the
heat conduction is large, the collapse will be accelerated. Florschuetz
and Chao45
 have examined this problem and in their treatment a revised
thermodynamic parameter Beff is defined:
cet AT 1. k`
t
Reynolds number
Weber number
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Florschuetz and Chao show that for small Beff, bubble growth and
collapse are heat transfer controlled, i.e,, thermodynamic effects are
important, and that for large Beff the bubble processes are inertia
controlled.- The difficulty in using such a definition in this present
study is the problem encountered in defining the equilibrium bubble
radius Ro in a flowing, multipressure, gas containing liquid. This
relationship has been modified by Garcia and Hammitt 40 to correlate
observed damage effects in a still more complex fashion. Because of
this difficulty with establishing R o the present work uses the
original simplified relationship presented in Equation 7.
K. Analysis Summary
In this chapter we have established the important physical
variables of the venturi system and have discussed their possible
influences on the cavitation characteristics. To the extent possible
these variables have been developed in terms of "conventional" fluid
flow parameters. In this treatment no attempt was made to evaluate-
the relative importance of these -various parameters. Instead, the
data correlation techniques outlined in Chapter V and Appendices H
and I will be used to determine the impact of the individual parameters
in a given flow situation. However, as a result'of this discussion
we have a set of dimensionless terms against which the correlations
with cavitation number may be attempted. The parameters selected
are
Mt
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"Prandtl number
Gas content parameter
Exposure time parameter
Thermodynamic parameter
t
rCHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES
A. General Facility Description
The experimental studies were conducted in the venturi tunnel
facilities of the Nuclear Engineering Department of the University of
Michigan. Only a brief description of the two tunnel facilities (water
and liquid metal) are presented here. The various construction details,
etc. , are omitted because they have been reported elsewhere46 .
The water tunnel facility is a multiple venturi system (maximum
of four parallel loops) originally designed for cavitation damage
studies. Figure I is a simplified schematic of this system. The flow
rate and concurrently the extent of cavitation are controlled by means
of a variable speed centrifugal pump and the total static pressure
maintained on the "low pressure tank", into which all loops discharge.
The latter control is accompii,3hed by gas pressure loading of an
attached surge tang. Fluid velocities from approximately 50 to 225
feet per second may be obtained in the smaller venturi throats;
however, the 3/4 inch venturi has an upper velocity limit of about
180 feet per second because of the drooping head-flow characteristic
curve of the pump. The gas content of the water can be varied from
about 3.5 to 0.5 volurce- percent (based on standard temperature and
pressure, STP, valves) by means of a cold-water vacuum deaerator in
a bypass stream from the loop. The temperature is controlled by
varying the flow rate of cooling water in coils in the low pressure
33
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Figure 1. Water Damage Facility (Only two of the four loops are shown).
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tank. With the plastic venturis, operation is limited to a temperature
range from 50 to 150°F in order to prevent "crazing" or softening of
the venturis. A general view of the water facility as used for damage
studies is shown on Figure 2. A typical installation for one of the
scale-effects venturis is shown in Figure 3.
The liquid metal tunnel facility is a single loop system.
currently using mercury as the working fluid. A schematic of this
facility is shown on Figure 4. (The gas injection and sampling system
are discussed in detail in a subsequent section.) The flow rate is
controlled by means of variable-speed centrifugal sump pump, while
the static pressure (and thus the degree of cavitation) is controlled
by the two throttling valves (upstream and downstream of the test
section). Flow velocities from 10 to 65 feet per second are attainable
in this system from 1/8, 1/2, and 1/4 inch venturis. The 3/ ,4 irjch
ventL. -i was not run in this system. The gas content of the mercury
was varied by injection of Argon or Hydrogen at the pump discharge
(when the naturally entrained air was incorrect for the desired test)
and levels from 0.1 to greater than 2.5 ppm by mass have been achieved
(roughly 2.5 volume percent at STP). Temperature is controlled by
varying the cooling waterflow when the plastic venturis are used
(temperature less than 150°F) and by electrical clamshell heaters
when the stainless steel venturis are used (temperatures to about
600°F can be obtained). Figure 5 shows the mercury loop with the
upper clamshell.. heater removed and without pressure instrumentation,
Figure 6 show0 the 1/2 inch scale-effects venturi installed in the
mercury loop.
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Figure 2. Prater Cavitation, Closed Loop, Venturi Facility
Figure 3. Scale Effects Venturi Installed
in the Water Cavitation Facility (1/2 inch Throat).
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Figure 5. Mercury Facility with Top Half of Heater Section Removed.
Figure 6. Scale Effects Venturi Installed
on Mercury Loop (1/2 inch Throat) .
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B. Venturis and Pressure Manifold Description, Pressure Measur
Techniques
The venturis used for this work were based upon the designs of
the damage test venturis used in earlier work in this laboratory.
These venturis have conical inlets and diffusers with a 6° included
angle, and a cylindrical throat with an L/D ratio of approximately
4.6. The basic geometry is shown in Figure 7. Overall length is
14.5 inches. The four transparent plastic venturis used in the work
are shown in Figures 8 through 11 and Figures 12 through 15 are
simplified cross-sections for the same venturis showing the basic
flow path design. :although external configurations vary because of
fabrication considerations the flow paths are geometrically similar.
Also, in the case of the 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch venturis, the actual
design was influenced by the availability of partially finished venturis
that were adaptable to the present study. In all cases, the pressure
taps were placed so that the centerline of the tap is normal to the
venturi wall. For the 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch venturis the tap diameters
were 40 mils, and for the 1/8 inch and 1/4 inch venturis, 20 mils.
The tap locations projected to the venturi centerline for the
four plastic venturis are also shown in Figure 12 through 15 and for
the 1/2 inch and 1/8 inch stainless steel in Figures 16 and 17. In
these figures the distance from throat entrance to the tap centerline
is indicated. For the 1/2 inch plastic venturi, which was the first
used, the selection of the tap locations was somewhat arbitrary although
guided by the requirement for good pressure data for the entire range
of cavitation conditions to be studied. The cavitation conditions
r5.9080	 18.0730	 0
2 0 5° 54'
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Figure 7. Basic Venturi Flow Path Dimensions
J
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Figure 8. 3/4 Inch Plastic Scale-Effects Venturi, (534) .
Figure 9. 1/2 inch Plastic Scale-Effects Venturi, (412)
A42
Figure 10. 1/4 Inch Plastic Scale -Effects Venturi, (614) .
4	 Figure 11. 1/8 Inch Plastic Scale-Effects Venturi, (818).
rFigare 3.2.	 :cessure Tap Locations and Water Loop Installation Geometry for 3/4 Inch Plastic Venturi.
1I	 `
Figure 13. Pressure Tap Locations and Water Loop Installation Geometry for 1/2 Inch Plastic Venturi.
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Figure 14. Pressure Tap Locations and Water Loop Installation C.4--ometry for 1/4 Inch Plastic Venturi.
Figure 15. Pressure Tap Locations and Water Loop Installation Geometry for 1/8 Inch Plastic Venturi.
Figure 16. Pressure Tap Locations and Mercury Loop Installation Geometry
for 1/2 Inch Stainless-Steel Venturi.
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Figure 17. Pressure Tap Locations and Mercury Loop Installation Geometry
for 1/8 Inch Stainless-Steel Venturi.
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examined are discussed elsewhere (Appendix A) including definitions,
significance and basis for particular choices. When the other venturis
were designed an attempt was made to maintain geometric similarity
of the tap locations, but in the case of the two smaller venturis
(particularly the 1/8 inch) this was impossible primarily because
there was insufficient room on the exterior surfaces for the necessary
fittings. This lack of exact similarity is not considered to be
detrimental, however, because the shape of the pressure profile and
the minimum point are still adequately defined.
The pressure tap manifolding used in this work was quite simple.
The flexible lines from the tap fittings on the venturi were joined
through suitable unions to 1/4 inch stainless steel tubing and quick
acting toggle valves. The output side of the valves was then connected
to a manifold. The manifold in turn was connected through toggle valves
to two precision Bourdon gages (Heise Gages) one covering the range
-15 to + 45 psi and the other 0 to 600 psi. Thus by suitable selection
of valves all pressures in the system could be read. Figures 18 and 19
show the manifold installed at the mercury tunnel facility. The low
pressure gage and valves are visible on the- cabinet, as is the line
iswhich connects the manifold to the high pressure gage which is installed
and used in the regular loop control system also.
The procedure used to determine the pressure profiles was as
follows. The pump speed, cooling rates, and gas contents were adjusted
to provide-the desired conditions i.e., flow, temperature and gas content,
in the loop. Then the static pressure on the low pressure tank (in
water loop) was set (or the throttling valve in the case of the mercury
r=9
examined are discussed elsewhere (Appendix A) including definitions,
significance and basis for particular choices. When the other venturis
were designed an attempt was made to maintain geometric similarity
of the tap locations, but in the case of the two smaller venturis
(particularly the 1/8 inch) this was impossible primarily because
there was insufficient room on the exterior surfaces for the necessary
fittings. This lack of exact similarity is not considered to be
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detrimental, however, because the shape of the pressure profile and
the minimum point are still adequately defined.
The pressure tap manifolding used in this work was quite simple.
The flexible lines from the tap fittings on the ve nturi were joined
through suitable unions to 1/4 inch stainless steel tubing and quick
acting toggle valves. The output side of the valves was then connected
to a manifold. The manifold in turn was connected through toggle valves
to two precision Bourdon gages (Heise Gages) one covering the range
-15 to + 45 psi and the other 0 to 800 psi. - Thus by suitable selection
of valves all pressures in the system could be read. Figures 18 and 19
show the manifold installed at the mercury tunnel facility. The low
pressure gage and valves are visible on the-cabinet, as is the line
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1 which connects the manifold to the high pressure gage which is installed
and used in the regular loop control system also.
The procedure used to determine the pressure profiles was as
follows. The pump speed, cooling rates, and gas contents were adjusted
to pr ov Lde - the desired conditions i.e., flow, temperature and gas content,
in the loop. Then the static pressure on the low pressure tank (in
water loop) was set (or the throttling valve in the case of the mercury
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loop) -to establish the degree of cavitation for a particular run.
At this point the various parameters (flog , temperature, system
pressure, etc.) were recorded and the pressure profile taken by
reading the various taps sequentially. During the pressure-profile
readings, suitable sample, were taken to determine gas contents.
At the completion of the profile, the loop conditions would be "upset"
and then the process repeated several times. This procedure enables
one to then establish some confidence limits for the cavitation
numbers calculated from the data for some initial set of conditions.
C. Gas Injection Apparatus and Gas Conte nt Determination
For those tests conducted in the water facility, gas injection
or addition was relatively simple. For all. but the very.highest
concentrations, simply charging the system with fresh tap water was
sufficient to increase the gas content which could then be reduced
using the deaerator to the desired condition. The gas content of
fresh tap water was approximately 2.5% by volume measured at STP.
Also, since the water facility has parallel loops, only one of which
was being used for scale-effects tests, simply opening a tap in the
low pressure area of the throat of a venturi not in use would admit
air to the system. The average transit time is short enough and
turbulence levels are high enough in the system so that satisfactory
homogenization occurs in just a few minutes.	 Figure 20 shows the
appearance of the air bubbles in water near, saturation as viewed
under a high speed strobe light.
In the case of the mercury if,)op, the problem is somewhat
more complex for several. reasons. First, the scale-effects venturi
52
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Figure 20. Typical Examp le of Air Bubbles
in 1/2 inch Plastic Venturi with Water-
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is the only one installed, so there is no conven4ent low-pressure
point that can be bled to admit air. Second, air in contact with
mercury tends to produrce a surface scum, 	 which can interfere with
pressure measurements:, Finally, the pump in this loop is a simple
over-hung centrifugal pump :rwa .ing -in a mercury sump with a free
surface. Therefore, because gases are essentially insoluble in
mercury, there is a disentrainment action taking place in the sump
because of separation in the strong centrifugal field that exits
there so that to maintain a fixed gas content requires continuous
addition of gas to the loop.
The development of a system for gas injection and sampling
in the mercury loop has been reported in detai147 , however, some
pertinent points are discussed here. The schematic diagram of FiG^ure
4 also shows these sample by-pass lines. Two 1/4 inch stainless
steel sampling lines were used,, one at the pump discharge (i.e.,
upstream of the test section) and the other downstream of the test
section throttling value. Each line runs to a location on the facility
control board where sampling capsules can be inserted between a pair
of isolation values. The lines are joined downstream of the sampling
point. A differentiall manometer is used to determine the AP across
a straight section of the tubing to provide bypass flow rates.
The manometer &P had been previously calibrated against a known
volumetric flow rate The sampling capsules and lines are visible
in Figure 18.
Plates containing radial holes for the gas injection tube and
the sam ►,pling tube were inserted between flanges at the locations cited-
Ppr
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above. Figure 21 shows the upstream plate with both the injection
and sampling tubes in place. For these tests only a sampling tube
was inserted in the downstream plate. The sampling tubes were pointed
upstream parallel to and on the pipe centerline. The tube end was
suitably tapered (reduced in area) so that the flog velocity at tube
inlet would be approximately that in the mainstream, even though the
velocity generally existing in the bypass line was much less, and thus
the flow pattern about the sampler would not deflect gas bubbles away
from the tube (i.e., isokinetic sampling was used).
The injector used was made from 1/8 inch diameter stainless
steel tubing. A section of tube was squeezed shut at one end, then
ground off with a hand stone until a fine slit was visible. The
center of the tube was then driven shut so that two separate openings
were available which, as test in water indicated, provided good
atomization. The injector needle is visible in Figure 21. The sampling
tube and the injection tube each entered at an angle of 73' from the
pipe axis, pointed upstream and downstream respectively, which increases
the separation and minimizes flow interference between them. Thus gas
was injected into the flow, downstream of the upstream sampler. The
injection apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 22. The bubbler
was used to eliminate the possibility of a blocked injection orifice
remaining unnoticed. Although the bubbler contained water, the level
was unchanged after several hundred hours of gas flow, so it is quite
certain that no measurable water vapor was carried into the loop.
A typical view of entrained gas in mercury is shown in Figure 23.
One of the most frequently used methods for measurement of
0r
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Figure 21. Plate for Insertion Between Flanges,
Showing the Tapered Mercury Bypass Sampling Tube with the
Gas Injection Tube in the Background.
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Figure 23. Typical Example of Gas Bubbles in
1/2 inch Venturi with Mercury.
Figure 24. Stainless-Steel Sampling Capsule
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gas content in water in cavitation laboratories is a Van Slyke apparatus.
The water sample extracted from the test facility is usually transferred
by pouring into a graduated cylinder on the Van Slyke instrument.
Because most of the gas is dissolved rather than entrained in this
case, and at less than the saturation concentration, there is negligible
error introduced by the small amount of pouring in. the presence of air.
Thus for the water loop work standard Van Slyke techniques were used48.
With mercury however, gas solubility is essentially zero, so the gas
to be measured is entrained in small bubbles. Obviously then, if a
pouring.technique were used considerable error might be introduced
because some of the buoyant bubbles would be lost. To preclude this
error, closed stainless steel capsules shown in Figure 24 were used
to transfer the mercury samples from the mercury loop to a. modified
Van Slyke. The modified Van Slyke arrangement to accommodate the
capsules is shown schematically on Figure 25. The use of a Van Slyke
for the measurement of gas in mercury is unique to this study so far
as we know, but apparently was successful. In fact the procedures used
are -to be patented by the .AEC, which supported this portion of the work.
Because this technique differs from the usual Van Slyke procedures it
^T.	 is presented in some detail in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER- IV
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The data gathered in the course of this work can be :represented
either in graphical or tabular form. It is presented here graphically
for two reasons; first, the ease with which large amounts of data can
be handled in graphical form; second, it facilitates the comparison
with the results of other workers who have in some instances only
examined the effects of a single variable. The results and implica-
tions outlined here are the basis for the broader correlations
discussed in Part V. A machine tabulation of the reduced data is
included as Appendix G.
To analyze experimental data where one is primarily interested
in the effect upon the dependent variable induced by variations in
several independent variables, the ideal first step is to examine the
dependency for each of the variables singly, i.e., vary one with the
others held constant. Unfortunately, this is generally not possible
in real cases because so many physical variables are interrelated;
for example, in this study the variations induced by temperature
changes will also include, but not be limited to, effects from density,
q	 viscosity, and vapor pressure variations, which are themselves tempera-
ture dependent. Furthermore, in the fluid systems used in this . study
it is impossible to adjust the experimental conditions to preselected
values for the independent variables, especially in the case of tempera-
ture and gas content. Thus; it is occasionally necessary to consider
60
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a range of values for one- variable. Generally this range is believed
to be narrow enough that the trends observable in cavitation number as
function of one variable with the others "fixed" are valid. Likewise,
it is believed that the correlation techniques employed later are
sufficiently broad in scope in order to account for these minor
variations. It is with these limitations in mind that the following
c' J, scussions are presented. Unless otherwise stated, the cavitation
condition under consideration is visible initiation or condition B
as it is described in the definition of cavitation conditions in
Appendix A. With this particular system it is possible to determine
pressure before and after the venturi so that theoretically at least,
one could relate the extent of cavitation to the total pressure drop
across the venturi. However, because it was not clear at the start
of the study that all three gases used (air, argon, and hydrogen)
would behave the same way, the data is based upon a visual, or in
the case of the stainless steal venturis, an acoustic, observation
of the degree or extent of the cavitation. It turned out that a
given volume percent of hydrogen has a much greater effect upon
cavitation number than the same volume percent of air and this is
11x discussed later.
Prior to presentation of the cavitation data it is perhaps
wise to examine the range of variables available to the study. ILa
Table Z the maximum and minimum values of the variables and their ratio
are presented. For water, with the possible exception of surface
tension, the ratios are acceptable. In mercury, neither the viscosity
and surface tension varied as much as might be desired.
wwmv 100..
a
TABLE 2
RANGE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
A. Water
V (ft/sec)	 D (in)	 ^k (#/ft sec)	 rT (#/ft)
	
e4 (#/ft3 )	 T ( °F)	 Vol
Minimum	 64	 .125	 3.18x10-4	 4.46x10-3	 112x10-4	 50	 .5
Maximum	 220	 .75	 9.25x10-4	 4.99x10-3	 6.5x10-4	 135	 2.3
Ratio	 3.4	 6.2	 2.9	 1.2	 17.3	 2.7	 4.6
B. Mercury
Minimum	 22	 .125	 .000672	 .02996	 .0345x10 5	 55	 0.01
Maximum	 47	 .50	 .00104	 .0319	 136.8x105	 415	 3.2
Ratio	 2.14	 4	 1.55	 1.06	 39700	 7.55	 320
ChN
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A. Gas Contents Effects in Water
1. OneF-half-inch Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
Because the 1/2 inch diameter throat venturis have been used
for some time for various cavitation studies in this laboratory this
throat diameter was adopted as the "base line" for the present
investigations and therefore is prt ,e>;ented First.
In Figure 26, the cavitation number a. is plotted as a function
of gas content with the velocity in the ve nturi throat the parameter.
For these points the water temperature ranges from 50 to 55°F at 64
ft/sec and approximately 70 to 80°F at 220 ft/sec. These represent
the lowest temperatures that can be attained in the system, because
even with full cooling water flow, the pump work input establishes
these steady state conditions. The highest gas contents reported
here are approximately equal to saturation conditions at STP. The
several trends are readily apparent.
The cavitation number 6c increases with air content, and
indeed, one :intuitively expects this sort of behavior assuming that
the more air present the greater will be the percentage not dissolved
but simply entrained, and thus the greater the number of nucleation
sites that will be made available. In fact, one difficulty with
treating gas content effects in water is that although this sort
of qualitative statement is valid, there is no exact and convenient
way in which the division of the gas between entrained and dissolved
states can be determined. The Van Slyke method for gas determination
used here (See Chapter III) gives only total gas content. Techniques
involving sonic probes have been used in which the signal attenuation
r
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Figure 26. Cavitation Number versus Air Content, Venturi 412, Cold Water.
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is used to establish entrained gas content making some assumption as
to homogeniety and form of gas distribution, However, the apparatus
is highly complex and the interpretation of the results somewhat
uncertain at present so that development of such an instrument was
not attempted in this study. Only a limited number of cases are
treated here in which the gas content exceeds the saturation value
at STP, and most of the gas can be assumed to be in solution, therefore
only the total gas content as determined by the Van Slyke techniques
is reported.
Similar cavitation number trends with increasing gas content
have been reported by Ruggeri and Gelder 19 for "audible 11 initiation
although that work did not cover as wide a range in air content or
velocity as reported here. They report no gas content effect for
their ffvisible" initiation, but "visible" in their tests is roughly
equivalent to "Condition C" in this work, that is, a well established
cavitation state and one for which the present study also revealed no
major effect from gas-content changes. The results here also agree
with the conclusions of Narayanon35
 who observed that in a pumping
system a'c increases as air is added. Straub and his co-workers3304
have reported similar trends and the air-content work b Holl14
 canP	 ^	 y
also be interpreted in this manner. Lehman and Young 20 report no
effect on cavitation with variations in the gas content over the
range of saturation. to 25% of saturation at STP. However, there was
no separation of the flow from the walls in their venturi such as
occurs in the present instance. Holl16
 while investigating the
effects of surface roughness, also found no influence of gas content
FIr
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over the range of 5 to 15 ppm (moles of air per million moles of water,
or about 0.6 to 1.8 volume percent at STP) unless the roughness was
such that flow separation was induced. The mechanisms involved in
this effect of separation are not completly understood. The severe
pressure discontinuities associated with the separation may trigger
growth of gas bubbles that are too small to grow otherwise, or the
void adjaceft to the wall may serve as a trap for gas that is subse-
quently entrained by vortex action in the region of separation.
It is also readily apparent from these data that the influence
of the gas content decreases as the flow velocity increases and this
has also been observed by other investigators 14119 . The reason for
the diminishing influence of gas content is not clear as yet. The
argument has been made14 737 that there is a constant gas pressure
in the bubble regardless of fluid velocity. Because this pressure
is added to pv its effect upon dc- is less for larger values of
V2/2g. Another possibility is that at the higher velocities the
residence time in the area of law pressure is insufficient for nuclei
to grow to an observable size. An alternate explanation is that in
recirculating flow facilities such as the University of Mighigan water
loops, as one increases the velocity, the system total pressure must
also be increased in order to establish and maintain a given cavita-
tion condition. Thus, gas may be forced into solution in the remainder
of the system. For example, for 'Condition B" cavitation in our
system, the pressure on the sump tank, i.e., pump inlet, increases
from 8 to 10 psig at 64 ft/sec to 280 to 290 prig at 200 ft/sec.
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The problem with this argument is, of course, the cross-over in the
100 ft/sec and 215 ft/sec curves at lower gas content (Figure 26).
Additional comment on this point is presented below.
Data taken at temperatures from 95 to 110°F over considerably
fewer values of gas content reflect no significant variation in
with gas content. These data are shown in Figure 27, although
obviously any conclusions drawn from such a limited amount of data
Y	 must be viewed as extremely tentative, and preliminary. The gross
trend at 220 ft/sec is discounted because of severe problems in
operating the loop at constant temperature and gas content at this
flow rate. The thermodynamic effects and. other temperature dependent
.factors (which are discussed below) may be masking and perturbing the
gas content effects. As has been pointed out earlier, this inability
to completely isolate single: effects is one of the more severe
experimental di.fficuUies encountered in cavitation research.
A question that has not been answered in the above, but which
is pertinent, is the effect of increasing the gas content abeva STP
saturation values, that is, increasing the likelihood that the system
contains substantial ' rentrained" and not just dissolved air. Standard
conditions still provide a convenient reference for discussing gas
content. When the experiments were run at these higher gas cements
kb was found that in every case the observed 6c was lower than that
f or the saturation c ondition, an observati on which was inc ons iste nt
with known arguments. At this point, it was noted that the operational
procedure on the water loop had involved maintaining the pump inlet
pressure considerably above that f cr cavitation initiation (especially
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Figure 27. Cavitation Number versus Air Content, Venturi 412, Warm Water.
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at the lower velocities) while air was being admitted and the air content
evaluated simply because the system operates more stably this way.
Arguments and data have been re orted20, 50 indicating thatg	 P	 	 pre-pressuri-
zation leads to increased tension capabilities (i.e., lower cavitation
numbers) in water, therefore , several supplemental experiments were
conducted. The system was set up with 2.25% air by volume and the
pump intake pressure increased to approximately 400 psig (near maximum
for this system) for about one hour. Cavitation was then initiated
and pressure profiles recorded over several hours. The results are
shown on Figure 28, Curve I. Subsequently, prior test data were
examined for similar trends, which may have been masked by the averaging
process in the computerized program for data reduction, and Curves II
and III resulted. This short test appears to confirm the pre-pressuri-
zation theory. However, to adequately explore this phenomena would
require a system capable of much higher static pressures, i.e.,
several thousands pounds per square inch. It is completely obvious
though that the effects of variation in gas content depend significantly
on the previous history of the fluid and thus, presumably on the gas
disposition, that is, whether dissolved or entrained, bubble size
spectrum, etc.
2. Three-quarter-inch Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
The data available from tests in the 3/4 inch venturi (shown
in Figure 29) is not nearly as conclusive as that from the 1/2 inch
venturi. Experimental difficulties forced us to accept data from a
wider range of temperatures than really desirable for a given velocity.
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For the low and high velocity cases, however, enough data are available
to indicate agreement with the earlier trends. At 100 ft/sec, -the
decrease in ac with increasing air content is in all probability
caused by thermal effects discussed below. It is observed that in
this range the variations were to a first approximation
L aac/ A T = .0005	 001.
3. One-quarter-inch Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
The exp='"Irimental data from the 1/2 inch Venturi shown on
Figure 30 agrees quite well with that from the 1/2 inch Venturi.
The cavitation number increases with increasing air content although
this effect' is lessened as velocity increases. One difference in the
qualitative nature of the data between the two venturis is observable
in that there is no crossover of the velocity curves as velocity.
increases, at least in the range where data were actually taken.
Again the presence of and the interaction with, other effects can be
observed since for the same air content and velocity the 1/2 inch cc
values are considerably lower than those for the 1/2 inch case
4. One-eight-inch Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
No unusual results or deviations from the results obtained
Y
with the 1/2 inch Venturi are indicated by the 1/8 inch data shown
in Figure 31. The remarks made above relative to comparison between
1/2 and 1/4 inch data on trend and levels are pertinent to this
situation also.
5. Summary of Experimental Observations of Gas Content Effects.
in Water
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Based upon the results presented above, the following conclu-
sions may be drawn relative to gas content effects.
a. For all cases, the lower the flow velocity, the more pro-
nounced are the effects of increasing gas content. This supports the
argument that the longer the exposure time the more likely a fluid is
to cavitate and that for lower values of V 2/2g, the greater is the
effect of the gas pressure in the bubbles on ac. In this particular
system, as the velocity is increased the pump suction pressure is
increased, i.e., the system total pressure is increased. Therefore,
the mean pressure the fluid sees is increased and the entrained gas
portion of the total gas content is reduced which in turn tends to
suppress cavitation, that is produced lower cavitation numbers at
the higher velocity. Our limited pre-pressurization study seems
to support this argument.
b. Because theretical studies indicate that fluids possess
a definite tensile strength in the absence of entrained nuclei (i.e.,
zero gas content) with a resultant sharp decrease in the cavitation
number, the results here where the air content could not be reduced
below about 0.5 volume percent at STP, favor the conclusion that there
is a ltplatea0 on the ac versus gas content curve along which gas
content has little effect. Extending this argument, it may be
postulated that the length of this plateau increases with velocit-y.
Idealized this would lead to a family of curves such as that shown
in Figure 32.
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c. Quite clearly, assuming all other factors constant, the
prior history of the fluid as well as actual gas content has a
significant influence upon the observed cavitation characteristics.
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B. Velocity Effects in Water
1. One-half•.. inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi.
The effects of velocity on cavitation number are illustrated
on Figure 33. Mere again, because of the problems with exact control
of temperature and gas content discussed earlier the curves have been
arbitrarily identified as cold, warm, hot and deaerated or saturated
noting that some small range of values is included. For all cases the
data exhibits a minimum value for 	 at some intermediate velocity,
although the relative change from the lowest to highest velocity is
considerably less for the cases of reduced gas content. The effects
of velocity are most pronounced at the lower velocities, a condition
also noted by doll and Wislicenus 9
 in their paper on tip vortex cavita-
tion, although those data were at even lower free stream velocities.
Lehman and Young2O
 report a minimum in the O versus velocity plots
in the aqueous systems they have investigated. This rrilnimum in the
O^ versus velocity curve was not observed in earlier tests at the
University of Michigan, hovevGr the maximum velocity achieved then was
only 90 ft/sec. In a separate study using the University of Michigan
water loop as a tool for studying cavitation damage on materials, Robinson?
Shas observed the same sort of minimum in the a, versus velocity plot.
The comment made earlier regarding the masking effects of other variables
roust continually be considered." Nevertheless the trends observed are
present in a sufficient number of cases as to leave little question of
their validity.
2. Three-quarter-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
Although the available experimental data includes a much narrower
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rango of variables than the 1/2 inch case, the same trends are observable
in Figure 34. The significant additional point that must be made here
is that the generally lower values of cavitation numbers evidenced here
for otherwise similar test conditions are strong evidence that other
effects, e.g., size, roughness, perhaps other minor geometric non-
similarities such as burrs also have a strong influence on the
.Y'.^.
. ;avitation characteristics of these systems.
'i . 1
3. One-quarter-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
The data trends in Figure 35 agree extremely well with the 1/2
inch data plotted in Figure 33, and in fact the availability of the
results from another velocity point provide concrete verification
of the fact that the cavitation number versus velocity relationship
exhibits a definite minimum. The influence of other factors is still
observable; the values of cavitation number are generally lower than
those for the 1/2-inch case, but perhaps more importantly, the difference
in cavitation number for deaerated and satuwated conditions is much
smaller than that previously observed. There 	 no concise, unequivocal
explanation for this difference presentable here, although the general
correlations presented in Chapter V help to alleviate this problem
123omewhat.
4: One-eight-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
The data shown in Figure 36 are perhaps the strongest indication
within this set of experiments in water for the existence of other effects.
The increasing then decreasing . nature of the curve as the velocity increases
for the cold, saturated case is in direct contrast to the trends previously
exhibited (Figure 33 for example). Conversely, if attention is directed
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toward only those data points that support or exhibit a decreasing Q
with velocity trend in the nature of the curve, the minimum between
100 to 200 feet/second throat velocity is not present as it is in
Figure 33. It is quite obvious that for small flow passages, even
minor surface imperfections, can and may have significant effects
on the cavitation conditions prevailing in the system since they may
account for severe local pressure depressions. As with the 1/4 inch
venturi the broader correlations given later account for, if not
full explain, these anomalies.
C. Temperature Effects in Water
The effect of variations in bulk water temperature on the
cavitation number is shown on Figure 37 for two gas content conditions.
The gas saturated texts exhibit decreasing values of cavitation number
for increasing temperature. This same trend has been observed
reviousl 1152,53 p	 y  	 , and can be explained by the "thermodynamic effects"
discussed earlier. This assumes that a given cavitation condition
represents a fixed vapor volume regardless of the fluid velocity or
temperature. Thus as the bulk temperature increases, vapor density
in the bubbles must increase, which can only occur by mass addition
from the cavity walls. As heat is transferred to evaporate the fluid,
local temperature falls (and with it local vapor pressure) below bulk
values and therefore the driving force for bubble growth is reduced,
cavitation is more difficult to produce, so that the required cavitation
number is lower. The very limited data available for the deaerated case
exhibits a reverse trend, i.e., the cavitation number is increasing
(cavitation is easier to produce) with increasing temperature.
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Although caution must be exercised in drawing conclusions it may well
be that for lower total air content, percentage-wise more is in solution,
then for higher bulk temperature increases dissolved air is reduced,
increasing the amount of entrained gas and thus likelihood of cavity
formation, i.e., raising or,,, , faster than the thermodynamic effects
reduce it.
D. Observations for Highly Developed Cavitation
Because the principle area of concern for application of cavita-
tion analyses is the prediction of the onset of cavitation, the majority
of the present tests were conducted with incipient, or just visible,
cavitation. To complete the study, a limited number of experiments
were conducted at more fully developed cavitation conditions. On
Figure 38, the cavitation number is plotted versus the throat velocity
for the 1/8-inch, 1/4-inch and 1/2-inch venturis at the saturated air
content condition, and "standard cavitation" or Condition D as charac-
terized elsewhere in Appendix A. The observable trends duplicate those
reported above for incipient cavitation, except that the -variation in
cavitation number between the low and the high velocity is not nearly
as great. Similar data for "Condition E" or "Cavitation . to First Mark"
`	 are shown on Figure 39. The available data on temperature effects and
gas content effects for the more developed cavitation though not
sufficient for plotting, do support the earlier conclusions (See
Appendix G for the data).
E. Observations of Venturi Flow Patterns for Water
For all the velocities incorporated in the water portion of this
work a pressure profile was obtained for each venturi under zero or no
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cavitation conditions as a control or check profile. When these data
are subjected to the data reduction program RAWDAT (See Appendix E)
and the outputs compared, it is quite clear that the axial location
of the minimum pressure point thus computed, varies from one ve::turi
to the next even though nominal geometric similarity was ma .ntained
in the design of these systems. A more graphic visualization of this
trend is gained by an additional "normalization" of the data as follows.i
The value of the normalized pressure at the observed minimum is subtracted
from each of the other values such that:
A ^ {hor- MMA a ted) C ac— ( 06) — ^^ ^ Ob S ' y tin)
where as before:
^., = C ^obs _ ^^^ oJ^^
^	 CC2__.::.c J.
A normalized location is established by dividing the throat diameter
into the distance from the throat inlet to the pressure point of interest,
i.e.
Now plotting 6"c- versus Ltj for each, velocity on a single plot illustrates
the behavior of the minimum pressure point and thereby the point of
cavitation. If complete similarity between the venturis had been
obtained then the data points would all be at the same location on
such a plot As was mentioned earlier, certain fabrication problems
precluded an exact correspondence of pressure tap location; nevertheless,
the pressure minimum should be located at the same point because of the
yi
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similarity of the flow pattern. Examination of Figures 40 through 42
reveals at once that such is not the case for any of the velocities
used here. In every instance as the venturi diameter decrea3es the
minimum .pressure point migrates upstream toward the -throat inlet.
Also it may be noted that the axial pressure drop in the throat of
the 1/2-inch venturi more nearly approaches the Linear decrease expected
for flow in a cylindrical channel than for any of the other venturis,
The most probable source for this phenomena seems to be that the 1/2-inch
geometry (inlet and diffuser) were designed specifically for application
in this flow system. Therefore, since the available length for the
venturi installation is the same for all four sizes, the perturbations
caused by either more or less _rapid variations in flow to the point
where the venturi geometry becomes similar "may be responsible for the
migration of the minimum point. The constancy of the minimum pressure
point location and the noncavitating pressure profile for a given
venturi are clearly demonstrated by Figure 43 where the normalized profile
is plotted for three velocities in the 1/2-inch venturi.
F. Gas Content Effects in Mercury
The increasing emphasis placed upon liquid metals, and mercury
in particular, as coolants and heat transfer agents in small nuclear
power systems (SNAP-8,2, etc.) as well as the relative ease of handling
mercury in the laboratory were responsible for our decision to use it
as the companion fluid to water in this stwdy. There are published
water-cavitation results that deal at least in part with the points
considered here. On the other hand, there are almost no data even
for partial comparisons in the case of mercury. Gas content effects
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are an excellent case in point. The available literature on water and
some refrigerants deals nearly exclusively with situations in which the
gas is largely present in the dissolved state, whereas in mercury the
gas exists only in the entrained state. Thus we have no "a priori"
reason to expect the effects of gas content in mercury to behave in
any certain way, although theory gives some basis for assuming trends
similar to.those found for water. As a result, in the following discussion
the only direct comparisons will be those with water data collected
during this study.
1. One-half-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
In Figure 44 the cavitation number is plotted versus gas content
with throat velocity as the parameter. These data were taken a temperatures
form 75 to 125'F depending to some extent upon the flow rate and available
coolant capacity. However, the pertinent properties for mercury are not
significantly sensitive to temperature variations of this magnitude.
For purposes of presentation and analysis those runs made where residual
air was present in the mercury and those where argon was injected have
been considered together. Again, as with water, the cavitation number
increases with gas content and quite significantly so in the 33 ft/sec
case. It should be noted that below about 0.6 volume percent at STP
it is extremely difficult to arrive at any meaningful separation of the
data by velocity groups. The major difference here, as compared to
water, is that the lowest velocity did not produce the highest cavitation
numbers, as has been the previous experience. There is no obvious
explanation for this change from-the earlier trends. It is noted
again that there is an intermediate gas content range over which
GAS CONTENT - VOLWE PERCENT
Figure 44. Cavitation Number versus Gas Content, Venturi 412,
Mercury, Air and Argon.
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there is little effect of changes in gas content but then a point is
reached at which significant changes do occur.
2. One-half-inch-Throat-Diameter Stainless-Steel Venturi
On Figures 45 through 48 the cavitation number is plotted as
a function of temperature for various velocities and throat temperatures.
Unfortunately the range of available contents with air (Figure 45) is
insufficient to allow complete curves to be established, nevertheless
some specific points can be noted. The lower velocity (22 ft/sec)
does yield cavitation numbers that are significantly higher than
those of the middle velocity (33 ft/sec) similar to the observations
in -Tater. In Figure 47 the cavitation number is plotted versus gas
content for argon injection. Here it is clearly evident that there
is a region of little influence from the presence of the gas and then
a drastic increase in cavitation number as the content rises above
approximately 2%. In Figure 48, a similar plot with hydrogen as the
injected gas, we see approximately the same trends although the data
scatter is severe and thus obscures some of the data trends. In all
cases the curves are 'eye-ball°' fitted and no analysis has been done.
Some of this scatter is readily attributable to the difficulties in
accurately evaluating gas contents for hydrogen.
3. One-eighth-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic and Stainless--Steel
Vent ur is
In Figure 48 the cavitation number is plotted versus gas content
for both argon and air. The obvious indication is that a pronounced
difference exists between the two cases since there is a factor of two
difference in d, for approximately the same gas contents. Because
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there is no clear cut reason for such a difference, there is some justi-
fication in the argument that the data reflects a scatter in the means
of determining gas content. There will be further analysis in Chapter V
where the data is curve-fitted with a regression analysis that ascertains
the goodness of fit to a particular curve. The argument for treating
all the air-argon data together is reinforced by considering the results
shown in Figure 49. Here in the stainless-steel venturi, the argon data
include essentially the same region as do the air and argon in a plastic
venturi. Also, dramatic increases in cavitation number with increasing
gas content may be noted in the hydrogen case. As in several other
instances there is no readily available explanation for such behavior.
There may well be hydrogen and, mercury interactions that produce gross
changes in interfacial tensions, thus affecting the size of entrained
nuclei. However, no indication of such has been found in the open
literature. This difference is most noticable in the smaller venturis
indicating that bubble size does not scale with throat size and that
for hydrogen the bubbles may be of significant size compared to the
throat diameter in the low-pressure region. The same data is plotted
on Figure 50 with the 400°F results added. Again the data scatter is
large, however the trend for increasing cavitation number with increasing
gas content is evident.
G. Temperature Effects in Mercury
Although the use of mercury and the steel venturi provides a
much wider latitude of temperature conditions that can be studied, the
results here are not nearly as clear cut as those for' water . In the
1/2-inch stainless-steel venturi where the gas is air (Figure 45),
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as the mercury temperature is increased from room temperature -to about
265°F there is no significant change, but as it further increases to
400°F we find the cavitation number decreasing as would be predicted
by the "thermodynamic effect" discussed earlier. On the other hand,
when argon is the gas (Figure 46) there is no discernible trend.
That is, within the scatter of the data, results from cavitation tests
at 80 0 , 270 0 and 395 0 define a single curve. The same holds true for
the hydrogen case (Figure 47) except that in this instance, it is quite
difficult to define a curve at all because of the data scatter.
For the 1/8-inch diameter venturi (Figure 50) the situation is the
reverse of that predicted by the "thermodynamic effect". For hydrogen,
as the temperature increases the cavitation number also increases,
although such an observation is based upon ''eye-ball average" curves
because the scatter is considerable. A similar situation exists for
the argon cases though not nearly as pronounced.
H. Effects of High Vapor Pressure Additives
The initial technique for gas sealing and pressurizing the sump
of the overhung pump used in these studies involved water cooling the
shaft sealing gland. It was observed during a series of runs that water
was entrained in the mercury, therefore, a few runs were made to investi-
gate the effects of this entrained water on the cavitation number. It
was hypothesized that addktives with a vapor pressure significantly
higher than mercury should exhibit characteristics similar to gas
addition.. The results of these tests are shown on Figure 51. As
volume percent of water increases, the cavitation number increases,
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regardless of whether one plots Ge versus water content or versus
"total volatile" content. All subsequent runs were made such that the
water content was less than 0.02% to insure a negligible contribution
to the cavitation from this source. (See Appendix C for technique of
measurement.) At the present time, in light of the various differences
noted between hydrogen and argon as the entrained gas, it is unlikely
that volume percent of all "volatiles" will be a suitable correlating
parameter.
I. Observations of Venturi Flow Patterns
Because the analysis of the pressure profiles taken with water
had indicated a substantial shift in the location of the minimum
pressure point as venturi size varied, a similar check was made with
the mercury data. The results, normalized in the manner described
in paragraph E above, are shown on Figures 52 through 54. For the
1/2-:inch and 1/4-inch plastic venturis (Figure 52) and 22 ft/sec
velocity. However, when the data at 34 ft/sec in all the venturis
are examined, it is found that with the exception of the 1/4-inch
case, all the venturis show the minimum point to be located at or near
the end of the throat section., so that this is partially contrary to
the water findings discussed earlier. In Figure 54 the zero cavitation
profile for all three velocities is plotted, and as with water, the
location of the minimum point is independent of the velocity in a
given venturi.
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J. General Comments on the Experimental Data
It is emphasized that the data that has been reported in this
chapter is "raw" data in the sense that only the cavitation number
has been computed, all other values are as experimentally determined.
At the beginning of this. chapter it was asserted that it is nearly
impossible in fluid flow systems such as these venturis represent
to vary just one parameter and thus to investigate only its effects.
A review of the data just presented bears strong witness to this fact.
Similarly, the data indicates that flow conditions are much easier
to reproduce in the water system than in the mercury system. At first
this seems to be somewhat of a paradox because the mercury loop, as
described in Chapter III, has more means of control, i.e., pump speed,
sump pressure, and throttle valves before and after the test section.
Counteracting this is the fact that the gas content variations are
more difficult -to control and evaluate in the mercury system. ^ecause
a substantial portion of the gas in water is dissolved, the Van Slyke
technique is an excellent means for evaluating the gas content.
However, with the gas fully entrained as in mercury, the problem is
much more difficult, as witnessed by the elaborate sampling techniques
required. Furthermore with these full entrained gases, one is muchqu	 ^	 ^	 Y	 g	 ^
more likely to obtain nonrepresentative samples because of the large
influence local flow irregularities can have on the distribution and
trajectory of the gas bubbles. The regression analyses which follow
provide a technique for at least partial evaluation of these varia-
tions in terms' of their statistical significance.
POF
CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSES
The objective of this study is to develop a correlation of the
cavitation number with a set of independently determined, but broadly
applicable (in fluid flow problems) dimensionless parameters; the
goal of course being to predict cavitation or cavitation susceptibility
by measurement of simple physical parameters of the system. The experi-
j
mental data were reduced, the dimensionless parameters calculated, and
the results tabulated as was previously indicated (see Appendix G) .
The data were then subjected to a computerized regression analysis
developed at the University of Michigan 54, 55 the essential features
of which are d, ;.scussed in Appendix H. Unfortunately, this approach
was not as successful as had been anticipated and an alternate less
sophisticated approach to analysis of the data was subsequently pursued.
A brief summary of the correlation with the dimensionless parameters is
presented below followed by the alternate analysis>. A more complete
description of the work with the dimensionless parameters may be found
in Appendix I.
A. Dimensionless Parameter Correlations
As ^Ara.s indicated the 1/2 inch system has been the "standard"
test system for cavitation damage studies at the University of Michigan;
consequently, it was selected as "the baseline for these studies. In
Table 3 a portion of the results from correlation attempts with the
r
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
VENTURI 412 WATER. CAVITATION
Standard Error of Data - 0.0619
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
Part I Additive Terms
I. ffc = . 0375- . 00299Bn 1.0+. 0471Wen 2' 0+.149 @
	
.0123
	
.964	 (1)(2)(3)
2. 6c = . 0347+0631Wen 2.0+.0690 q 2	 .0157	 .939	 (2) (3)
N
3. 6c	 .0376-,0029Bn 1.0 + .21Wen 2.0+.149, 2	 0.124	 .963	 (1) (2) (4) (7)N
4. °^c = .00580+.0359Re,n 
1/4+.0100we n-2 ' 0,-5.85X10 5Bn-10.0+.0734	 .0149	 .947	 (2)(3)(5)(6)
5. ac = .0296+.0574WeR 2 ' 0+.0526	 .0158	 .939	 (2)(3)(6)
6. aC = .00677+.0469Ren 
1/4
+.0729Wen-2.0
	 0169
	 .929	 (2)(3)(5)
7. cc =0.0432+0.0167Gas/Wen2.0-3.S2X10 6Ren3.0
	
.0143	 .947	 (2)(3)(5)(6)
8. 6c =0-00387+.0184Gas/Wen2.0 	 0156	 .939	 (2)(3)
9. ac = .00939+.0148Gas/Wen2.0+.0756Reri 1/4 .0137 .954 (2)(3)(5)(6)
10. ac = .0515+0.0155Gas/Wen2 ' 0- .00159Ren .0141 .951 (2)(3)(5)(6)
j
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$	 TABLE 3 (Con't)
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
11. ac = .0135+.0858@ 2+. 0557Re-1/2+. 0312Wen
-2.0
	.0147
	
.948	 (2)(3)(5)
12. 6c 	.0538+.189 Q/We^' 0
-.0425B,^. 10+0377Ren •25 	 .0128	 .961	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
Part II Multiplication Terms
1. QC = . 0599- . 000375RsnWe nBn ^3	 , 0264	 .. 825	 (1) (2) (3) (5)	 K
2. 6C = .0489+.00926
	
	 .0264	 .825	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
IDRenWeen^
NNw
3. 6c	 .0536+2.56X10 -IA Ren-.25T-Ten-2. .0Bn- 10. 	 0275	 .810	 (I)(2)(3)(5)
4. QC = .0429+1,097
	
	
.0157
	
.938	 t,'	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
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Br
We n =
Weber
Weber
Re n =
Terms
We  =
REMARKS: ' (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
BX10-5
B X 10-2
used assumes l mil characteristic length
number used assumes Dt as characteristic length
Re X 10- 5
inserted without regard to statistics
We 10-5
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must be kept in mind. The data is perfectly correlated when the
coefficient of determination is unity and no correlation exists when
the value of the coefficient is zero. At first examination the results
in Table 3 are quite encouraging as the coefficients are all greater
than 0.9. However, this can be misleading as illustrated by examining
Figures 55 and 56. In these figures we have plotted a calculated
value for, (using the experimental values for the independent
variables) against the experimental 6,' . A perfect correlation
would provide a single straight line with a slope of unity, therefore,
the scatter of points about this lime is a measure of the degree of
correlation or the goodness of fit. In Figure 55 only the gas content,
Weber number and Reynolds number are included. - Isere we note that there
is a "skewing" of the distribution, or apparently some systematic
omission. In Figure 56 the thermodynamic parameter has been included.
The importance of this additional factor is obvious. Although the
correlation is still imperfect, the points are better distributed
about the line, implying that the gas content, Reynolds number, Weber
number and the thermodynamic parameter are all important to the process.
It is emphasized that no size effects are included, These results also
point up to the fact that an exceptionally good correlation will be hard
to, establish since a number of combinations of parameters give nearly
equivalent results in terms of coefficients of determination.
With the results from the 1/2 inch venturi in mind, similar
correlations were attempted with all `of the water data and a portion
of the results are shown in Table 4. Clearly these results are not
as satisfactory as those for the 1/2 inch case alone. On Figure 57,
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Figure 55. Calculated cavitation Number versus Experimental Cavitation
Number, Venturi. 412, Water Cavitation, Equation, Part I, Table 3.
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TABLE 4
REGRESSION ANALYSIS - MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
ALL PLASTIC VENTURI - WATER CAVITATION
Standard Error of Data = . 0447
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
Part I Additive Terms
1. 60 = . 0258+.0612Weri 2.0	 .0236	 .742	 (2) (3)
2. ac = .0278+.0839Wen 3.0	 .0233	 .748	 (2)(3)
01/2	 3	 -1	 -2	 .0189	 .832	 (2)(7)
.0286-.0070We	 N6c _	 4n +.000147Wen +.0147We n - 0.00125We, I 	 Nco
4. ac = . 0214+1.35X10-6-7.,23X10-9Wen-10-. 00269Bn 1/2+.0791
	 .0237
	
.744	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
5. a = - . 0566+3.19X10-6Ren3. 0+. 0935We
	 10- . 00199Bn-1/2+.
 0508 .0235 .748 (1)(2)(3)(5)
6. ac = .0254 +,152 S /Went '+9.15X10-3Ren3 .0211 .783 (2)(3)(5)
7. cro = .0260+.150 (3/Wen2 .0210 .782 (2) (4)
8. a = .0265+6.95X10 7Ren3.0+.315	 /Wen .0199 .805 (2)(3)(5)
9. 6e = .0269+.312 q /We n 4.0 .0202 .805 (2)(3)
10. 6 = .0276+2.19 q/Wen10+4.69X10-4Ren3 .0178 .844 (2)(3)(5)
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TABLE 4 (Con t
Standard Error
of Estimate
Coefficient of
Determination
Remarks
11. ac = .0278+2.17 q/Wen10 .0178 .844 (2) (3 )
12. ac =
.324+2.13 q 10-.00112Br'
. ' S .0199 .817 (x..)(2)(3)
n
~	 13. ac = :0234+2.023	 -.00164B w•5+7
We ^-^	
n 84X10 7Re 3.0+.0109We -•333n	 n
{
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.0220 .817
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Part II Multiplicative Terms
1. c = .0377-.000154RenWe nBnq .0270 .649 (1) (2) (3) (5),-o
2. ac = 10.OB-.5^.0358+.0053ORe n 3.OWeri .0252 .704 (1) (2) (3) (5)n
3. c = .035+.094ORe.We n-.3.0 Bn	 .0232	 741	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
4. ac = .036+.00115RenWen-1' 0Bna-1 	 .0257	 .693	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
5. ac = .0305+.227 Q 2 /We n2	 .0241	 .720	 (1)(2)(3)(5)
I
TTABLE -4 (C on' t )
REMARKS: (1) B  = BX10 5
(2) Wen
 = WeX10 2
(3) Weber number used assumes l mil characteristic length
(4) Weber number used assumes Dt as characteristic length
(5) Re  = WeX10`5
(6) Terms inserted without regard to statistics
(7) We = WeX10 4 Fj
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equation 13 from Table 4 is plotted, Again we see a considerable
►'skewing« of the data, and in fact, the bulk of the calculated values
for 0c lie between 0.03 and 0,04 regardless of the experimental value
which seems to imply that again soroe systematic omission has occurred.
This provides further convincing; proof that one must be extremely
careful in the application of a statistical analysis, That is, the
numerical statistics may appear quite acceptable but the distribution
of the data may leave much to be desired.
In general the results with mercury are less satisfactory
than those with water. Partial results from correlation attempts
using all the venturis with mercury are in Table 5, The coefficients
of determination are low enough that the scatter diagrams are not
included in the summary,
B. Summary Comments on Initial Correlations
Based upon the results to this point and the previously presented
experimental data the following preliminary conclusions may be drawn.
1. The cavitation observed here in water is heavily influenced by
the permanent gas present. This obscures the details ofc,iny vaporous
cavitation that occurs, although the cavitation number is dependent
upon both. This is based upon the fact that the air content could
not be reduced below about 0.5 volume percent at STP and that the
dominant term in these initial correlations is a gas content parameter
modified by some surface tension considerations,
2. Size effects are not controlling over the range of venturis
tested. This is evidenced by the fact that the goodness of the corre-
la.tion as indicated by the coefficient of determination is not changed
<+^°.i..	 _	 .. _w.	 ....'. ^^•• ^'	 r!
t 	fie°
s, io 	 ,.
TABLE 5
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - MULTIPLE PARAMETER
MERCURY CAVITATION
I. 1/2 1" Plastic Venturi Standard Error Data = . 0613
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
•	 of Estimate	 Determination
1. 6c = .0400+1. 02X1063 2-78.7 (3	 .026	 .808
2. 6c = . 0259+6.42X10. Re-2.0 -121We
2
 0-.00161Bn+9, 08X105 2
.0271
	
.822
.e	
3. a-c
 = .0518-7.63X100Re 2,0+1.00X109 2	 2_.
	 .0294	 87
IT All Venturis Standard Error of Data = .0956
1. 6c = . 662+5.92X105Re-1 "+2.43X1O- Re-2.46X10 4Bn2-3.74110 5Bn 
1^2
+3.24X105 Q 2-1220XICURe-2.0
.0640
	 .562
2. 6c = .0530-4.86XIORe- 8 +1. 69X107 6We 2.0-1,16X10 5Bn 1/2+4.05e 1/2
R
40729	 .428
3. ac = .278-3.71X10 4B+4.45X10 9Re-2 " 0+3.51X105X^ .0761	 .376
4. 6c = . 084 9- 5.61X10- 8Re- 9.3 9X10- 6B-1/2+4.42X105 Q 2+2.04X10 6 N 2
.0725	 .434
rs
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TABLE 5 (Con't)
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
5. aa
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dramatically by inclusion or deletion of the Reynolds number, However,
it is clear from the improvement in the distribution of the «scatter
diagrams" when the Reynolds number is included that there are significant
Reynolds number influences.
3. Thermodynamic effects, although present and important, are,
like size effects, not dominant. Again this is evidenced by the fact
that inclusion or deletion of the thermodynamic parameter does not
produce much change in the correlation statistics although the distri-
bution is improved. Nevertheless, it is still anticipated that in the
absence of permanent gas, thermodynamic considerations will be important.
However, the overwhelming importance of gas effects here, obscures the
vaporous cavitation and any attendant thermodynamic effects.
4. Not included in analyses here are other effects that do seriously
affect the cavitation. This is evidenced by our failure to achieve a
complete correlation.. Because the cavitation was frequently observed
to occur in relatively isolated spots, it is concluded that most likely
the key factors not included in the analysis are surface roughness or
discontinuities, or localized turbulence leading to severe, unmeasur-
able, and very localized pressure reductions that can initiate cavita-
tion. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to quantify this effect
and essentially impossible to scale it geometrically across a range of
venturi sizes.
5. In mercury as was tl--*- ease with water, the gas content is the
variable or parameter of predominant importance, and therefore some
effects, such as the temperature related thermodynamic effects are
masked.
V
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6. Since the water data from several different venturis did
r
correlate reasonably well as compared with. the mercury data, it must
be assumed that the cavitation in the stainless steel and plastic
ventur.s is different, even though the designs have the same geometry.
For instance, this could be the result of necessarily different
detection methods leading to different degrees of cavitation being
compared due to the different methods of detection (i.e . , sonic
versus visible initiation) or from variations in surface roughness.
As stated, a more complete discussion of this regression
analysis approach is contained in Appendix 1.
C. Alternate Analysis of Water Cavitation
The presentation of data in Chapter IV, coupled with the.
foregoing analysis, gives some guidance for an alternate avenue of
i mrestigation.
It is reasonable to postalate (based upon our knowledge of
the physics involved) that:
a^ oc	 (.vp , V, D, T)
where vp is the volume percent of gas present, and V,D, and T are the
velocity, diameter and temperature as previously defined. Because
temperature alone is inadequate to account for the change, in cavitation
number with temperature, we will rely on already substantiated know-
ledge in this regard 23143144and substitute for the temperature the
thermodynamic parameter as defined by equation 6, Chapter II, i.e.,
the unnormalized parameter. Doing so, we may say:
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CG d	 ('Up ' -P, V, 4)
Expressing the relationship in this manner further implies that
although it may not yet be possible to predict the cavitation number
from measured variables in a given system, it may still be possible
to predict Te for a new system, having previously determined Tc.
in some gimilar reference system. That is, assume:
a-	 ^ ore, -9, V,
¢a e ^ (no o ) v.., ^o
and it may be possible to determine the effective ratio of the two
cavitation numbers without establishing the exact functional relation
between the cavitation number and the independent variables. Such
a line of reasoning is pursued in the following manner.
For the 1/2 inch venturi, for which the most data exist,
Figure 26 and 33 indicate definite gas content and velocity effects.
This is especia.1111r clear when the curves from Figure 26 are cross-
plotted as in Figure 58. A continuously increasing cavitation number
with velocity is exhibited for low gas content while higher gas contents
exhibit the trends already shown in Figure 33. This agrees with the
arguments presented in Chapter II relative to the influence of gas
pressure within a cavitation bubble. That is, for higher gas contents
To is proportional to the amount of gas present and these effects
overshadow any surface tension effects. However, at very low or zero
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contents surface tension effects become significant and serve to
inhibit cavitation. The trends presented here for gas content values
below approximately 0.7 percent by volume are extrapolations from the
existing test; data. The trends in Figure 58 are essentially consistent
with those reported by Ruggeri and Gelder 19 . In Figure 59 the cavita-
tion numbers obtained in the 1/4 inch venturi are plotted in a similar
manner against throat velocity with gas content as the parameter,
cross-plotting from Figure 30. Although the 1/4 inch curve does not
provide an exact duplicate of the 1/2 inch curve there is sufficient
similarity to postulate a relationship between the two which is some
function only of size,-for a given velocity, gas content, and tempera-
ture. On Figure 60 the cavitation number is plotted as a function of
velocity for the 1/2 and 1/4 inch venturis for two gas conents .
Examining Figures 59 and 60 it may be observed that for the higher
gas contents, and velocities below 100 ft/sec, the cavitation number
scales approximately as the ratio of the diameters. Above 100 ft/sec
this ratio increases. For our model, we will assume that the ratio
of the diameters (D/Do) provides the size scaling required. The shape
of the curves, certainly below 170 ft/sec suggests an inverse relation-
ship with velocity, such as that presented by Holl 14 , We may say
4
that O'c" c^< yr , where a simple numerical check indicates that below
170 ft/sec Y►. =1 for the 1/2 inch case; and n 2 2-2.5 for the 1/4 inch
case. Therefore, since our purpose is to generate an expression which
will relate the two cases, we will choose -A. = 2 for the velocity
exponent. This selection of n = 2 rather than 1ti 1.5 stems from a
desire to generate a 11 simple" expression and .further reflects the
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success Holl14 had using 1k = 2. If we reexamine Figures 26 and 30 at
this point, we observe that in the 1/2 inch venturi (Figure 26) for a
fixed velocity Q,r, is approximately linearly proportional to the volume
percent of gas present (vp). This also applies for the 1/4 inch
venturi (Figure 30) except for the lowest velocity case. Therefore,
we will assume that C', o(, vp in establishing our ratios. The only
effects not considered to this point are those due to temperature or
thermodynamics. Figure 38 provides a means for examining these effects.
A numerical check indicates that the cavitation number is roughly
proportional 'to the thermodynamic parameter, B, raised to the 0.25
power. Therefore, the tentative relationship is established.
CSo ^^n ^^ ^/ $o
Using this proposed relationship and a single set of data from
the 1/2 inch experiments as the reference point, ^ was calculated for
visible initiation in the balance of the 1/2 and 1/4 inch case. The
results of these calculations are shown on Figure 61, where the observed
is plotted against the calculated Cre . Obviously, if the postu-
lated equation was exact, and there were - no experimental errors, all
of the points would fall on a straight line. The prediction of the
1/4 inch data is reasonable but the 1/2 inch data exhibit much more
scatter. Further examination shows that the high velocity (V T greater
than 200 ft/sec) is consistently underpredicted (flagged points).
F_
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Reexamination of Figure 58 reveals that such a behavior should not be
unexpected since the 102 inch data clearly do not follow an inverse
square relationship for higher velocities, i.e., the cavitation number
increases with velocity above 100 ft/Sec. If one neglects this higher
velocity data and does a least squares analysis of (1^ (obs) versus
T^, (talc), curve A on Figure 61 results. The closeness of Curve A
to the 45' perfect prediction line implies that the prediction is
reasonably good, recognizing that our data are confined to gas
contents between approximately 0.5 and 2.0 percent. The next obvious
step is to extend this analysis to the data from the other two venturis . .
In light of the minimal amount of data for the 304 and 1/8 inch cases
no prior cross-plotting was attempted and a clear cut result may not
be forthcoming. Nevertheless, the postulated equation was used,to
generate (S^ (ca'lc) for both the 3/4 and 108 inch venturis . A plot
of 6,' ( obs) versus G',J (talc) is shown on Figure 62 for all venturis .
Curve A represents a least squares fit of 01' (obs) versus a"^, (talc)
for the 1/2, 104 and 304 inch venturis (neglecting the 102 inch venturi
high velocity points). The slope of this curve and its tolerance
indicate that our postulated equation is predicting the cavitation
number with less precision the wider the range we attempt to include.
Curve B represents a similar least squares fit for all the data..
Clearly our equation is not predicting the 1/8 inch data nearly as
well as it does dust the 102 and 104 inch.
Further examination of the results shown in Chapter IV provides
some insight into the problem encountered with the 1/8 inch data.
From Figure 31 it may be noted that the behavior of the cavitation
Q0
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Figure 61. Experimental Cavitation Number
versus Calculated Cavitation Number, Yenturis 412 and
61.4, ;,Water.
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number as a function of velocity in the 1/8 inch case is different
in that G decreases with decreasing velocity. Likewise, from
Figure 41 we observe that the cavitation inception occurs at a different
location in the 1/8 inch venturi, i.e.,  at the throat inlet rather than
exit. Likewise, the limited photographic data ( not included here)
reveals that for the high velocity runs in the 1/2 inch venturi and
the runs in the 1/8 inch venturi the cavitation occurred at very
isolated points, In the other cases it was more evenly distributed
around the venturi. This leads to the conclusion that unless the
cavitation is uniformly distributed the postulated similarity condi-
tions will not apply. At this point one is tempted to explain this
behavior in terms of some critical Reynolds number. However, this
is not really sufficient. We observe the dnviation (or non-prediction).
at high velocities in the 1/2 inch venturi (i.e., higher Reynolds
f	 numbers) and at lower velocities and size in the 1/8 venturi (therefore,
low-er Reynolds number) . The actual behavior of 	 with Reynolds number
is shun. in Figure 63, where <G is plotted agaknast the Reynolds number
( ) f !r two gas contents and a nearly constant temperaicure. This
indicates that Reynolds number alone is insufficient to correlate the
data. The 1/8 and 1/4 inch data appear to define a single curve,
but the 1/2 and 3/4 inch are clearly distinct and separate. Therefore
we can only state here that the scaling gelation should be used with
caution at high velocities or in small diameter venturis.
In summary, for Rater cavitation in cylindrical -throat venturis
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Further, several trial calculations indicate that best results accrue
when the reference system is near the middle of the available range
of variables. Likewise, it must be noted that the relationship has
yet to be tested outside the range of gas content, velocities and
sizes of the present study.
D. Alternate Analysis of Mercury Cavitation
The results of plotting the cavitation number versus throat
velocity with gas content as the parameter appear on Figure 64 which
is cross-plotted from Figure 44 	 Here we see a departure from the
trends noted in water but similar results with mercury were reported
by gobinson7 in a venturi designed for damage studies. An interesting
comparison can be made with the water data from the 1/8 inch venturi
(Figure 36) . In the case of water in the 1/8 inch venturi, a maximum
occurs in the Cc versus velocity plot near 100 ft/sec (8e No
1 x 105 ), but for mercury in a 1/2 inch venturi the peak appears
near 30 ft/sec (8e No IS 2 x 106 ) This is still further evidence
that we are dealing with something more subtle than simple Reynolds
number effects.
Therefore, accepting the postulate that under certain conditions
the qualitative nature of the cavitation does change, and recognizing
that with mercury (at least as visually observed in the plastic venturis)
it was relatively easy to trigger very localized cavitation, then
0
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Figure 64, Cavitation Number versus Throat
Velocity, Gas Content as Parameter, Venturi 412, Mercury.
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difficulty achieving a significant prediction of the mercury data may
be expected.
Nevertheless, as a fir st step, several cavitation numbers at
the same gas content, velocity and size were compared at different
temperatures to establish the thermodynamic effects. The thermodynamic
parameter for mercury varies from 10 12
 to 105 over the temperature
range from 50 to 500°F. Because there is not a great difference in
the observed cavitation numbers the apparent thermodynamic effects
are unexpectedly relatively minor. This may well be related to the
presence of the entrained gases or other cavitation triggering
mechanisms and also to the fact that the large variation in B occurs
in a range where the cavitation behavior is not sensitive to thermo-
dynamic restraints. This was also noted in a cavitation damage
study 0 performed earlier with mercury in this laboratory. For the
Present data it was established that n_/ °^ (B/Bo) 0.005 , which does
in fact indicate a very small influence from temperature effects.
Because Figure 64 definitely indicates a cavitation number-
velocity relationship which is not an inverse square relation, a
simple triangular function was assumed. That is, C, is proportional
to V for velocities less than 33 ft/sec and proportional to 1/V for
velocities greater than 33 ft/sec. On this basis the following
equation was selected, using the same vp and D variation as with
water in order to keep the relations as similar as possible.
0"	
-v^	 ,p	 ^^ 
3 •005
Q_ eo
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where f 
	
= (V/Vo ) 1.0
 for V < 33 ft/sec and f(V) = (Vo/V) 1.0 for
V > 33 ft/sec .
The result of using this relationship with the mercury
cavitation data from the plastic venturis (1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 inch) .
is shown on Figure 65. Again as with water, the 1/8 inch data
exhibits a consistent underprediction. It is also noted that the
data for the 1/8 and 1/4 inch venturis fall into two rather distinct
groups. For the 1/8 incli ventur i where the velocity and temperature
were approximately constant, this separation appears to occur as
some function of gas content. With few exceptions, the lower
grouping of the observed cavitation numbers occurs at gas contents
below about 1 percent, and the higher values occur when the gas
content is greater than 1 percent. This may be attributed in part
to the selection of a linear relation between gas contents and
cavitation number. However, from Figures 44 and 49 such a linear
relationship is valid especially when the velocity is about 30
ft/sec . The grouping of the 1/4 inch data appears more related
to velocity. In any case the 1/8 inch data is grossly underpredicted.
On Figure 65, Curve A represents a least squares fit of L (obs )
as a function of 6.^ (calc) for all the data. The slope of this
line (	 .6) indicates that we are not predicting nearly as success-
fully for the mercury as we did for water in' the same systems.
Attempts to handle the balance of the mercury data (stainless steal
venturis and high temperatures) with the same equation and reference
point were even less satisfactory and are not reported. It appears
that cavitation numbers observed for mercury are not strongly
dependent upon any ' of the measurable effects, with the possible
,a4	 . W
CALCtJUATED CAVITATION NIMER
Figure 65. Experimental. Cavitationt	
Number versus Calculated Cavitation Number,_
Plastic Venturis, Mercury.
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exception of gas content (Figures 44 -, 50). It is postulated that
the cavitation in mercury (particularly in the small venturi) is
occurring in very isolated spots. This is assumed to occur from
surface irregularities inducing very strong local turbulence with
the accompanying underpressures sufficient to cause cavitation.
These irregularities may be the result of either the machining
operations, particularly in the case of the stainless steel venturis,
or wall damage caused by the cavitation itself. The "erosion" of
the walls is plainly evident in the plastic venturis . The analysis
considered all available data without respect to the entrained gas
and it may well be that the interaction between the various gases
(air, argon, hydrogen) and mercury is in fact different, possibly
through differences in interfacial tension which would influence
bubble size and thereby exert an influence on the cavitation charac-
teristics, although how this occurs is completely unclear at the
present time.
In summary, the mercury cavitation results from this study
do not follow the prediction approach established for water, even
with the modification of the velocity treatment. And, in fact,
there appear to be other influences on the cavitation which cannot
be accounted for in this analysis.
E. Summary of the Alternate Analyses
Although the cavitation number cannot be closely predicted
based only on the various physical properties of the system, we have
established that for water a first approximation to the cavitation
lia,3
number in a prototype system can be established based upon the results
from a reference system. The study here was for cylindrical throat
venturis but there is no apparent "a priori" reason why such an
approach should not be applicable to other geometries such as
centrifugal pumps inlet passages, etc.
For water we have shown that:
v J zo ..g
	o, z^ ^
to a reasonable approximation so long as:
a.	 Gas content is in the range 0.5 to 2.0 percent.
b. Cavitation is uniformily distributed.
For the existing mercury data we have established that the
reference system prediction established above is insufficient.
Further, the "bunching" of the data points, more or less independently
of the measured variables, gas content, size, velocity and temperature
implies a triggering mechanism for cavitation inception undetermined
in this study. It is postulated that wall roughness, whether due to
.fabrication techniques or cavitation damage is a major contributor
to this situation. On the other hand, the success achieved with
the water data, and the very limited results from mercury in the
plastic venturis, suggest that this is an area worthy of further
investigation.
For
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F. Supplemental Analysis of Gas Content Effects
The dominant role gas content plays in the cavitation observed
during the course of this study prompts a further consideration of
approaches to systematizing the results. Also, during this study a
"correction!' to the gas content data plotted in Figure 26 was investi-
gated. It was argued that the presence of the cavitation could be
affecting the pressure readings from those taps in or near the bubble
cloud. Therefore, it was assumed that the nearly linear pressure drop
( A PEA L) observed in the throat section in the absence of cavitation
could be applied to the cavitatiog case, using the throat inlet tap
as the common or normalizing point. Such a procedure may provide a
useful correction or modification to the data, although it cannot
be verified experimentally or theoretically, unless friction effects
alone are important. Hence', it was not used in general, but it is
reported here for the insights it may offer. The effect of applying
this linear extrapolation to a portion of the 1/2 inch data are shown
in Figure 66, which is similar to Figure 26. A cross plot of this
extrapolated versus velocity is shown in Figure 67.
Now if we examine again the (3C-* versus velocity plots (Figures
58 2 59 and 67) we can see a pattern to the data similar to that reported
by Ripken and Killen15 and to that of Ruggeri and Gelder 19 . The velocity
dependence for high gas content is also quite similar to that reported
by Ho1114 . It must be remembered here however, that the 0% line is the
result of a considerable extrapolation of the gas content data (Figures
26 7 30 and 66) and therefore certainly does not represent a true
experimental value, but only an approximation thereto.
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Figure 67. "Corrected" Cavitation Number versus
Throat Velocity, Gas Content as Parameter, Venturi 412,
Water.
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WNow the results of the water investigations may be partially
explained if it is assumed that those bubbles which serve as cavi-
tation nuclei contain some partial gas pressure that is in all
cases proportional to the entrained, and therefore, the total gas
content. Recall that the total gas c ontent is all that can be
determined with the Van Slyke technique, and that we have assumed
consistently that the entrained gas content is proportional to the
total gas content. Using the approach suggested by Holl14,
essentially that outline& in Chapter II, we may define a partial
cavitation number based upon gas pressure alone. This partial
t	
..
value must then be added to that for zero gas content to obtain
the experimentally measured cavitation number. That is,
..`.. 
Vll6
where:
kc>?, ---
2 
e r	 yr
From the data in -Figures 58, 59 and 67 we can solve for (3,-', and
subsequently the proportionality constant, k. This was done using
t1o. maximum gas contents and 100 ft/sec and 200 ft/sec as the "bench
­10
marks" with the results as shown belosr.
Venturi Diameter
Inches
1/2 Inch (Figure 66)
1/2 Inch (Figure 58)
1/4 Inch (Figure 59)
k
psi/voll, gas
1.50
0.96
0.84
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In Figure 68 a comparison between measured and computed
gas cavitation numbers is shown for the "corrected" 1/2 inch data..
For this plot the measured and. computed values have been forced
to coincide at . a throat velocity of 200 ft/sec. As reported above,
from Figure 67 it can be established that the gas pressure for
all test conditions in the cavitating region is approximately 1.5
psi per volume percent of total gas at STP, that is, the gas
pressure computed from this data is also proportional to total
gas content. It may also be noted by comparing the data at 100
ft/sec and 200 ft/sec that the gas cavitation number is nearly
inversely proportional to velocity squared as it would be if the
gas , pressure is constant as assumed. Figure 60 and 70 show
similar plots for the "uncorrected" 1/2 inch and the 1/4 inch data.
Mere we note that the inverse square velocity relationship is
nearly satisfied at the higher gas content, but the relationship
changes as the gas content decreases. This would be expected
from the nature of Figures 58 and 59.
Unfortunately, the hypothesized model is clearly not
consistent with the mercury data (Figure 64) since the cavitation
number first increases and then decreases with velocity. If one
considers only the case of maximum gas effect (VT
 = 33 ft/sec),
it is found that the proportionality constant, k, is much greater
than that for water. That is, k = 5.8 psi/volume % in mercury
compared to k 1.5 psi/volume % in water. Such a behavior of
k is not unreasonable however, since relatively very little of
the gas can be in solution in mercury. The wide variation in k
0
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Figure 68. Air Cavitation Number versus
Throat Velocity, Gas Content as Parameter, Venturi 412,
ItCorrected" Data.
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across the water tests is certainly caused in part by the alternate
approaches used to calculate the cavitation number and also because
of inadvertently different pretreatment (prepressurization,
settling, etc.) during the water tests. We may also be witnessing
scale effects between the 1/2 and 1/4 inch venturis since the
time for exposure to low pressure varies between the two cases.
The arguments and discussion above indicate that at least
for water the division of the overall venturi cavitation number
into two additive portions is a reasonably realistic model. The
proportionality constant, k, between pressure and the total
volumetric gas content depends upon the previous history of the
water and also perhaps temperature and other variables. It also
appears that k must be measured for a given test setup. Of course,
what remains now is to delineate those scale effects which relate
to the near zero gas content for any given test arrangement, in
order to obtain an estimate of the complete cavitation number
variation for the ve_n_turi.. We expect that this will be a function
of the various parameter groupings (Reynolds number, Weber number,
etc.) discussed earlier. The difficulty experienced in establishing
a correlation with these parameters was discussed previously.
Combining this present analysis with earlier arguments, we
may propose an approximate predicting equation for cavitation
scale effects in a vent'uri. That is,
""I
Na, + 6	 ka(
a e T + ^(-D'yB)\JT)
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or similarly to the earlier anhlysis (Section C, Chapter V),
^iJ o	 ► /4
the velocity relationship f(v) varies widely between tests and therefore
it will have to measured in each instance.
In summary, the effect of gas content in a cavitating venturi
is found to be predictable, assuming a gas pressure within the cavita-
tion bubble that is proportional to the total volumetric gas content.
This still leaves uncertain the influence of the other parameters on
the cavitation number at near zero gas content. It is assumed,
although not experimentally verified, thuat results from a reference
system could be scaled to another system.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the available experimental data and the subsequent
analyses the following general conclusions have been drawn.
1. The observation of other experimenters that cavitation does
not scale classically is substantiated. That is, c (p pv)/^
being constant (i.e., the same for two systems) is not sufficient
to insure that the observed cavitation is the same in extent, in-
tensity or character.
2. The effect of gas content in a cavitatiog venturi has been
found to be predictable, assuming a gas pressure within the bubble
that is proportional to the total volumetric gas content. That is,
Wc	 G' .6 J, eKo 39's
which may be written as:
`ez
3. Limited success was achieved in the water systems predicting
the cavitation number in one system based upon results from a "reference"
system. A relationship of the form:
V. tZ'	 °'ZS
V	 ^.
gave acceptable results for these cylindrical throat venturis under
certain constraints. Namely, the cavitation must be uniformly distri-
buted, the gas content is in the range 0.5 to 2.0 volume percent and
r
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the size to mass flow ratio remains greater than some critical value.
The mercury data did not follow a similar relation even when modified
to handle the velocity characteristic for mercury cavitation.
4. The idea of using "standard" fluid dynamic parameters such
as Reynolds number, Weber number, thermodynamic parameter and a gas
content parameter is sound, but it is incomplete in that the data
available to the present study-could not be completely correlated
using only these parameters. There are definitely other effects
not considered here. Most important perhaps are very localized flow
turbulences induced by surface roughness or irregularity. These can
play a mayor role in the cavitation inception process. This effect
seems particularly influential in the mercury flows where important
wall surface damage, and consequently flow perturbation near the wall,
occurs in the short time span of the tests.
5. In these venturi systems, over the range of variables tested.,
the permanent gas content is the most influential parameter examined
and essentially controls the nature of the cavitation. This is
probably true for other systems as well.
6. In these venturi systems there was no observable difference
between "'desinent" and "incipient" cavitation number. The present
work corroborates prior experimental evidence that the prior pressure
history of the fluid does have an influence on the observed cavitation.
This is attributable to the importance of the permanent gas and the
effect pressure has on nuclei size.
7. The inherent problems with scaling surface effects and other
localized phenomena tend to preclude and exact correlation of cavitation
with other flow parameters. Also, inthis regard, the normal manufac-	
r
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turfing tolerances and variations may simply mean that cavitation
performance connot be precisely predicted under ordinary circumstances.
8. A considerable amount of study must still be done to under-
stand the basic mechanisms of single bubble growth and collapse in
turbulent flowing streams. For example, determination of the nature
and size distribution of potential cavity nuclei should provide
needed insight into the triggering mechanisms and the growth processes.
APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF CAVITATION CONDITIONS
Three degrees of cavitation in the Ven turis are discussed in
this work. At the onset five conditions were established but two of
these were not actually subject to experimental observation. The five
conditions are:
1. Condition A - A cavitation condition sometimes characterized
as "sonic initiation". No visible bubbles in the stream but a definite
increase in sound level in the venturi which can be described as a
It hiss" .
2. Condition B - Generally referred to as "visible initiation".
Cavitation that is characterized by the definite appearance of observ-
able bubbles. For the base line 1/2 inch throat-diameter venturi, this
was usually a bubble cloud approximately 1/16 to 1/8 inch wide by 1/4
to 3/8 inch long on. the throat wall in the vicinity of Tap No. 3.
3. Condition C - A complete ring of visible bubbles around the
exit of the throat. This was only seen in a limited number of cases
in the 3/4 inch venturis.
4. Condition D - An advanced state of cavitation, sometimes
labeled 11 standard cavitation" in past University of Michigan tests
and characterized by a visible cloud of bubbles extending a distance
of about 1.5 x Dt
 from the throat exit. In the 1/2 inch venturi, this
is then about 3/4 inch from throat exit.
r
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5. Condition E - A very advanced state of cavitation, sometimes
referred to as "cavitation to first mark" in past University of
Michigan tests and characterized by a visible cloud extending to a
point 3 to 3.5 x Dt from the throat exit. This is 1-1/2  inch to
1-3/4 inch in the 1/2 inch venturi.
In order to have a common measuring point each of the plastic venturis
had scribe marks placed in the interior wall to indicate the downstream
location of Conditions D and E. It was only the most advanced cavitation
condition that the bubble cloud uniformly filled the passage. In the
visible initiation case in particular the cavitation was very localized.
Typical patterns are shown in Figure 71.
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Figure 71. Cavitation in Water, Three Conditions.
APPENDIX B
3.40DTF'IED VAN SLYKE PROCEDURES FOR MERCURY
The sample capsule was connected to the Van Slyke with standard
stainless steel tubing fittings. with the capsule in place, all the
glass tubing on.the Van Slyke, Figure 72, was filled with mercury to
the bottom of the T valve, (A) . Valve A) is turned to open the vacuum
pump to the capsule connection, anti valve tB) is turned to open trie
vacuum to the connection and calibrated volume on the other- end of the
capsule.	 The system is held under this vacuum for 10 minutes.	 Valve
(B) is then closed and valve (A) turned to permit mercury from the
capsule to flow into the shaker bulb when the capsule valves are
opened.	 The free mercury surface with the sample is lowered into the
f
'. shaker bulb, and agitated for 5 minutes under the vacuum resulting from
lowering of the mercury level when the mercury reservoir flask is lowered.
The level of mercury is then raised to the zero mark on the calibrated
volume `and thus the height of mercury in the manometer above the zero
' mark represents the pressure on the known volume of gas.
' The. gas is then pushed out the vent on valve (B), the valve is
closed, and the mercury level lowered again into the shaker bulb,
:. agitated, raised to the zero mark, and the manometer readingtaken.
This procedure is repeated for a total of four manometer readings.x
Generally, the last two readings will be within several millimeters
Of one another.	 This mercury flushing procedure ensures that all
tf
i the gas initially in the capsule is removed and measured.	 The sum
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of the differences between each reading and the last reading is the
total sample gas pressure. Because the volume, pressure, temperature,
and molecular weight of the gas are known, the ideal gas law may be
used to calculate the gas mass.
At this poirec in the procedure, the manometer column and the
vent at valve (A) are opened to the atmosphere and the manometer level
corresponding to the zero mark observed. This level will usually be
below the last reading taken with a closed system, but should always
be less than the vapor pressure of water at room temperature. This
latter point is significant only for the experiments run here, because
water was used for pressurization in the pump sump in the mercury
system originally, as well as for cooling purposes on the seal between
pump shaft and sump. Therefore, any appreciable increase in this
difference, i.e,, should it begin to approach vapor pressure of water,
would indicate the presence of unwanted water• in the mercury stream
i	. (see Appendix C).
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APPENDIX C{
i
	 DETERMINATION OF HIGH VAPOR PRESSURE
COMPONENT IN MERCURY
The pumping system used in the portions of this study devoted
to mercury consists of an overhung, centrifugal sump pump. Originally,
this sump was pressurized with gas over water. During the process of
this and related studies the question of the effect of the entrainment
{ of water in the mercury was raised.	 The following is a description
i
of a technique developed by Hammitt, Robinson, and Ivany4'7 to determine
the mass of water present in a given sample of mercury.
The apparatus for determining the mass of water present in
mercury is shown in Figure 73.
	
The sample to be analyzed for the high
vapor pressure component is initially contained in a closed sample
9 capsule with appropriate connectors and valves to permit the capsule
to be emptied into the apparatus.
	
The procedure is as follows:
1.	 SAMPLE CAPSULE is attached above valve C.
j 2.	 All valves are closed and mercury is added to RESERVOIR.
3.	 Valve E is opened to position
4.	 Valve C is opened to position
	 .
i
5.	 Pull VACUU]M 1 f or 10 minutes.
6.	 Rotate Valve E to position
	
and fill U-TUBE to CALIBRATED
VOLUME LINE.
7.	 Rotate Valve to position	 and pull- VACUUM l for five minutes.
8.	 Rotate Valve E to closed position
163
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9. Open Valve A and pull VACUUM 2 for five minutes and then
close Valve A.
10. Rotate Valve C to position ED .
11. Open Valve B to drain sample into FLASK.
12. Rotate Valve C to position ^ .
13. Rotate Valve E to position U) and add mercury to MANOMETER
uL til level in U-TUBE is again at CALIBRATED VOLUME LINE.
14. 'Rotate Valve E to closed position	 , and record level of
i	 mercury in MANOMETER at room temperature.
15. Place both into HIGH TEMPERATURE BATH in GLASS CONTAINER.
16. Use Valve E to adjust mercury level to CALIBRATED VOLUME LINE
every 5 minutes and note temperature on THERMOMETER. Continue
until temperature and pressure equilibrium is reached.
17. Record final MANOMETER and THERMOMETER readings.
t `
	
	
The vapor is now contained in a known volume at a known pressure
and temperature. The volume is sufficient so that the vapor is in a
superheated condition, therefore the mass can be determined by reference
}	 to appropriate steam tables This technique is particularly effective
with water or mercury since there is such a -large disparity between
'	 the vapor pressures.
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rAPPENDIX D
VENTURI NOMENCLATURE
Because of facilities employed in this study are used in a
variety of cavitation studies-and because a simplified identification
scheme was required for the data reduction programs, the following
code was established to identify the venturis used.
.
534 - the 3/4 inch throat-diameter plastic venturi (see Figure 8).
412 - the 1/2 inch throat-diameter plastic venturi (see Figure 9).
614 - the 1/4 inch throat-diameter plastic venturi (see Figure 10) .
818 - the 1/8 inch throat-diameter plastic venturi (see Figure 11) .
712 - the 1/2 inch throat-diameter stainless steel venturi.
918 - the 1/8 inch throat-diameter stainless steel venturi.
-r
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APPENDIX E
RAWDAT
I. INTRODUCTION
The computer program RAWDAT is designed to take raw static pressure
data from an instrumented verturi and reduce it via appropriate mathe-
matics to a set of normalized pressures from which the cavitation number
can be determined. For this purpose the cavitation number is defined
as the minimum observed value of the normalized pressure. In addition,
the program performs an analysis on the data to provide confidence
r limits for the calculations and observations. The program as it stands
can handle from 8 to 16 taps with a maximum of 10 readings for each tap
at a single combination of flow rate, temperature, barometric pressure
E	
and cavitation condition.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
+	 A. General. From the input data the program first computed the
kdensity and vapor pressure for the test fluid, basing the calculation
on the temperature and a number of empirical relationships developed
kk
	
	
from the several handbook tabulations of physical properties. Next
a pressure correction term is determined based upon the barometric
k
	
	
pressure and any height differential between the Heise gage and the
venturi which cannot be biased out mechanically in the gage The
throat velocity (VT) is calculated from the volumetric flow rate
(measured by calibrated orifice plates) and the throat diameter,
after which the kinetic head is obtained from the usual ,relationship.
{
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KE = (VT)2/2g
(Note: Here and in subsequent relationships the expressions are written
in essentially the same way as they appear in the MAD write-up for the
computer.) The net positive suction head (NPSH) is calculated from
NPSH = (PTD + PC - VAP)/DEN
where:	 PTD - measured static pressure
PC	 = pressure correction term
J VAP = vapor pressure of test fluid
DEN = density of the test fluid
with appropriate numerical conversion factors so that NPSH and ItE are
in terms of feet of fluid.	 The normalized pressure (NRMPR) is then
f
.A
given by
` NRMPR = NPSH/KE
The program computes the average of the normalized pressures for
each of the taps (AVGNP); then the deviations (DEVNP), the variance
(VAR), the standard deviation (STDDEV) and the coefficient of variation
( COVAR) are computed in turn.	 These may be expressed as follows:
NO
AVGNP	 =	 1/NRD	 NRMPR,
• -
	 VGNP=	 NRMPR	 ADEVNP1	 1
1 '
NRD
VAR	 =	 1/NRD	 (DEV.NP .1 )2
=l
STDDEV, _	 (VAR)
COVAR	 =	 STDDEV x 100/AVGNP
Y
.....b ....u...c.	 L.. R
_.	
-.	 _-.-	
-.	
-..	 ..-	
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„where NRD is the number of runs at the same temperature, barometric
pressure, flow rate and cavitation condition. In calculating COVAR
the absolute value of the standard deviation and AVGNP are used since
on some runs the latter of these may be a negative number. In the
machine program the various terms are actually doubly svbscripted to
account for multiple runs with multiple taps, but in the above notation
we have assumed only one location. The program will also compute the
i" loss coefficient (LOSC) if desired.	 LOSC is simply the normalized
pressure upstream of the venturi minus that downstream of the venturi
Y and is a measure of how well the venturi diffuser recovers the static
pressure.	 The program then selects the minimum AVGNP and reports it
as the cavitation number.
Up to this point the program has handled data obtained at a
single combination of temperature, barometric pressure, flow rate,
and cavitation condition.	 Quite frequently, however, data at a given
flow rate and cavitation condition may be available at several slightly
different temperatures and barometric pressures. 	 The program is so
written that when the input is properly prepared the values calculated
above (AVGNP, VAR, STDDEP, and COVAF) may be stored in memory for up
to five different temperatures and pressures. 	 Then the program
f	 x,
computes the mean average normalized pressure (MEAVG), the deviations
	
n_
of the several AVGNP from this mean (DEVME) , the variance (VARM), the
standard deviation of the AVGNP about MEANG (STDEM) and a coefficient
i
of variance (COVBM).	 These may be expressed as:
r
•1
F_
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NRS
MIVG	 =	 1/ RS 2: AYGNP^
j=l
DEVME j	 =	 Aj1GNP j - MEAVG
NRS
VARM	 = 1/AS Z (DEVME 2j )
j=1
STDEM	 =	 (VARM)A
CORM	 STDEM x 100INFAVG
^c
where NRS is the number of sets at the same flow .rate and cavitation
condition.	 Again we have not always indicated the double subscript
a where the machine uses it.	 Finally the minimum value of MEAVG is4
determined and reported as an overall cavitation number
..-	 _	 . The program is so written that at this point the values for
MEAVG are platted against the distance from the venturi throat entrance.
The grid for this plot is prepared by the machine based upon the venturi
used.
A III.	 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUT
The input necessary to run the program can be described in general
as follows:
A.	 First Data Card.	 This card, written in simplified MAD I/O
statement form, tells the computer how many flow rate-cavitation
condition combinations are being submitted.
,i
B.	 Second Data Card ._ 	 This card contains a combination of
floating point and integer Hollerith fields that provide the computer
with the following information.
M-
^_.x.. '^	 '"S. 	 rP`	 iasra;s+
6t
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•	 I	 .
a 1. Cavitation condition
^-^ 2. Barometric pressureP
3. Height correction
4. Number runs at same temperature and pressure at
given flow rate and cavitation condition.
5. Number pressure taps used
6. Number runs at same flow rate and cavitation
' condition.
 Y: 7. Test fluid temperature
8. Flow rate in "inches" of test fluid
9. Flow rate in GPM
10. Pump Speed RPM
11. 'Venturi used
5
., 3-2. Gas entrained in fluid
13. Test fluid
14. Venturi throat diameter
15. Page number in "original data book.
a C. Third Data Card.	 Contains in simplified MAD I/O form the
volumetric concentration of the gas in the fluid.
t	 3
D. Fourth and Fifth Data Cards. 	 Contains the observed static
pressures in floating point Hollerith format with one-half the total
r readings for a single profile on a card.	 Cards 4 and 5 are repeated
until the number of pairs is equal to the number of profiles at the
same temperature and barometric pressure for a given flow rate and
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N. PROGRAM OUTPUT
TYe output from thr program is essentially self-explanatory as
can be seen from the example' in the appendices. It consists of a recap
P",
F_
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i
Definitions of Program Variables
a
The following list of program variables defines only those
terms which are used as input or for major operations. 	 Loop titles
and field specifications are not included as they are usually quite
self-explanatory.	 The variables are defined in order of their appearance
in the program.
rV DEC Loop index compared with h'RS to determine extent of
calculations.
COND Integer index, values l to 10 which specify the
cavitation condition.
HB BaromQtric pressure in inches of mercury
HC Height correction is inches of fluid to account for
gages and venturi centerline being at different
elevations.
NFD Integer numbers, values 1 to 10, specifying number
of runs at same temperature and barometric pressure.
NPT Integer number indicating number of pressure taps
being used.
' NFS Integer index values 1 to 5 	 specifying	 _g	 s	 ^ 	 the number
of sets at the same cavitation condition and flow rate.
TE14P Fluid temperature in "F.
FR F`1ow rate in inches of fluid.
FLOAT Volumetric flow rate in gallons per minute.
BPM Pump speed in revolutions per minute
VIENT Integer -index indicating the venturi used: 	
a
I
T
Iin the fluid.
FL Integer code, values 1 to 2, indicating the fluid under
test.
DT Venturi throat diameter in inches.
8EC Page number in the original data books.
CONC Volume % concentration of the gas in the fluid,
PTD The observed pressure tap data (#/in2)
AT Area of the throat*(in2)
B Conversion factor in the program (min. ft./gal. sec.).
{ DEN Density of the test fluid.
LNVP Natural log of the vapor pressure,
s; VAP Vapor Pressure of the fluid.
PC Pressure correction. term (#/in2).
VT Throat velocity (ft/sec) .
RE Kinetic head (ft).
NPSH Net positive sucti6r. head (ft).
NBMPR Normalized pressor	 (dimensionless) .r.
4
SUNS Sum of normalized pressures for given run and taps.
r
AVGNP Average normalized pressure for a given tap.
LOSC Loss coefficient.
4
DEVNP Deviations of normalized pressures for given run
and tap.i
SQDEV Square of the deviation for given run and tap.	 t
SUMSQ Sum of the squares of the deviations for a given- tap,
VAR` Variance of normalized pressure for a given tap.
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STDDEV
	
	
Standard deviation of normalized pressure for a given
tap.
COVAR
	
	
Coefficient of variation. of normalized pressure for
a given tap.
CAVN	 Cavitation number.
SUMAVG	 Sum of average normalized pressures at given tap.
MEAVG	 Mean of average normalized pressures at given tap.
DEVME
	
	
Deviations of average normalized pressures in given
set and tap.
L
	 SQDME	 Square of the deviations.
SQSUME . Sum of the square of deviations.
f4
I	 VARM	 Variance of the average normalized pressures at a
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COMTUTER PROGRAM RAWDAT5
INTEGER COND,NRDgNPT,NRS#RPM#VENT #GAS#FL+IsJoPP9 L9M9Ns
1DEX,CORRtTPC1sTPC2tK9TOTALoREPEAToRECtYES
REPEAT = 1
BEGIN READ DATA TOTAL
BEGINI DEX = 1
START READ FORMAT IN19 CONDtHBsHC#NRDgNPTsNRS,TEMP*FReFLORAToRPM9
1VENTsG.ASgFLgDTqREC
VECTOR VALUES IN2 = $I392F8.493I3o3F7939I593I3oF7.49I8 *$
PRINT FORMAT HEAD
VECTOR VALUES HEAD = $IHloS10#40HPRESSURE PROFILE CALCULATION
1S DME THE_ISoS15928HRESULTS FROM RAWDAT	 PROGRAM"*$
TRANSFER TO SPA(FL)
S'PAM PRINT FORMAT LIQ1
VECTOR VALUES LIQ1 = $1H0#510#19HTEST FLUID IS WATER*$
TRANSFER TO SPB(COND)
` S PA( 2 ) PRINT FORMAT LIQ2
`s VECTOR VALUES LIQ2 = $1HOPS10i21HTEST FLUID IS MERCURY*$
j TRANSFER TO SPB(COND)
SPB(:) PRINT FORMAT WOSl
VECTOR VALUES W051=$1HO#S10#39HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS9 SONIC I
1NITIATION*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
SPB(2) PRINT FORMAT W052
4 VECTOR VALUES W052=$1H0+S10i41HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS9 VISIBLE
1	 INITIATION*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
SPB(3) PRINT FORMAT WOS3
VECTOR VALUES W053 =$1H09SlO942HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS9 STANDAR
k 1D CAVITATION*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
SPB(4) PRINT FORMAT W054
VECTOR VALUES W054= $lH0#S10347HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS9 CAVITAT
E LION TO FIRST MARK*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
a SPB(5) PRINT FORMAT W055
VECTOR VALUES W055 = $lH0#S10:36HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNSs NO CAVI
1TATION*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
SPg(6) PRINT FORMAT WIS1
` VECTOR VALUES WI51 =$ 1HO#S10o41HRUNS WITH TEST SPECIMENS SONIC
1 INITIATION*$
_
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
SPg(7) PRINT FORMAT WIS2
VECTOR VALUES WIS2 =$1H0vS10 g 43HRUN5 WITH TEST SPECIMENP VISIB
1LE INITIATION*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
S(yB(8) PRINT FORMAT WIS3
VECTOR VALUES WIS3=$1H0tS;10 #44HRUNS
 WITH TEST SPECIMEN9,STAND
LARD CAVITATION*$
TRANSFER; TO ALPHA
SPB(9) PRINT FORMAT WIS4
VECTOR VALUES WIS4=$1H0 y 510i49HRUNS WITH TEST SPECIMEN: CAVIT
" 1AT I ON T0'' FIRST MARK*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
c
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SPB(10) PRINT FORMAT WIS5
VECTOR VALUES WIS5=$lHO#S10 .r38HRUN5 WITH TEST SPECIMENt NO CA
1VITATION*$
TRANSFER TO ALPHA
ALPHA READ DATA CONC
TRANSFER TO SPC(GAS)
SPC(1) PRINT FORMAT GCON19 CONC
VECTOR VALUES GCON1=$lHO#S10#18HTHE'GAS IS AIR AT F692vl8h PE
1RCENT BY VOLUME*$
TRANSFER TO BETA
SPC(2) PRINT FORMAT GCON2t CONC
VECTOR VALUES GCON2=$lHO*SlOr23HTHE GAS IS ARGON
	
AT F6.2g1
18H PERCENT BY VOLUME*$
:' x TRANSFER TO BETA
SPc(3) PRINT FORMAT GCON3s CONC
VECTOR VALUES GCON3=$lH0oS10o23HTHE GAS IS HYDROGEN AT F692 #1
18H PERCENT BY VOLUME*$
`TRANSFER TO BETA
BETA PRINT FORMAT 1NF09TEMP#HB#HCtFR g FLORAToRPMtVENToREC	 =
` VECTOR VALUES INFO-$lHO9S10#14HTEMPERATURE L= F7.3t2H F/
11H #SlO#22HBAROMETRIC PRESSURE = F8.4 9 8H IN. HG./
21H 9S10#20HHEIGHT CORRECTION = F8.4910H IN. FLUID/
-31H #S1012HFLOW RATE'= F7.3 9 14H IN. FLUID OR F7.3#4H GPM/
41H #510#12HPUMP SPEED -	 1594H RPM/
. 51H 9510917HVENTURI USED WAS I3/1H 9510#27HORIGINAL DATA ON SH'
1 6EET NO# I8*$
` FORMAT VARIABLE QQr,.
d= QQ -	 NPT/2
r V1(2) = NPT	 Y
V2(2) = NPT
TRANSFER TO SP(NPT)
°
'^
SP(8) PRINT FORMAT TAPS$-
VECTOR VALUES TAPS8=$1HOoSlO#3HF-1#S4f3HP-1#S493HP-295493HP-3
4 1sS4#3HP-4#S4#3HP-5#S4s3HP-6tS4#3HF-2*$
f	 r;. TRANSFER TO BETAI
SP(10) PRINT FORMAT TAPS10
VECTOR VALUES TAPS10=$1HOOS1093HF-19S3#4HP-80#S4t3HP—OoS493HP
1— 1 # S4 # 3HP-2 9 S4 # 3HP-3 }S4# 3HP-4 # S4 t 3HP-5 sS4 # 3HP-6 t'S4 9 3HF-2*S
TRANSFER TO BETA1
SP(12) PRINT FORMAT TAPS12jt
VECTOR VALUES TAP512=S1HO*SlOr3HF-IOS4#3HT-1#S4#3HT-29S4t3HT--
` 13 #54t3HT-49S4t 3HT-5 sS4 #3HT- , 6#S4 # 3HT--7 #54 s3HT-8s S4 s3HT-9 9S3 94HA
2T--10#S493HF—O*S
TRANSFER TO BETAls
SP(14) PRINT FORMAT TAPS14
VECTOR VALUES TAPS14=$1H0o510+3HF—I#S4s3HT-1954#3HT-29S4t3HT-
139S4s3HT-4#S493HT-5wS4#3HT-6#54r3HT-7#S4s3HT-8s54#3HT-99S3s4N
2T—lOtS394HT-11#S394HT-129549;3HF—O.*3
TRANSFER TO BETAl
SP(16) PRINT FORMAT TAPS16
VECTOR VALUES TAPS1 .6=$lHO#S10#3HF--I #S4#3HT-19S4#3liT-2#S493HT —	1
13lS493HT-4sS493HT-5sS4#,►HT-6v 4#3HT--T9S4#3HT-89S493HT-99S394H
2T-109S3#4HT-11sS394HT-1Z.oS3#4HT-13#S:i)44T--14sS493HF-0*S
-
TRANSFER TO BETA1
BETA1 READ FORMAT IN2#_-PTD(l#1)...PTD(NRD#NPT)
VECTOR`VALUES IN2=$(IQQ#F7.2/IQQIF7.2)*$
FORMAT VARIABLE PP
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PP = NPT
PRINT FORMAT INFOl
VECTOR VALUES INFO1=$1H09S10926NORIGINAL PRESSURE TAP DATA*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT19 PTD(ltl)...P'tD(NRDtNPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT1=$1HO#5891PPOF7*2/(S991PPIF7*2)*s
AT = 3.1416*(DT•P.2.0)/576.
B = 0.002228/AT
WHENEVER FL .E. 1
TRANSFER TO BETAlA
OR WHENEVER FL .E * 2
TRANSFER TO BETA2
END OF CONDITIONAL
BETAIA DEN = 1.0409*(1/TEMP.P.0.o1089)*62.3689
WHENEVER TEMP .LE. 113.
LNVP = 2003 + 0.03175*(TEMP - 50•)
OR WHENEVER TEMP .G. 113.
LNVP = 4.290 + 0.0261*(TEMP - 113.)
END OF CONDITIONAL
VAP = EXP.(LNVP)*(14.7/760•)
TRANSFER TO GAMMA
BETA2 DEN =	 (13.5708-0.001448*(TEMP-50.))*62.3689
WHENEVER TEMP .LE. 190.0 .
VAP = 0.0
r TRANSFER TO GAMMA
O I R TEMP .G• 190.0 &AND` TEMP ♦ LE• 225.0
VAP = 0.12 + 0.0068E*(T - 190.0)*0.0193
TRANSFER TO GAMMAt; OIR TEMP .G. 2250 .ANDS TEMP.#LE• 267.0
VAP = 0.35 + 0.01857*(T - 225.)*0.0193
TRANSFER TO GAMMA
O I R TEMP .G. 267.0 .AND• TEMP •LE• 301.0
VAP = 1.12 + 0.0497*(T - 267*)*0.0193
TRANSFER TO GAMMA
0 1 R TEMP .G.. 301•0
TRANSFER TO ERROR 1
END OF CONDITIONAL
GAMMA PC = HB*(14.7/29.92) + HC*DEN/1728.
w VT = FLORAT*B
KE =	 (VT.P.2.)/64.4
f THROUGH DELTAS FOR I=1 ► 1eI.G.NRD
THROUGH DELTA* FOR J=1t1#J.G.NPT
NPSH(IsJ)
	 =	 (PTD(ItJ)	 + PC - VAP)*144**1./DEN
DELTA NRMPR(I#J)	 = NPSH(I#J)/KE
PRINT FORMAT INF02
VECTOR VALUES INF02=$1HO.#S10#36HTHE UNCORRECTED NORMALIZED PR
: 1ESSURES*'$
PRINT FORMAT OUT2t NRMPR(lo1)***NRMPR(NRD+NPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT2=$lHO#S89#PPIF7.4/(S9vlPPIF7.4 )*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT39 VT
VECTOR VALUES OUT3=$1H0#S10t18HTHiROAT VELOCITY = F7'.2*7H FT/S
1EC*$
READ FORMAT IN39 CORK S TPC19 TPC2# LTH1# LTH2# MULT9 YES
VECTOR VALUES IN3=$(3I5.r3F7o4#I3)*$
WHENEVER CORR .E. 2
. TRANSFER TO ZETA
s: OTHERWISE
PRINT FORMAT INF02A	 1
r	 ^ t
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TRANSFER TO THETA
END OF CONDITIONAL
VECTOR VALUES 'iNF02A = $lH0oSl0943HNO CORRECTIONS MADE TO NORMA
1LIZED PRESSURES*$
ZETA
	
THROUGH ZETA1, FOR N=191#N.G.NRD
DELP(N) = (NRMPR(N+2) — NRMPR(Ns3))/LTH1
CALNPR(N) = NRMPR(N93) - (DELP(N)*LTH2*MOLT)
Z(:YA1	 FACTOR(N) = NRMPR(Ni4) — CALNPR(N)
THROUGH ZETA2# FOR J=ltltJ.G.NRD
THROUGH ZETA29 FOR I=TPC191*I.G.TPC2
ZETA2	 NRMPR(Jol) = NRMPR(JsI) - FACTOR(J)
ETA	 PRINT FORMAT INF03
VECTOR VALUES INFO3=$lH0#S10 p 34HTHE CORRECTED NORMALIZED PRES
1SURES*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT29 NRMPR(191)...NRMPR(NRD*NPT)
THETA	 THROUGH THETA2s FOR I = 191 I.G.NPT
SUM(DEXPI) = 0.0
THROUGH THETA19 FOR J=1s1sJ.G.NRD
THET/,1	 SUM ( DEX s I)	 SUM ( DEX 9 I) + NRMPR (J r I )
THFTA2	 AVGNP(DEXiI) = SUM(DEXoI)/NRD
THETA3	 WHENEVER YES .E. 1
LOSC(DEX) = AVGNP(DEX91) — AVGNP(DEX#NPT)
OTHERWISE
TRANSFER TO IOTA
END OF•CONDITIONAL
IOTA	 THROUGH IOTA1 9 FOR M=1919M.G.NRD
THROUGH IOTA1v FOR L ltlgL.G.NPT
DEVNP(MsL)	 NRMPR(MsL) — AVGNP(DEXsL)
IOTAI	 SQDEV(M#L) = DEVNP(MsL).P.2.
THROUGH IOTA3 9 FOR I=loltl*G.NPT
SUMSQ(DEX,I) = 0.0
	 f
THROUGH IOTA29 FOR J=191sJ.G.NRD
IOTA2
	
SUMSQ(DEXsI) = SUMSQ(DEXsI) + SQDEV(.Jtl)
VAR(DEX#I) = SUMSQ(DEX*I)/NRD
STDDEV(DEXsI) = VAR(DEX s I)•P.0.50
IOTA3	 COVAR(DEX9I) = (.ABS.STDDEV(DEX9I)*100•)/(.ABS.AVGNP(DEXPI))
KAPPA	 PRINT FORMAT INF04
VECTOR VALUES INFO4 =$lH0#S10932HTHE AVERAGE NORMALIZED PRESSU
1RE5*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT49 AVGNP(DEXsl) ..AVGNP(DEXsNPT)	 k
VECTOR VALUES OUT4=$1H09(58#IPPIF7.4)*S
WHENEVER YES eEs 1 }
PRINT FORMAT OUT4A9 LOSC(DEX)
OTHERWISE
TRANSFER TO•KAPPAI
END OF CONDITIONAL
VECTOR VALUES OUT4A =$1H0s`S1Ot23HTHE LOSS COEFFICIENT` _ F8 4*$ r
KAP_PA1	 PRINT FORMAT INF05
VECTOR VALUES _ INFO5=SIHOsS10037HTHE VARIANCES IN NORMALIZED P
1RESSURES*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT59 VAR(DEXsl)...VAR(DEXsNPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT5=$1H09(S8s1PP'lF7.4)*$
PRINT FORMAT INF06
VECTOR VALUES INFO6 =$lH0sS10s23HTHE STANDARD DEVIATIONS*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT6 s STDDEV(DE^ s 1)**oSTDDEV(DEXsNPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT6=$lH0s(S8 s PP _F7.4) $
PRINT FORMAT'INF07 	
1,
r-
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VECTOR VALUES INF07=$1HOsS10929HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
1*$
PRINT FORMAT OUT79 COVAR(DEXol)•*.COVAR(DEXtNPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT7=$1H0s(S8vlPPlF792)*$
LAMBDA CAVN(DEX) = AVGNP(DEX91)
THROUGH LDA19 FOR K=2919K.G.NPT
WHENEVER AVGNP(DEXtK) .LE. CAVN(DEX)
CAVN(DEX) = AVGNP(DEXsK)
L'DA1 END OF CONDITIONAL
MU PRINT FORMAT OUT8s CAVN(DEX)
VECTOR VALUES OUT8=$1H0+510f24HTHE CAVITATION NUMBER = F8.4*$
NU WHENEVER DEX .L. NRS
DEX = DEX + 1
TRANSFER TO START
OR WHENEVER 'DEX * E.	 1 .AND. TOTAL .E•	 1
TRANSFER TO BEGIN
a OTHERWISE
TRANSFER TO PI
END OF CONDITIONAL
a P1 THROUGH PI2 9 FOR	 I=19,1tI.G.NPT
110 SUMAVG( I) 	 = 0. 0
THROUGH PI19 FOR J=1t1#J.G.NRS
Pj l SUMAVG(I)	 = SUMAVG(I)	 + AVGNP(JPI)
MEAVG(I)	 = SUMAVG(I)/NRS
PI2 Y(I)	 _ MEAVG(I)
1 THROUGH PI39 FOR L=191#L•G,NRS
THROUGH PI3# FOR M=1t1#M•G.NPT
i DEVME(LoM)	 = AVGNP(L g M)	 - MEAVG(M)
PI3 SQDME(LrM)	 = DEVME(LgM).P.2
THROUGH PI5 9 FOR J=1 rl tJ•G.NPT
SQSUME(J)
	
= 0.0
THROUGH PI49 FOR I=1t1rI.G.NRS
PI4 SQSUME(J)
	
= SQSUME(J)	 + SQDME(IPJ)
VARM(J) = SQSUME(J)/NRS
STDEM(J)	 = VARM(J).P0.5
PI5 COVRM(J)	 =	 (.ABS.STDEM(J)*100.)/(.ABS•MEAVG(J))
PRINT FORMAT HEAD
RHO PRINT FORMAT INF08t NRS
VECTOR VALUES INF08=$1HOi510916HMEAN VALUES FOR I3949H SETS A
IT SAME FLOW: RPMP AND CAVITATION CONDITION*$
f PRINT FORMAT INF099 FLORAT-9 VTs RPM9 VENT
VECTOR VALUES INF09=$1H0oS10s12HFL0W RATE = F7.394H GPM/1H 95
110 9 18HTHROAT VELOCITY = F7.2, 7H FT/SEC/1H 15109 13HPUMP SPEED
2= I594H RPM/1H PS10917HVENTURI USED WAS I3*$
TRANSFER TO RHO(COND)
RHO( l) PRINT FORMAT WOS1
TRANSFER TO RH(NPT)
RHO(2) PRINT FORMAT W052	 -
TRANSFER TO RH(NPT)
RHO M PRINT FORMAT WOS3
TRANSFER TO RH(NPT)
RHO(4) PRINT FORMAT` WOS4	
t
TRANSFER TO RH(NPT)
RHO(5) PRINT FORMAT WOS5
k a TRANSFER TO RH(NPT)
a RH(8) PRINT FORMAT'TAPS8
f TRANSFER TO -SIGMA
i	 x
:.
--. .
a;.,.,•ti,.rte .v	 M	 z
-	 ,..	
_	
^,
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RH(10) PRINT FORMAT TAPS10
TRANSFER TO SIGMA
RH(12) PRINT FORMAT TAPS12
TRANSFER TO SIGMA
RH(14) PRINT FORMAT TAPS14
TRANSFER TO SIGMA
R11(16)
	 ` PRINT FORMAT TAPS16
TRANSFER TO SIGMA
SIGMA PRINT FORMAT INF04
PRINT FORMAT OUT99 MEAVG(1)or.MEAVG(NPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT9=$1H0o(S8olPPlF7.4)*$'
PRINT FORMAT INF05
- PRINT FORMAT OUT10o VARM(1)o*.VARM(NPT)
VECTOR. VALUES OUT10=$1H0#(S8##PPIF7.4)*$
x PRINT FORMAT INF06
PRINT FORMAT OUT119 STDEM(1)•
	 aSTDEM(NPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT11=$1H0+(S8*IPP'IF7.4)*$
PRINT FORMAT INF07
,., PRINT FORMAT OUT12f COVRM(1)e.*COVRM(NPT)
VECTOR VALUES OUT12=$1HOP(58#IPPIF7.2)*$
TAU MECAV = MEAVG(1)
THkOUGH TAU19 FOR J=2f1#J.G#NPT
WHENEVER MEAVG(J)
	
.LE. MECAV
MECAV = ME`AVG (J ){
TAU1 END OF CONDITIONAL
PRINT FORMAT OUT13r MECAV
VECTOR VALUES OUT13 =$1H0 yS10#29HTHE MEAN CAVITATION NUMBER =
f. 1F8.4*3
` PRINT FORMAT TITLE
; F a VECTOR VALUES TITLE _ $1Hl#550 ► 33HPRESSURE PROFILE PLOTS DME
t 1THESIS $
F	 ;,	 :+ WHENEVER VENT . E. 412
EXECUTE PLOTlo(NSCALE#5s10#5 ► 20)
^. EXECUTE PLOT2.(IMAGE ► 79-0000-1.000t?::900t-0.100)
EXECUTE PLOT3.($*$ #)((1)oY(1) rNPT)
EXECUTE PLOT4.(49 oORD)
PRINT FORMAT BOTTOM
l OR WHENEVER VENT sEo 534
EXECUTE PLOT1.(NSCALEv5#1095*20)4
EXECUTE PLOT2.(IMAGE r 11.000r-1.000+1.900.-0.1Oq)
EXECUTE PLOT3.($*$#Z(1)#Y(1)PNPT)
EXECUTE PLOT4.(499ORD)
PRINT FORMAT BOTTOM
OR WHENEVER VENT	 E. 614
EXECUTE.PLOT1.(NSCALE95*10#5920)
EXECUTE PLOT2.(IMAGE+795009-0.500#1*900#-0.100)
EXECUTE PLOT3.($*$,U(1)*Y(1)#NPT)`
EXECUTE PLOT4.(49sORD) 	 {^
PRINT FORMAT BOTTOM 	 fr.
OR WHENEVER VENT .E. 712
EXECUTE PLOTl.(NSCALE95#1095920)
EXECUTE PLOT2o(IMAGE97a0000-1a000.1e900•-0.100
1 EXECUTE PLOT3.(S*$*W(1)#Y(1)#NPT)
EXECUTE PLOT4.(499ORD)
r	
a PRINT FORMAT BOTTOM
OR WHENEVER VENT'•E. 818	 k
EXECUTE PLOT1.(NSCALEs5s10s5#20)S
r
k
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EXECUTE PLOT2.(IMAGE#3.0009-1.0009199009-0.100)
EXECUTE PLOT3.($*S9Q(1)9Y(1)9NPT)
EXECUTE PLOT4.(499ORD)
PRINT FORMAT BOTTOM
END OF CONDITIONAL
VECTOR VALUES NSCALE = 1909390*3
VECTOR VALUES Q(1)
	 1*00000.08010*290#0+50090961590*7669
10.925939000
E OR III
	 -	 6V CT
	
ALUES U(1)  -0.5Q090.056;0.55491.0 991918691.4129
11.91592.1979,2.75492.99397.132979500
VECTOR VALUES X(1) = -1.00090.15#1.23392910492.362927359
13.13893947893.85394926694.52495.00895941295976606.167979000
VECTOR VALUES Z(1) _ -1.00090.172#1.940+3.155939631#4.0299
14.75595.34695.70496.39996977997.430979939911.000
VECTOR VALUES W(1)	 19000l0967501947592922592r5199298589
13.42793.60694.37594.38494971395.132959531979000
VECTOR VALUES ORD = $	 AVERAGE NORMALIZED PRESSURES
1	 ^$
VECTOR VALUES BOTTOM = $1H 9S31958H DISTANCE FROM THROAT ENTR
1ANCE TO TAP
	
(INCHES) *$
DIMENSION Q(8)9U(12)9W(14)9X(16)9Y(16)9Z(14)9IMAGE(1000)
OMEGA	 WHENEVER REPEAT * L• TOTAL
REPEAT = REPEAT + 1
TRANSFER TO BEGINI
OTHERWISE
TRANSFER TO BEGIN
	
.	 END OF CONDITIONAL
TRANSFER TO START
ERRORI	 PRINT FORMAT ERR1
VECTOR VALUES ERR1=$1H49510925HTEMPERATURE LIMIT EXCEEDED*$
TRANSFER TO BEGIN
DIMENSION PTD(16O9V1)9NPSH(1609V1)9NRMPR(1609V1)9DELP(10)9
1CALNPR(10)9FACTOR(10)95UM(8O#V2)iAVGNP(809V2)#DEVNP(1609V1)g
2SUMSQ(969V2)9VAR(809V2)9 STDDEV(809V2)9COVAR(809V2)9CAVN(5)9
3SUMAVG(16)9MEAVG(16)'9DEVME(809V2)# SODME (84 ► V2)9SQSUME(16)9
4VARM(16)9STDEM(16)9COVRM(16)#SQDEV(160,V1)tLOSC(10)
VECTOR VALUES V1 = 291916
VECTOR VALUES V2 = 2#1916
END OF PROGRAM
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PRESSURE PROFILE CALCULATI ONS DME THESIS RESULTS FROM RA!%0AT5 PROGRAM
TEST FLUID	 IS WATER
NO TEST SPECIM N RUNS, VISICtE INITIATION
r ' THE GAS IS AIR AT	 1.39 PERCENT BY VOLUME
TEMPERATURE n 	 53.300 F
BAROMETRIC 'PRESSURE = 	 29.3450 IN. HG.
HEIGHT CORRECTION _	 . 0000 IN. FLUID
FLOW'RATE s	 79.400 IN. FLUID OR 	 40.200 GPM
PUMP SPEED	 1165 RPM
VENTURI USED WAS 412
ORIGINAL DATA ON SHEET NO.	 197772
F-I
	 T-1
	
T-2	 T-3	 T-4	 T-5 T-6 T-7 T-8 T-9 T-10 T-11 T-12 T-13 T-14 F-0
ORIGINAL PRESSURE TAP DATA
17.90 -11.35 -12.15 -12.40 -11.25 	 -5.90 -1.90 .30 1.95 3.35 4.15 5.05 5.75 6.30 7.00 10.50
THE UNCORRECTED NORMALIZED PRESSURES
r 42014	 .1068	 .0768
	
.0675	 .1105	 .3107 .4604 .5427 .6045 .6569 96868 .7205 .7467 .7673 .7935 .9244
co
THROAT VELCCITY	 63.14 FT/SEC W
THE CORRECTED NORMALIZED PRESSURES"
.2014
	
.1068	 .0768	 .0401	 .1105	 .3107 .4604 .5427 .6045 .6569 .6868 .7205 .7467 0767?+ .7935 .9244
THE AVERAGE NORMALIZED PRESSURES
F
.2014	 .1068	 .0768	 .0401	 .1105 .3107 .4604 .5427 .6045 .6569 .6968 .7205 .7467 .7673 .7935 .9244
THE LOSS COEFFICIENT	 . 2769'
THE VARIANCES IN NORMALIZED PRESSURES
.0000	 ,Coco
	 .Coco	 .FOoo	 .0000 , .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 60000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS
.0000
	 .0000	 .0000	 .0000	 .0000	 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 60000
THE COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
-00
	 0	 .o.'o	 600	 .00	 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
THE CAVITATION NUMBER 	 .0401 -
i
s.
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all._
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PRESSURE PROFILE CALCULATIONS DME THESIS
	 RESULTS FROM RAWDAT5 PROGRAM
TEST FLUID IS WATER
NO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS * VISIBLE INITIATION
THE GAS IS AIR AT	 1.15 PERCENT BY VOLUME
TEMPERATURE = 53.300 F
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE = 29.3450 IN. HG.
HEIGHT CORRECTION =	 .0000 IN. FLUID
FLOW RATE
	 79.400 IN. FLUID OR 40.200 GPM
PUMP SPEED = 1160 RPM
VENTURI USED WAS 412
ORIGINAL DATA ON SHEET NO.	 197772
F-I
	
T-1
	
T-2
	
T-3
	
T-4
	
T-5
	 T-6	 T-7	 T-8	 T-9	 T-10	 T-11	 T-12	 T-13
	
T-14	 F-0
ORIGINAL PRESSURE TAP DATA
17.75 -11.35 -12.15 -12.45 -11.55 -6.15 -2.45
	 -.20	 1.50	 3.05	 3.95	 4.90	 5.60	 6.25	 6.80 10.20
17.90 -11.25 -12.10-12.30 -11.50 -6.25 -2.25
	 .20	 1.80	 3.15	 3.90	 4.85	 5.50	 6.20'	 6.70 10.45
THE UNCORRECTED NORMALIZED PRESSURES
1.1957 .1068 .0768 .0656 .0993 -3013 .4398 .5240 .5876 .6456 .6793 .7149 .7411 .7654 .760 .9132
1.2014 .1105 .0787 .0712 .1011 .2976 .4473 .5390 .5989 ,6494 .6774 .7130 .7373 .7635 07822 09226
THROAT VELOCITY -	 63.14 FT/SEC
THE CORRECTED NORMALIZED PRESSURES
1.1957 .1068 .0768 .0401 .0993 .3013 .4398 .5240 .5876 .6456 .6793 .7149 .7411 07654 .7660 .9132
1.2014 .1105 .0787 .0396 .1011 .2976 .4473 .5390 .5989 .6494 .6774 .7130 .7373 07635 .7822 .9226
THE AVERAGE NORMALIZED PRESSURES
1.1985 .1086 .0777 .0398 .1002 .2995 .4436 .5315 .5932 .6475 .6784 .7139 .7392 .7644 07841 .9179
THE LOSS COEFFICIENT =	 .2807
THE VARIANCES IN NORMALIZED PRESSURES
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0001 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 00000 .0000. .0000 .0000
THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS
.0028 .0019 .0009 .0002 .0009 .0019 .0037 .0075 .0056 .0019 .0009 .0009 .0019 .0009 .0019 .0047
THE COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
.23
	 1.72	 1.20	 .53	 .93
	
.62
	 .84	 1.41
	
.95	 .29	 .14	 .13	 .25	 .12
	 .24	 .51
THE CAVITATION NUMBER =	 .0398 -
.Ity
PRESSURE PROFILE CALCULATIONS OME THESIS	 RESULTS FROM RAWOAT5 PROGRAM
MEAN VALUES FOR	 2 SETS AT SAME FLOWS RPMv AND CAVITATION CONDITION
FLOW RATE . 40.200 GPM
THROAT VELOCITY a 63.14 FT/SEC
PUMP SPEED a 1160 RPM
VENTU'R'I USED WAS 412
NO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS• VISIBLE INITIATION
F-I
	 T-1	 T-2	 T-3	 T-4	 T-5	 T-6	 T-7	 T-8	 T-9 T-10 T-11 T-12 T-13 T-14 	 F-0
THE AVERAGE NORMALIZED PRESSURES
:.2000 .1077 .0773 .0400 .1053 .3051 .4520 .5371 .5989 .6522 .6826 .7172 .:7429 .7659 .7888 .9212
THE VARIANCES IN NORMALIZED PRESSURES
.0000 00000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 00001 00000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS
.0014 .0009 .0005 .0001 .0051 .0056 90084 .0056 .0056 .0047 .0042 .0033 .0037 .0014 .0047 .0033
THE COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION 	 i-'
.12	 .87	 .61	 .27	 4.88	 1.84	 1.86	 1.05	 .94	 .72	 .62	 .46	 .50	 .18	 .59	 .36
THE MEAN CAVITATION NUMBER 	 .0400./
,4
PRESSURE PROFILE PLOTS OME THESIS
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APPENDIX F
TIM COMPUTER PROGRAM CALPRM
I .	 INTRODUCTION
The computer program CALPRM is designed to take raw data in the
form of velocity, temperature, etc., from the pressure profile measure-
ments in water and mercury and compute a series of dimensionless
parameters for use in the correlation analysis. As presently formulated
it contains subroutines for computing Reynolds number, Weber number,
F.	 Prandtl number, a thermodynamic parameter, a gas content parameter,
exposure time parameter, and the Net Positive Suction Head. This
program is written in FORTRAN IV and contains no specialized functions
not normally available in t machine library. Standard handbooks were
used in compiling the physical properties data.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
The main program provides bookkeeping and control functions and
thus does no direct computations. The data are read in and reprinted
on the output with appropriate identification.
A. REYNO. This subroutine computes the flow Reynolds number
based upon throat velocity and diameter from the relation:
REYNO	 DEN., DT - 1rT
12 VIS
where	 REY_NO - Reynolds number
DEN	 - Density of fluid at test temperature (#/ft3}
i
187 a;u	 f
u
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DT	 - Throat diameter (in)
VT	 - Throat velocity (ft/se(,,,)
v1S	 - Fluid viscosity ($/ft-sec)
The density is computed on the basis of a cu&,e fit to the literature
data of density versus temperature. The viscos ity is determined from
a series of linear piecewise curve fits from the viscosity logarithm
versus temperature plots. The computed values agree with the handbook
values to less than 1% over the temperature range of consideration here
(32° to 176*F for water, 32 0 to 600 °F for mercury)58,59960,61
B.	 WEBNO.	 This subroutine computes the Weber number based upon
the throat velocity and one of three options for a diameter. The first
two options compute a Weber number based upon the gas bubble character-
istics in the fluid, while the third uses the system characteristics.
Option (1) is based upon a diameter with linear relation (arbitrary"
to the gas concentration; option (2) assumes a constant diameter of
0.001 inch for the gas bubbles regardless of gas content, temperature
or flow rate. The Weber number is computed from the relation:
WNUMR
	
	 DEN	 DVT2
SU^TEN 32. ' 32.
where:	 WNUMS - Weber number
DEN	 Density of fluid at test temperature (#/ft3)
D	 16. Diameter from option I t 2, or 3. (in)
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The density is determined in the same fashion as for the •REYNO, while
the surface tension is computed from a linear piecewise curve fit of
surface tension versus temperature. The values of surface tension
agree with handbook data to better than 3% with ranges used here.58,59960,61
C. THERM. This subroutine computes the thermodynamic parameter
discussed in Chapter II. The only inputs required are the fluid
temperature and velocity and the parameter is computed from the
relation:
BPR.IME = DENL ., CP DELT ERIN
DENY Mr.,
where:
	
BRINE - Thermodynamic parameter
DENL - Fluid density at test temperature (#/ft3)
CP	 - Heat capacity of fluid (BTU/°F)
DELT - Change of temperature with pressure along
the saturation vapor pressure line (°F/ft)
DENV
	
Vapor density at bulk fluid temperature (#/ft3)
HFG	 - Latent heat of vaporization at test temperature
(BTU/#)
EKIN - Kinetic head (ft) - Vt/2g
In all cases, the values were calculated from a linear piecewise curve
fits to available data, which in most cases were plated of the variable
versus temperature. This procedure was used since the regression
analysis for curve fitting was not available at the time this data
was required. Again the values computed are within 3 to 501. of
handbook values for any given point. 5a,59,6Q,6l
;...=. Wo
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D. PRDTL. This subroutine computes the fluid Prandtl number
based solely on the temperature as an input using the relation:
PRDTL = VIS * CP
CK
f
i
u,
ii
Y51
.	 3
f
>	 'x
where:	 PRDTL - Prandtl number
VIS
	
- Fluid viscosity (///ft-sec)
CP	 - Fluid heat capacity (BTU#)
CK	 - Thermal conductivity (BTU/ft-hr-0F)
The values are computed from curve fits to handbook data as indicated
about and agree with the published data.
E. TIME. This subroutine computes the dimensionless exposure
parameter based upon the venturi throat diameter (converted to length
with the L/D ratio) and the fluid velocity in 'the throat. The relation-
ship used is:
TAU s DT 3r CONSTANT
2. : VT .','4 OTAU
where:
	
TAU	 - Exposure time parameter
VT	 - Throat velocity (ft/sec)
DT	 Throat diameter (in)
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AIR = ALPHA - BETA =* CONSTANT
DEN EKIN
where:
	
	
AIR	 - Gas concentration factor
ALPHA - Gas concentration (ppm)
BETA	 - Henry's Law constant (#/in2)
DEN	
- Fluid density (J/ftS)
EKN	 - Kinetic head (ft) - VT2/2g
G. PdSHD. This subroutine computes the net positive suction
head from the relation:
t
SHNP = CAVN ENKIN
where:	 SHNP	 - Net positive suction head
CAVN	 Cavitation number as computed. by RANDAT
ENKIN - Kinetic head (ft) - V'T2/2g
III. PROGRAM INPUT
The CALPRM input is in the form of two cards. The first card
is an integer number, which indicates the number of data sets to be
considered, the second contains the physical data in a combination
of integer and floating point fields. The data is provided in the
foliaving ordear
a. Cavitation condition
b. Number of runs in the set
c. Test fluid temperature
d. Flow rate in inches of test fluid
't e. Flow_ rate in GPM
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f. Pump speed in I M
g. Venturi used
h. Gas entrained in fluid
i. Test fluid
j. Venturi throat diameter in inches
k. Cavitation number
1. Standard deviation on cavitation number
m. Throat velocity in feet per second
n. Gas content in volume percent
o. Page number in the original data book
IV. PROGRAM OUTPUT
The output of the program is essential self-explanatory as can
be seen from the example following the program listing. It includes
a recap of the input data and the calculated output with the appro-
priate dimensions. The output also includes any physical constants
which have been calculated from curve fits.
V. DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
The following list def its s only those terms which are used for
input/output or major operations. The variables are defined in order
of their appearance in the program.
IPEAT - Loop index compared with ITOT
TEMP	 - Fluid temperature in degrees Fahrenheit {
a
Im	 - Flowrate in inches of test fluid
FLORAT	 - Flowrate in GPM
JNRPM	 - Pump speed in RPM
I'PE*'T	 - Integer index indicating venturi used
NGAS	 - Integer index indicating which gas is present
IFL
	
- Integer index indicating test fluid
DT	 - Venturi tx oat diameter in inches
CAIN -	 Cavitation number
STD	 - Standard deviation of cavitation number
VT	 - Throat velocity in feet per second
CONC -	 Gas concentration in volume percent
IREC ' -	 Page number in original data book
VISLN -	 Logarithm of the fluid viscosityY
VIS -	 Fluid viscosity at-test temperature
DEN -	 Fluid density	 t test temperatureY	 mP
VALUE -	 Subroutine code for Reynolds number
SURTEN - Fluid surface tension at test temperature
WNUMR -	 Weber number
9
Cr
d
-	 Heat capacity -	1
DPDT -	 Change in pressure with temperature along
saturation vapor pressure line
DELT -	 Reciprocal of DPDT
r,
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PROGRAM CALPRM (INPUTsOUTPUT)
IPEAT = 1
100	 READ 10016 ITOT
101
	
.LEAD 10119 ICONsNRD s TEMPsFRsFLORATtNRPMtIVENTsNGA59IFLsDTsCAVN95TD
l sVTsCONCOREC
PRINT 1012
GO TO (102t103)9IFL
102	 PRINT 1021
GO TO 104
103	 PRINT. 1031
GO TO 104
104	 GO TO (1059106,107s1089109)sICON
105	 PRINT 1051
•`	 GO TO 110
N{.
106	 PRINT 1061
GO TO 110
107	 PRINT 1071
GO TO 110
108	 PRINT 1081
GO TO 110
109	 PRINT 1091
GO TO 110
110	 GO TO (111s1129113)gNGAS
1.11	 PRINT 11111 CONC
GO TO 114
112	 PRINT 1121# CONC
}	 GO TO 114
113	 PRINT 11319 CONC
GO TO 114
114	 PRINT 11419 TEMPtN2DtFRsFLORATsNRPMsIVENTtIREC ► DTsVTsCAVNs5TD
'	 115	 CALL REYNO (TEMPsDTsVTsIFL)
116	 CALL WEBNO (TEMPPDTvVT ► IFLPCONC)
117	 CALL PRDTL (TEMPtIFL)
118	 CALL THERM (TEMPsVTsIFL)
CALL TIME (VTsDT)
CALL GASFAC (TEMPtCONCsVTsIFLsNGAS)
119	 CALL POSHD (CAVN%STDsVT)
IF (IPEAT .LT. ITOT) GO TO 120
IF (IPEAT *GE * ITOT) GO TO 100
120	 IPEAT = IPEAT + 1
GO TO 101
^^-,'	 1001 FORMAT (I3)
1011 7ORMAT ( 2I2t3F7.39I5tI392I2o3F7 o 49F6 *29F5#2tI7)
1012 FORMAT ( 1H1s10Xs33HPARAMETER CALCULATIONS DME THESISt15Xt28HRESULT
_ 15 FROM CALPRM PROGRAM )
1021 FORMAT ( lH0o10Xol9HTEST FLUID IS WATER)
103.1 FORMAT (lH0910Xs21HTES7 FLUID IS MERCURY)
1051 FORMAT ( lHO91OX939HN0 TEST SPECIMEN RUNS -9 SONIC INITIATION)
1061 FORMAT ( IH0910Xs41HN0 TEST SPECIMEN RUNSt VISIBLE INITIATION)
1071 FORMAT (1H09 -10X942HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNS* STANDARD CAVITATION)
1081 FORMAT ( 1H09l0Xs47HN0 TEST SPECIMEN RUNS# CAVITATION TO FIRST MARKf	 1)
1091 FORMAT ( 1H091OX936HNO TEST SPECIMEN RUNSt NO CAVITATION)
1111 FORMAT (lHOslOXs18HTHE GAS IS AIR AT F6.2^18H PERCENT BY VOLUME)
1121 FORMAT ( 1Hp910Xi_23HTHE GAS IS ARGON 	 AT Fw' 2918H PERCENT BY VOLU
1ME)
113.1 FORMAT ( lHO 9 10X#23HTHE GAS IS HYDROGEN AT F6 * 2918H PERCENT BY VOLU
I
a.
;rt;
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1ME)
1241 FORMAT (1Ht,910XI.14HTEMPERATURE = F7.3t2H F/
11H 91OX917HNUMBER OF RUNS = I3/
21H f 10X9 12HF LOW RATE = F793 9 12H IN. HG. OR F7.3 #4H GPM/
31H 91OX913-iPUMP SPEED = I594H RPM/
41H •10X917HVENTURI USED WAS I3/
51H tlOX92,7HORIGINAL DATA ON SHEET N0. I8/
61HO91OX918HTHROAT DIAMETER = F7.494H IN./
71H0sl0Xf18HTHROAT VELOCITY = F6.2o7H FT/SEC/
81H0i10X920HCAVITATION NUMBER = F7.4r11H STD. DEV. F7.4)
END
SUBROUTINE REYNO(TEMP9DTgVTgIFL)
30	 TO	 (10920)9	 IFL
10 F	 (TEMP	 .GT.	 32.	 .AND.	 TEMP	 .LT. 95.)	 VISLN = 2.485 - 0.01.45#(TEM
1P	 - 32.)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GE.	 95.	 .AND.	 TEMP	 .LT. 176.)	 VISLN = 1.549 - 0.00960*(T
TEMP - 95.)
IF. ( TEMP	 .GT•	 176.)	 GO TO 40
DEN = 1.0409-(1. /TEMP**0.01089) *6293689
VIS = EXP(VI5LN)*(o0001)
GO TO 30
20 IF	 (TEMP .GT. 32.	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 86.) VIS = (11.320 - 0.02296*(TE
1MP - 32.))#(.0001)
_., IF	 (TEMP .GE. 86.	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 156.)	 VIS =	 (10.08 - 0.01614*(TE
?! 1MP - 86.))*(.0001)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT.	 156.	 .AND. TEMP .LTo 300.)	 VIS =	 (8.95 0.01198*(TE
1MP - 156.))#(90001)
LF (TEMP .GE. 300.	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 400.)	 VIS =	 (2.76 - 0.0024*(TEM
1P - 300.))/3600.
IF (TEMP .GE. 400. .AND. TEMP .LT. 500.)	 VIS _	 (2.52 - 0.0020*(TEM
1P - 400.))/3600.
IF (TEMP .GE. 500.	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 600.)	 VIS	 (2.32 - 090014*(TEM
LP - 500.))/3600.
IF (TEMP .GT• 600.) GO TO 40
DEN = ( 13.5708 - 0.001448*(TEMP - 50•))#62.3689
GO TO 30
30 VALUE = DEN*(DT/12eO)*VT/VIS
PRINT 301
PRINT 3029 V1S9DENgVALUE"
GO TO 50
40 PRINT 401
GO TO 50
50 RETURN
301 FORMAT (IH //t11X919HRESULTS FROM REYNO.)
302 FORMAT (1H091OX912HVISCOSITY = E11.491OH LB/FT-SEC/
11H 910X910HDENSITY = F7.399H L6/CU FT/
21H 91OX918HREYNOLDS NUMBER = E11.4)
401 FORMAT (1HO910X•26HTEMPERATURE LIMIT EXCEEDED)
END
_	 a
pw
-	
-	
_	
-•
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SUBROUTINE WEBNO	 (TEMPPDT*VT•IFLgCONC)
iO TO (10920)9
	
IFL
10	 IF (TEMP .GT. 40.	 .AND. TEMP .LE.	 122.) SURTEN =	 (508955 - 0.6004*
l(TEMP - 50.1)*(0.00001)
IF (TEMP .GT. 122. *AND. TEMP .LT.
	 180.)	 SURTEN = (465.32 - 0.6967
1*(TEMP - 122.))*(0900001)
IF (TEMP .GT. 180.) GO TO 50
DEN = 1.0409*(10'/TEMP**0 ►01089)*62.3689
GO TO 30
20	 IF (TEMP .GT• 600.) GO TO 50
IF (TEMP .GT. 329	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 300•)
	
SURTEN = OoO319 - (4.21*(0
1.000001)*(TEMP - 65.))
IF (TEMP .GE. 300. .AND. TEMP .LT. 4009) 	 SURTEN = 0.03085 - (8.9*(
10.000001)*(TEMP - 300•))
IF (TEMP .GE. 400. .AND. TEMP * LT• 600•) SURTEN = 0.02996 - (1.23*
1(0.000001)*(TEMP - 400.1)
DEN = (13.5708 - 0.001448*(TEMP - 50.))*62.3689
GO TO 30
30	 IF (CONC .GT• 0.	 * AND * CONC .LT. 0.5)	 D1 = 0.0003
IF (CONC * GE. 0.5 .AND. CONC .LT.	 1.) D1 = 0.0006
IF (CONC .GE.	 1.	 6AND. CONC .LT.	 1.5)	 D1 = 0.0012
IF (CONC	 .GE.	 1.5 .AND. CONC .LT. 2•)	 D1 = 0.0015
IF (CONC	 &GE*	 2.)	 D1 = 0.0018
D2 = 0.001
40	 WNUMRI =	 (DEN/5URTEN)*(D1/12.)*(VT**2.)#1./329
WNUMR2 =	 (DEN/SURTEN)*(D2/12.)*(VT**29)#1./32.20
WNUMR3 =	 (DEN/SURTEN)*(DT/12.)*(VT**2.)#19/32.2
PRINT 401
PRINT 402
	
SURTENoWNUMRloWNUMR2#WNUMR3
GO TO 60
50	 PRINT 501
60	 RETURN
401
	
FORMAT	 (1H //,11X'919HRESULTS FORM WEBNO.)
402	 FORMAT	 (1HO910X*18HSURFACE TENSION = E11.4t6H LB/FT/
11H ,l0Xs35HWEBF_R NO. BASED ON CONCENTRATION = E11.4/
21H ,10Xt27HWEBER NO.	 1 MIL DIAMETER = E11.4/
31H ^lOX938HWEB.R N0. BASED ON VENTURI DIAMETER = E11.4)
501	 FORMAT	 (1HOt1OX926HTEMPERATURE LIMIT EXCEEDED)
END
SUBROUTINE TIME	 (VT ► DT)
OTAU = 10.#*-13.
TRANS =	 (DT#4.55)/(12.*VT)
TAU = TRANS/OTAU
PRINT 109
	
TRANStTAU
RETURN
H	 X 18HR SUITS	 ROM TIME10 FORMAT (1 0011	 E	 F
11HO*lOX#16HEXPOSURE T-IME = E119494H SEC/
11H 910Xt6HTAU	 E11.4}
'	 END
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SUBROUTINE THERM	 (TEMPoVTsIFL)
GO TO	 (10*20)t IFL
10	 IF	 (TEMP	 .GT. 40•	 •AND.	 TEMP .LT. 68.)	 CP = 1.002625	 - 19357*(0.00
101)*(TEMP	 -	 40•)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GE. 68.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LT. 86.)	 CP = 0.99883	 - 0.3682*(0.00
101)*(TEMP - 68.)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GE. 86.	 .AND• TEMP .LT. 106.) CP = 0.9980
IF	 (TEMP	 .GE. 106.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LT. 140.) CP = 0999800 + 4.206*(090
1001)*(TEMP -	 106.)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GE. 140.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LT. 176.) CP =	 0999943	 + 7.526*(O.iD
10001)*(TEMP - 1409)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GE6 176.)	 GO TO 40
IF	 (TEMP .GT. 35.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LE. 65.)	 DPDT =	 (29937*.0001M TEMPT
1*0.806)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT. 65.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LE. 87.)	 DPDT =	 (1.696*.00001)*(TEMP
1**1.517)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT. 876	 .AND.	 TEMP .LE. 115.) DPDT =	 (1.072*. 00001)*(TE
1MP**2.141)
IF	 (TEMP	 ,GT. 115.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LE. 150•) DPDT =	 (39263*100**-70)*(
1TEMP**2.492)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT. 150.)	 GO TO 40
DELT =' 0+433/DPDT
DENL _	 (1.0409 /(TEMP*-0.01089)) *62.3689
ti IF	 (TEMP	 .GT. 35.	 .AND. TEMP .LE. 150•) HFG =	 1075.8	 - 0.586*(TEMP
1	 - 35.)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GTs 150s)	 GO TO 40
IF	 (TEMP .GT. 53. .AND. TEMP .LT. 66.5) VOL 1533.3 - 42.658*(TEM
1P - 53.)
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT. 66.5 .AND. TEMP * LT. 90•) VOL = 957.4 - 20.146*(TEMP
1 - 66.5)
IF	 (TEMP .GT. 90. .AND. TEMP .LT. 118.) VOL = 4449 - 10.3*(TEMP -
1900)
IF	 (TEMP .GT. 118:	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 150•) VOL = 195 * 6	 3.275#(TEMP
1 - 1180)
IF (TEMP .GT• 150.) GO TO 40
DENV = 1•/VOL
i0 TO 30
20	 jF (TEMP .GT. 600s) GO TO 50
IF	 (TEMP .GE. 32.	 ,AND. TEMP .LT. 1769) CP = 00333821- 3.366*(109
1**-6.)*(TEMP - 320)
IF (TEMP .GE. 1764 .AND. TEMP .LT. 298.) CP = 09032877 - 204*(106*
1*-69)*(TEMP - 176.)
IF (TEMP .GE• 298. .AND. TEMP .LT. 430.) CP = 0.03255 - 1.4*(10.**
1-6.)*(TEMP - 298.)
IF (TEMP .GE. 430+ .AND. TEMP .LT. 514.) CP = OoO32381- 0.,6756*(10
l o**-6. ) * ( TEMP - 430 * ) f
IF (TEMP •GE. 514• •AND• TEMP * LT * 6000- ) CP _ 0.032331
51 = 0000063
52 = 0.000183
53 = 0.000366
54 = 0.000698
55 = 0.00128
56 = 0.00224
rr,
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511= 0#0244
512= 0.0366
513= 0.0651
S14= 0*1277
S15= 0.23583
516= 0.4123
-c 17= 0.6865
S18 = 1*0956
519 = 1.710
C IOR TEMP RANGE 50 TO 900 DEG F
IF (TEMP	 .GT * 	600.) GO TO 40
HFG = 128.55 - 0.004464*(TEMP - 40.)
DENL =	 (1395708 - 0.001445*(TEMP -50•))*62 *3E8
IF	 (TEMP .GT*	 540*) GO TO 401
IF	 (TEMP aGT*	 50* *AND* TEMP .LE * 869) GO TO 201
IF	 (TEMP .GT * 	86a .AND# TEMP * LE * 104.) GO TO 202
IF	 (TEMP .GT * 	104o .AND. TEMP * LE * 122.) GO TO 203
IF	 (TEMP * GTa	 122. .AND# TEMP * LE. 140.) GO TO 204
IF	 (TEMP * GT * 	 1409 .AND* TEMP .LE. 158.) GO TO 205
IF	 (TEMP * GTa	 158. .AND* TEMP * LE * 176.) GO TO 206
IF	 (TEMP * GT * 	176. .AND * TEMP * LE. 194x) GO TO 207
IF	 (TEMP * GT*	 194. .AND# TEMP &LE * 212 * ) GO TO 208
IF (TEMP .GT*	 212+ .AND# TEMP #LE* 230*) GO TO 209
IF	 (TEMP	 * GT * 	230# .AND * TEMP * LE * 248.) GO TO 210
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT•	 2486 .AND6 TEMP * LE * 266a) GO TO 211
IF	 (TEMP .GT * 	266• .AND. TEMP aLE# 284 * ) GO TO 212
IF'(TEMP	 .GT * 	284+ * AND+ TEMP * LE * 320 * ) GO TO 213
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT * 	3206 .AND. TEMP * LE * 2156.) GO TO 214
IF	 (TEMP
	
.GTa	 356. .AND* TEMP *LEa 392 * ) GO TO 215
IF	 (TEMP	 .GT.	 392+ .AND* TEMP * LE * 428 * ) GO TO 216
IF	 (TEMP * GTa	 428+ .AND. TEMP aLE. 464 * ) GO TO 217
IF	 (TEMP * GT * 464* .AND* TEMP_aLE * 500*) GO TO 218
IF	 (TEMP .GTa	 500* .AND* TEMP * LEa 536.) GO TO 219
201 PRESS = 0.00049 + 51*(T'EMP 50*)
DELT = 3 4*7/51
GO TO 220
202 PRESS = 0.002777 + S2*(TEM.P -86.)
DELT	 =_304*7/5.2
GO TO 220
203 PRESS	 Oa006079 + S3*(TEMP -104.)
DELT = 304*7/S3
GO TO 220
204 PRESS = 0901267 + S4*(TEMP - 122*)
t DELT	 304*7/S4
GO TO 220
2.05 PRESS = 0 * 02524 + 55*(TEMP - 140.)
DELT _ 304*73 55
GO TO 220
206 TRESS	 0* 0482.5 + 56* ( TEMP -- 158.
)ELT _ 304a7/S6
- GO TO 220`
;r 207 PRESS = 0 *`08880 + 57*(TEMP - 176 * )n!
DELT =-304*7/57
GO TO 220
208 PRESS = 0 * 1582 + S8 *(TEMP - 194.)
DELT = 304.7/58
GO TO 220
MOO
t
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209 PRESS = 0.2729 + 59*(TEMP — 212.)
DELT = 304x7/59
GO TO 220
210 PRESS = 0.4572 + S10*(TEMP — 230.)
DELT = 304.7/510
GO TO 220
211 PRESS = 0.7457 + 511 # (TEMP — 248.)
DELT = 304,7/511
GO TO 220
212 PRESS =	 1.186 + 512*(TEMP — 266.)
DELT = 304.7/512
GO TO 220
213 PRESS = 19845 + 513*(TEMP — 284.)
DELT = 304.7/513
GO TO 220
214 PRESS	 4.189 + S14*(TEMP — 320•)
DELT = 30497/514
GO TO 220
215 PRESS	 8.796 + 515*(TEMP -- 356.)
DELT = 304.7/515
GO TO 220
216 ?RESS	 17.287 + 516*(TEMP 392.)
)EL.T = 304*7/S16
GO TO 220
217 PRESS = 32.133 + S17*(TEMP 428.)
DELT = 304. i'/S17
GO TO 220
218 PRESS = 56.855 + S18*(TEMP — 464.)
DELT = 304.7/518
GO TO 220
219 PRESS = 96.296 + 519*(TEMP — 500.)
DELT	 304.7/519
GO TO 220
220 DENV = (PRES5*2.78)/(7.73*(TEMP + 460•))
GO TO 30
30 EKIN = VT**2$/64&4
B = (DENL*CP*DELT)/(DENV*HFG)
BPRIME = B*EKIN
PRINT 301
PRINT 3029 DELToHFGsDENV,B,BPRIME
GO TO 50
40 PRINT 401
GO TO 50
50 RETURN
301 FORMAT (1HlollX919HRESULTS FROM THERM.)
302 FORMAT (1H0,10X,30HD'1ELTA T PER UNIT DELTA HEAD = E11.499H DEG F/FT	 -
21+1 s 1OX s 23HHEAT OF VAPORIZATION = F7.2.9-7H BTU/LB/
31H s10Xs16HVAPOR DENSITY = E11.499H LB/CU_FT/
41H 91OX919HTHERMO PARAMETER = E11.4r7H PER FT/
51H'PIOX923HTHERMO ►DYNAMIC NUMBER = E11.4)
401 FORMAT (lHO910X.926HTEMPERATURE LIMIT EXCEEDED
END
PW
	
^.T
SUBROUTINE PRDTL (TEMPtIFL)
GO TO	 (10f20)%	 IFL
10 IF	 (TEMP .GT.	 32.	 .AND. TEMP .LT- 130•:) CK = 0.3263 + 5.02*(10-**-
149)*(TEMP - 329)
IF	 (TEMP -GE.	 130•	 .AND. TEMP .LT- 212.) CK 0.3755 + 1.987*(10-#
1*-49)*(TEMP - 130.)
2F	 (TEMP -GE. 212-)	 GO TO 50
tiff (TEMP -GT- 32. .AND. TEMP -LT. 95.)	 VISLN = 2.485 - 0.01485*(TE
1MP - 32*)
IF	 (TEMP -GE.	 959	 .AND. TEMP -LT- 176-) VISLN = 1.549 - 0.00960*(T
1EMP - 95-)
IF	 (TEMP -GT-	 176.)	 GO TO 50
VIS = EXP(VISLN)*(0.36)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GT• 40-	 * AND * TEMP •LT- 68-)	 CP = 1.002625 - 1.357*(0.00
101)'^(TEMP - 40-)
IF	 (TEMP -GE. 68.	 .AND. TEMP •LT- 86-)	 CP = 0.99883 - 093682*(0.00
101)*(TEMP - 68-)
IF	 (TEMP -GE- 86.	 •AND. TEMP .LT. 106.) CP = 0.9980
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 1069	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 1409) CP = 0099800 + 4.206*(0.0
1001)*(TEMP - 1069)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 140.	 .AND. TEMP -LT- 176.) CP = 0.99943 + 7.526*(0.0
10001)*(TEMP - 140-)
IF	 (TEMP -GE.	 176.)	 GO TO 50
GO TO 30'
20 IF	 (TEMP .GT. 600.)	 GO TO 50
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 329	 -AND- TEMP -LT- 176-) CP = 0.033382 - 3.366*(10-
1**-69)*(TEMP - 32-)
IF	 (TEMP .GE-	 176-	 -AND- TEMP -LT- 298.) CP 0.032877 - 2.4*(10-*
1*-6-)*(TEMP - 1769)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 298-	 -AND- TEMP -LT. 430-) CP 0903255 - 1.4*(109**
1--69) * ( TEMP	 -	 298o)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE- 430.	 -AND- TEMP .LT- 51.4-) CP = 0.03238 - 0*6756*(10
1.-^(-*-6.)*(TEMP	 -	 430-)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE.	 5146	 -AND. TEMP .LT. 600.) CP = 0.03233
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 30-	 -AND- TEMP -LT- 600-) CK = 4.875 + 0.00357*(TEMP
I	 -	 30.)
210 IF	 (TEMP	 -GT+	 329	 -AND. TEMP .LT- 86-)	 VIS = (11.320 - 0.02296*(TE
IMP - 32.))*(0.36)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 86.	 .AND- TEMP * LTe 156-) VIS =	 (10.08 - 0.01614*(TE
1MP	 -	 86.))*(0.36)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 156-	 .AND- TEMP -LT. 300--) VIS _	 (8.95 - 0.01198*(TE
1MP	 -	 156.))*(0.36)
IF	 (TEMP	 -GE-	 300.	 .AND. TEMP-LT. 400•) VIS = 2.76 - 090024*(TEMP
1	 -	 300.)
IF	 (TEMP '.GE-	 4009	 .AND. TEMP .LT. 500.) VIS = 2.52 - 0.0020*(TEMP
1 - 4D0-)
F	 (TEMP	 -GE.	 500-	 -AND. TEMP oLT9 600.) VIS = 2.32 - 0.0014*(TEMP
1	 5000)
GO TO 30
30 SIG	 =	 (VIS*CP)/CK
PRINT 301
PRINT 3029	 CKgCPsSIG
GO TO 60
50 PRINT 501
GO TO 60
60 RETURN
301 - FORMAT	 (1H //*11X919HRESULTS FROM PRDTL.-)
201
302 FORMAT	 (1HO9 ,lOX923HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY = E1194916H BTU/FT/HR/DEG.
1F/
21H	 tlOXr16HHEAT CAPACITY = E11.4913H BTU/LB/DEG.F/
31H sl0Xi17HPRAN0TL NUMBER = E11.4)
501 FORMAT	 (1HOrlOXo26HTEMPERATURE LIMIT EXCEEDED)
END
SUBROUTINE GASFAC (TEMP9CONC.VT+IFLsNGAS)
GAS = CONC
VEL = VT
GO TO	 (1189119)91FL
118 IF(TEMP	 .GT.	 50.	 .AND.	 TEMP .LE.	 100.)	 BETA = 0.807 + 0900895*(TEM
1P	 —	 50.)	 —.
" IF	 (TEMP	 .GT.	 1009	 .AND.	 TEMP	 .LE.	 142•).BETA = 1.2.54 + 0.00558#(T
TEMP — 100.)
BEN = 1.0409*(1./TEMP**0001089) #6293689
ALPHA = GAS*8.076
GO TO 120
119 GO TO	 (1191r1192#1.193)tNGAS
1191 ALPHA = GAS*6.618t GO TO 1194
m
1192 ALPHA = GAS*6.5£2
GO TO 1194
1193 ALPHA	 GAS*6.680
GO TO 1194
1194 BETA = 0.001934
DEN _ ( 13.5708 — 0.001448*(TEMP — 50.1)*62.3689
GO TO 120
120 SKIN =	 (VEL**2.)/64.4
FAC = (ALPHA *BETA*144.)/DEN
AIR = FAC/EKIN
PRINT 1219 AIR
' RETURN	
r
c
121 FORMAT (1H //911X#20HRESULTS FROM GASFAC./
11H0 9 1OX*31HTHE GAS CONCENTRATION FACTOR	 E11.4)
END
SUBROUTINE POSHD (CAVN•STDsVT)
ENKIN	 (VT**2«)/64.4
SHNP	 CAVN*ENKIN
STDNP = STD*ENKIN
PRINT 10
PRINT 110 ENKINsSHNPiSTDNP
RETURN
10 FORMAT (1H //s11X919HRESULTS FROM POSHD.)
11 FORMAT (1HO910Xs15HKINETIC HEAD = E11.4s3H FT/
11H 91OX97HNPSH = E11.4915H FT MIT'H DEV	 E11.4a3H FT)
END
"i
f
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PARAMETER CALCJLAT10vS DME TWESIS
TEST F1UID I S
 4ERCJRY
NO TEST SP CIM=N RJNS), VISIQ:.E INITIATION
_TH E  GAS IS A RGDN	 AT	 1,52 . ?ERCENT BY VOLUME
TEHPERATUR^	 s	 97,000
NUMJER OF RUNS	 1
FLOW RATE	 =	 1,250	 IN,	 A09	 OR	 14.600	 GPM
PUMP S PEED r	 1155 RPM
r' VENTURI	 USED WAS 412
ORIGIN A L DATA ON SAE=T NO.	 198753
"i
THROAT	 DIAMETER` z	 ,5].00	 IN#
THROAT	 VELOCITY
	 22,93 FT/]E%
F	 ',
CAVITATION NVM3ER	 =	 X2954 STO,
	 DEV,
	 X0295
RESULTS FROM R=YNO
r
"I
al
! VISCOSITY	 _	 9,9023€-04	 LB /FT-SEC
it DENSITY	 is	 342,151	 LB/CJ FT
REYNOL.D$
	
NJM8E4. 2	 8_, 2878E+05
RESULTS FORM W 8NOO
SURFACE
	
TENSION =	 3,1705E^02 'B/FT
WEBER
	 'COs
	
3.ASED	 ON CONCENTRATION	 _	 -5,4451E+q1
W€SER	 NOs	 1	 M1100- DIAMETER	 3.5075E+01
WEBER	 NO o	 BASED_ DN VENT'UR I
	
D I AHETER
	 =	 1#8398E+.04
 }
RESULTS 	 FROM PRDTL,	
-
.
THERMAL,	 CONUUCT'IVITY	 5.1142E400
	
BTU/FT/HR/DEG.F	 i
HEAT	 CAP A CITY	 =	 3 0 3163ER02	 BTJ/LB/DEG.F	
}
PRANDT.
	
NURSER s
	 243117E-02
RESULTS FRO M THER4l
DELTA T PER UNIT PELTA H E AD	 1.6650E+Ob DEG F/FT
HEAT OF VAPORJIATJDN	 128,30 BTU/LB
VAPOR DENSITY P: 3,09236 n p6 LB/GU FT
THERMO PARAMETER -v i, 1720E+t1- PER FT
THERMODYNANID 0 M 8EH	 9.5632E*11
RESULTS FROM T T ME l
EXPOSURE TIMe o- 5,4 33E*03 SEC
TAU	 8 s 4333E•1,0
RESULT S FROM QASFA^:,
a.
APPENDIX G
REDUCED SCALE EFFECTS DATA
This appendix contains the data used in this analysis. These
data sets were used as inputs to the regression analysis. This reduced
data results from the treatment of the experimental data by the programs
RAWDAT and CALPRM which are discussed in Appendixes E and F.
The data is presented in tabular form with the water data listed
first followed by the mercw:-y data. Two lines are required to present
each set. The format is listed on each page and the abbreviations are
defined below.
SET - An arbitrary set number assigned for bookkeeping purposes in
the regression analysis. The first number indicates the venturi used,
i.e., 4 is venturi 412, 7 is venturi 712, etc.
VOL - The volume percent at STP of the gas present in the test.
REY NUM - The Reynolds number based upon the throat diameter and
flow rate.
WEB NUM 1 - The Weber number calculated with an "arbitrary" value
for bubble diameter, based upon an assumed Linear relation between
I
gas content and bubble size.
WEB NUM 2 - The Weber number calculated by assuming a constant L
mil bubble diameter.
WEB NUM 3 - The Weber number, , calculated by using the throat diameter
as the characteristic length.
I
x
204 I
.mss =r-
r205
PR NUM - The calculated value of the Prandtl number for the fluid
under consideration.
T:YERMO - This is the calculated value for the normalized thermo-
dynamic parameter based on bulk fluid properties.
TINE - A normalized exposure time based upon the measured fluid
velocity in the throat.
GAS MI - A normalized parameter for gas content.
VEL - The fluid velocity in the venturi throat. Values all
between 20 and 230 feet per second, therefore numbers here for mercury
should be read with decimal point two places to right, i.e., .2293 =
22.93.
TEMP - Bulk fluid temperature at time cavitation was being
observed, reported in °F.
LOSS COEF - The loss coefficient obtained from the 0 P measured
acrpss the venturi. For a given size venturi this number should be
approximately the same for all rums with a given degree of cavitation.
CAV NUM - The cavitation number determined by examination of the
normalized pressure profile data in RAWW.
STD DEV - The standard deviation in the cavitation number for.
those sets where more than several observations have been averaged
together.
NUM RUMS - The actual number= of raw data runs (pressure profiles)
incorporated in a given data set.
DATA M - The actual page number in the permanent project record	
I
books on which the observed pressure profile data may be found.
I
REDUCED SCALE EFFECTS DATA
SET VOL REYNUM VIEBNUM2 WEBNUM2 WEBNUM3 PRNUM THERM TIME
GASNUM VEL TEMP LOSSCOEF CAVNUP-"' STD DEV NUM RUNS DATA PG
NO CAVITATION WAT17P
t
5?7 i.8 4.64E-9 2.45E-2 1.62E?_ 12.17E4 5.90 0.962E-9 4.04E10
`0.4s i 70.44 F?i.&O 0.2658 •	 0.1011 090020 3. 198760
52R 1.79 6.75EF 5.03-2 3.34=2 25.02E4 5.80 1.88E5 2.82E10
0.233 100.94 82.40 0.2746 0.0893 0.0115 3. 198761
F:L9 1.601 12.4E-9 15.OBE2 9.99E2 74.90E4 5.40 4.47E5 1.63E10
^•0725 174.00 86.60 091506 ()•0569 0.0006 1. 198763
5:0 1.60 12.99E5 16.O5E2 10.93E2 81998E4 5.40 4.88E5 1.56E_10
0•0663 182•30 86.80 0.2257 0.0588 0.0006 1• 198764
531 1a^2 12•6lr-5 16.34E-2 10•S2E2 81.16E-4 5.56 5.33E5 1e57E10
G.079r 181.=5 8'-x.00 C•2240 0.0674 00 2. 198764
441 2.60 1.97F5 2.41F2 1,33E2 6.77E4 9,47 7.97E-9 2,99FIO
G•^62^ 64.71 F2•-91 01.2850 1.1021 090021 7• 10775?
442 2.60 .^1F-9 5.71F2 3.15E2 16.06E4 9.25 7.97E-9 1.94E10
()• 265 00, E7 53. n0 0.2 694 0.0706 0 * 0071 16o 147791
443 1.7(')_ t•22E5 20.41E2 13.52E2 68.9OE4 6.67 11.49E5 0.947E-10	 O
0.0503 204.17 73.88 0.2011 0.0903 0.0009 1. 197759
444 1.70 8.97E5 22.73E2 15.06E2 76.80E4 6.41 11.42E-9 0.899E10
x.0463 2.11=..16 76.33 0.2111 000681 0.0029 20 197760
6^5 2.02 1.,9E5 2.81E2 1.55E2 3.88E4 7.11 1.57E5 1e37EIO
00501 6(928 70.00 00 1559 0.6206 000620 1 • 187766
636 2600 1•2.6F5 2.6 E2 1.46E?_ 3.66E4 7.11 1.48E5 1.41E10
0.531 67.32 70.00 0.1882 0.5834 060268 2• 198766
r
677 2,02 1,f6E5 5.49E_2 3.03F2 7.57E4 6.89 2.82E-9 0.979E10
0t26? 9e.73 71.90 0.2599 0.2404 0.0240 2• 19F767
638 1064 2.96E5 9.98E2 6.61E2 16.50E4 6.30 4.76E-9 0*665E10
00103 142.00 77.40 0.2305 0.1223 0.0065 2. 198768
C-19 1.64 4.512E5 in.05E2 12.62E2 31.50E4 5059 6.32.E-9 0.483E10
0*0557 196.09 84970 0.2145 0.0574 0.0002 2. 198769
8,'r7 2.19 0.653E5 3.34E2 1.85E2 2.31=4 7.79 2*81E5 3.629E10
0.43( 75.82 64.40 0.3563 094483 0.0209 2• 198774
828 2.2f, 0.937E5 6969E2 3.69E2 4.62E4 7.76 4.70E-9 O.442E10
0i226 107019 65.45 0.2752 0.1905 0.0141 20 198776
82^; i.9( 1.42E5 1O.7E2 7.09E2 8.86E4 6.88 6.57E5 0.320EI0
0.165 147,97 7?.00 ().3110 !1.0768 0,0142 20 108777
830 1978 ?.14EE 20.3E-2 13.4FP- 16977F4 6.17 9.13E5 0.234E10
^. n5y6 2^2.87 78.60 0.2739 0.0516 0.0015 2. 1 P677
4
{
i
I
0P n 1 ICF^ SCALE EFFECTS !)ATA
-,ET	 V01.	 PEYNUM WEPNUM2
	
WERNUM2
	 :dE8NUM3	 r-3RNUM
	
THERM	 TIME
	
GASNUI	 VEL	 TEMP	 LOSSCOEF	 CAVNUM	 STD OEV	 NUM RUNS DATA PG
CONh1Tr(^^^ f3	 bIATEo
55 2.09 :1976E5 2.78E2 1.58E-2 11.51E4 7.33 1069E5 4912E10
0•`51 4 68.c S 68.10 0.2828 090408 0.0055 2. 108770
1 •R5 •0Fi3FF ?04FE2 1 .6?F2 12.16E4 5001 00971E-95i 4.04E10
C 0 49r, 70.44 81.70 0.266= 0.0Pn2 0*nOF7 30 190760
O O AA 30;^3E95 0.900E2 1.51E2 11030F4 8.37 2087E5 4014E10
0.202 6F.63 6n•00 0.2854 0.03313 000000 20 198782
5E1 1.73 6015E5 9•04E2 3.34E2 25.01E4 5.80 1088E5 2.82E10
00?2F 1n( •0 4 8?•40 (`02525 0.0307 0.(1022 30 198761
M,4 0ORn F004EF 1609F2 3.31E2 ?4.ROE4 P*17 5.E6E5 2.POEIO
(' • nQ3F 101.67 61050 0.2565 0.0377 0.0714 2. 198752
., 1 C 1074 9•PaES a, •1FE2 3.41E-2 ?_5.97F4 4.37 0.685E-5 2.,32E-10
0.263 10( .94 10?.r10 00 ?_251 0.0635 000086 30 1987PO
s 11 1.60 1 2.4E5 1 SFIE2 0.00F? 74017,5E4 5.40 4.47E5 1.63E10
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SET VOL PE'.NUM Vt'EBNUM2 WEBNUM2 WESNUM3 Pr-NUM THERM TIME
GASNUM VEL TEMP LOSSCOEF CAVNUM STD DEV NUM PUNS DATA PG
CONDITION C WATER
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SET ^'OL RF`, NUM 1,nJEBNUM2 WEBNUM2 WEBNUM3 PRNUM THERM TIME 
GASNUM KIEL TEMP LOSSCOEF CAVNUM STD DEV NUM RUNS DATA PG
CONDITTON D WATER
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REDUCED SCALE EFFECTS DATA
SET VOL REYNUM WEBNUM2 WEBNUM2 WEBNUM3 PRNUM THERM TIME
GASNUM VE:.L TEMP LOSSCOEF CAVNUM STD DEV NUM RUNS DATA PG
CONDITION F WATFR
524 1.85 4050E5 2.30E2 1052E2 11043E4 5089 09914E5 4.17E10
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rAPPENDIX H
COMPUTER ]REGRESSION .ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The regression analysis program used to analyze the data for
this study was developed by Westervelt and has been in continuous
use at the University of Michigan for about 6 years 5 . This program
was adapted to the CDC-16046600 facilities of the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory by the author and Marie T. Smith, mathematician with the
Laboratory. The program is long and complex so it is not reproduced
here in its entirety. However, the following general characteristics
and unique operational features are presented to clarify the predic-
tions with respect to scale effects data which are discussed in Chapter
V and Appendix I.
The regression program accepts as input experimental observa-
tions and based upon them determines a predicting equation for some
dependent variable. The program can handle as ' many as 59 independent
variables against one dependent variable, and it is structured so that
terms consisting of both positive and negative integer powers (and
their reciprocals) as well as cross products of the independent variables
may be considered. Thus, fits of an independent variable Y are tried
against terms of the form, x-(l); x(2) n; x(1) x(3)n , and so on. Because
of the tremendous number of possible terms if the full capacity of the
program is used, a process of ('learning" has been incorporated into
the statistical analysis. The program begins by selecting a subset
..r	 ca l —4— -.0 d-U-	 --4- .,P	 4-1-4-	 t.^„
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Considering a problem with 4 variables, and 10 terms per variable,
(i.e., x(l) l , x(l)_ 7 , ..., x(4) -1/3 ) then there are only 40 possible
terms; however, if one allows second order interactions (i.e.,
x(1)x(3), etc.) the number of possible terms increases to 640.
Thus, it is obvious that any very elaborate array would require an
excessively long time to examine all the. terms . The simple "learning"
technique used in this program consists of weighting each of the
untried terms in the matrix according to whether or not similar terms
were successfully used in previous passes. Therefore, the randomness
in selecting the second and subsequent sets of terms to be examined
is biased in favor of types already successful. This scheme allows
the analyses to converge much more rapidly on the "hest fit" curve.
The completion of regression analysis is controlled by three
principal criteria: (1) if the .possibility of adding another term
to the equation, or deleting a term from the equation, that is adding
a bad term or removing a good term, exceeds some preset conti of value;
(2) the total number of possible terms has been examined and there
are no more possibilities; (3) the number of trial passes selected
by the programmer have been completed.
The analysis proceeds as follows, The specified control 	 x
information and the data are read into the program. The program
computes the number of possible terms and sets up an appropriate
bookkeeping system and then picks a subset of these at random.
Individual correlation coefficients are computed for each term
against the dependent variable and the term with the highest
correlation coefficient is selected to be entered into an equation.
7 -773
rA least squares analyses is then used to generate an equation of the
form:
Y=Co+Clzl
and various statistical data regarding the fit of the data t-o this
curve is computed. Next, an importance factor is determined for each
term and this is used to decide which term not yet used best accounts
for the difference between the predictions and the actual data. If
the best term, in this respect, passes the insertion and deletion error
test, it is put into the equation and the statistics recomputed.
(If a term cannot be entered or deleted, the regression is terminated,)
This process is continued until the best fit possible with the given
set of terms has been selected. This constitutes a standard trial.
At the operator's discretion the standard trial may be followed by
one or more random trials. In this case the above procedure i,s
followed through insertion of the first term, and then the second
term is selected randomly, without regard for the importance factors.
This is continued until the regression is terminated, by one of the
three factors cited earlier. There are cases where the random trial
provides a better predicting equation than a standard trial due to
the fact that two terms used together may give better results than
a single term with a higher importance factor than either of the
k
ir
M
k'
21.7
fully included in a preceding standard pass are included in the next
subset. Another pass such as that described above is the:: -carried
out and the process repeated until the possible terms have been
exhausted or a specified number of passes completed. At. the conclu-
sign of the analysis the program prints out the best trial of the
best pass and the statistics of the degree of fit. The version of
the program available at the University of Michigan also can print
out the predicting equation, .the CDC-6600 version does not have this
option at present, although the equation can readily be determined
from the results of each pass
A typical, output from the regression. analysis follows to
help clarify the foregoing statements. The control parameters used
in this pass were:
Prescribed Coefficient of Determination = 0.97
Prescribed Standard Error of Y = 0.00
Probability of Insertion Erry	 a'r = 0.01
Probability of Deletion Error = 0.01
Number of Independent Variables =	 4
N
-...E_ Number of Terms per Variable - 10
` Interaction 'Order _	 4
Number of Terms per Pass = 40
The total number of possible terms is 14640. For the term shown here
the independent vafzla Iles were as follows_;
x(l) — Ren
x(2) = Nen (Based on l mil arbitrary diameter)
x(3) = Bn a
x(4) = B
	
(Gas content parameter)
GFJSLibY^	 „	 .,uJ, .. , ..w .uac	 .Nrra't+nr	 ..	 „,^,,.	 ,	 . _ to es
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EDITOR PROGRAM
PROBLEM N09	 9
SOLUTION PASS NO. 	 1
N0. OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = 	 4
NO. OF-TRIAL TERMS =.' 40
TRIAL TERM DEFINITIONS FOR PASS NO.
	 1
RExwEXTHERMXGAS VS CAVIT NO
POSSIBLE TERMS=
	 14640
STARTER PROGRAM
PROBLEM N0,	 9
TERM( 1) = 1.0 • CONSTA NT 'etRM.
TERM( 2) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 29 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT( 1) a X( 2) .P.
	
-2000000
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 4) ,P. 	 2000000
TERM( 3) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 19 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
COMPONENT( 1) . z X( 1) .P.	 300000
TERM( 4) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 9
 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TQ BE -^
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 3) .P.	 -050000
TERM( 5) a INTERACTION OF ORDER it WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT( 1 ) = X( 2) P.	 -933333
TERM( 6) a INTERACTION OF ORDER li WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE •-
COMPONENT( 1 ) = X( 4) .P.	 .33333
TERM( 7) z INTERACTION OF ORDER 39 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE -
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 2) P, 	 -.33333
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 3) ,P, 	 .50000
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 4) ,P. 	 •2000000
TERM( 8) a INTERACTION OF ORDER 49 WHERE_ THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE --
COMPONENT( 1) - X( 1) .P,
	
2900000
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2) .P. 	 2.00000
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 3) .P. 	 -1000000
COMPONENT( 4) _'X( 4) .P.	 933333
TERM( 9) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 49 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TA HE
COMPONENT( 1)
	
X( 1)
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2) .P.	 2.000-00
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 3) .P. 	 .33333	 1
COMPONENT( 4) = X( 4) .P	 0 50000	 i
TERM(10) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 19 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1) .P. 	 -.33333
TERM(11) _ INTERACTION OF ORDER 4 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE
COMPONENT( 1 ) = X( 1) ,P.	 •50000
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COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2) ,P.	 950000
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 3) . P .	 -.5()000
COMPONENT( 4) = X( 4) .P.	 -2000000
TER M (12) = INTERACTION OF' ORDER 4 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE --
COMPONENT( 1) =	 X( 1) .P. -3.00OOO
COMPONENT( 21 =	 X( 2) •P, 933333
COMPONENT( 3) =	 X( 3) .P. -2.00000
COMPONENT( 4) c	 X( 4) .P 03333:
TERM(13) =	 INITERACTION OF ORDER
•
?, WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
COMPONENT( 	 1) = X(	 2)
COMPONENT(	 2) = X(	 4) .P. —1,00000
a TERM(14) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT(
	 1) = X(	 1) . P. .50000
TEPH(1S) =	 INTERACTION OF ORDER i t WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
COMPONENT(	 1) = X(	 2) .P. — 950000
TEPNI(16) = INTERACTION OF nRUER 19 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
i COMPONENT(	 1) = X(	 4) * Ps —450000
TERM(17) = TNTERACTION OF ORDER 3 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE -•
COMPONENT(	 1) = X(	 2) ,P, -3,00000
f. COMPONENT( 2) = X(	 3) .P, -2900000
COMPONENT( 3) = X(	 4) ,P. 050000
e	
,3
TERN 08)R = IN 	 T T ON OF ORDER 39 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE --
COMPONENT(	 1) = X(	 1) .P. *33333
COMPONENT( 2) = X(	 3) .P. - 033333
COMPONENT( 3) = X(	 4) .P. — .33333
TERM(19) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 2 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE --
COMPONENT(
	
1) = X(	 2)
COMPONENT( 2) = X(	 3) ,P, ?400000
TERM(2O) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 4 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE -
COMPONENT( 1) = Xt	 1) .P. 200000
COMPONENT( ?) _ X(	 2) ` .P. .3333:3
COMPONENT( 3) _ x(	 3) -P. -.50000
COMPONENT( 4) = X(	 4) ,P. 390a000
TEP4 (21) = xNTERACTION OF ORDER _4t WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE --
COMPONENT,( 1) = X(	 1) .P, 3.00000
COMPONENT( R) = X(	 2) .P, -2.00000
COMPONENT( 3) = X(_3) .P. 933333 ICOMPONENT( 4) = X(	 4)
TERM(22) _ INTERACTION OF ORDER 4, WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
4 COMPONENT(	 1) ==X( 1) .P. 050000'
1
ti
*nom
1I
r
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COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2) ,P, 	 -2000000
COMPONENT( 3) s X( 3) ,P,	 -.50000
COMPONENT( 4) = X( 4) .P, 	 -2900000
TERM(23) m INTERACTION OF ORDER 3+ WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT( 1) z X( 1) .R,
	
3,00000
COMPONENT( 2) a X( 3) ,P,	 933333
COMPONENT( 3 ) = X( 4) .P,	 .33333
TERM(24) = INTER -ACTION OF ORDER I t
 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED•TO BE -
COMPONENT( 11 =
 X( 1) .P.	 -2900000
TE-R9_t297--s INTERACION OF" ORDER _ 4•_-WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1) .P. 	 -1.00000
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2) - ,P	 -3.00000
COMPONENT( 3) s X( 3) .P,	 .50000
_.	 _COMPONENT( 4) • X ( 41
TERM(26) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 39 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE -•
COMPONENT( 1)  s X( 1)
COMPONENT( 2) a X( 3) P. 	 933333
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 4) ,P, 	 -,33333
4 _ TERM(27) = INTERACTION OF ORDER
_ 29 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE -•
COMPONENT( 1) = X( '2)_.P.
	 2900000
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 3) .P,	 -.50000
--TERM('28)V'-s- INTERACTION 'Or ORD R2^"WHERETHE ' COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT (__I) =
 X( 3)_ .P,	 -300000
f;	 COMPONENT( 2) -= _X( 4) .P, 	 3.00000
--fERM (^ 29) ___ INTERACTION OF ORD ER _^1• WHE RE
 THE COMPONENTS AREDEFINED TO BE -- 
COMPONENT( 1) __. X( 4) _• P •
	
-29.00000
TERM(30)_s INTERACTION OF ORDER_ 2 9
 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
`	 — -	
COMPONENT (._1)_.
- -= X t )
_CQMPONENT(2) `_ :X(_3) .P:+ 
	
_1500.00
TERM( 31 ) s INTERACTION OF ORDERIt WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE'DEFINED TO BE -
_.._-_
COMPONENT( 1) m X-(--2) .P,	 3.00000
TERM ( 32.j i INTERACTION OF ORDER - 29 -WHERE T_HE 'COMPQNENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
_	
-	
COMPON9q (__ 1)_=' X i...1)_ _. P.	 = L.,00000
COMPONENT( 2) `- X ( 3) .P,	 X1.00000
_TE RM O3 ) a IN'TERAGTION' Q F ORD ER 49 WHERE THE 0MP0NEi'TS ARE: 0-EFINED TO RE -+*
_	
COMPUNENT( 1) _a_:_X( 
.1)..__..._
-
---_ --C OMPONENT ( 2) a X( 2) _ •_Q•__.	 05000
_ _ :.:	 COMPONENT (.:3):..=-X t_. 3) •P !
.	
3,00000.
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TER M (34) = TNTERACTION OF ORDER 2, WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1)
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 4)
TERM(35) s INTERACTION OF ORDER 19 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO HE --
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1) .P.
	 -1000000
TERM(36) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 49 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO
-
 BE --
COMPONENT( 1) 	 X( 1)	 P.
	 -.50000
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2) P.	 2.00000
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 3) .P.	 -.50000
COMPONENT( 4) = X( 4) .P. 	
-950000
TERM(37) s INTERACTION OF ORDER 3 ! WHERE - TME
 COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 2) .P. 	 050000
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 3) .P.	 .33333
COMPONENT( 3) = X( 4) .P.
	 -3.00000
TERM(38) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 29 ' WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE
'r	
COMPQNENT( 1) = X( 1) .P.
	 -1.00000
COMPONENT( 2)	 X( 4) .P.	 3.00000
TERM(39) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 3 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1) .P.	 1.00006
COMPONENT( 2)_ =_ X( 3) .P.	 20000009	 _.	
COMPONENT( 3) _ X( 4)
a	
TERM(40) = INTERACTION OF 096_ER 4 9 WHERE THE COMPONENTS ARE DEFINED TO BE --
y COMPONENT( 1) -= X( 1) :P. 	 -2:00000
COMPONENT( 2) = Xt 2) .P. - .33333
COMPONENT( a) = Xt 3) 
_.F . - __ 
2.00000
STEPWISE	 REGRESSION
PR68LEM N0,	 9
We OF DATA SETS = 	 67
N0. OF TERM CHOICES s	 40
-PWOAABI L I TY OF- 
1I —E WO 	 ENT ER N BERM a	 1.0000 O
_
RR
— - 2) ERROR IN DELETING- TE-RWs 1.0 00 0T0
- iiETGFIfiED DEGRE^^ ^F F^EE^UM =--	 - - -
- STANDARD ERROR OF Y =
	
4.524168837E-02
STEP NO•
	
1
TERM ENTERED	 1
F LEVEL :	
_	
_2.Y50698297E+02
y STANDARD ERROR OF Y s	 2.696665040E+02
CYoEFP OF DMPA NAT3ON x- 6, 464276451Em.0 1
MULTIPL-ECORLTN COEFF =---W•0400736b3E-01
--CONSTANT- TERM
-	 TERM N00--	--COEFFICIENT`	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
_-	 TERM•	1_ •622352941E-02 	2•180124470E-03 •2.742415527E+02
S'^EP NO.
	 2
TERM ENTERED	 2
LEVEL s -
 
	
3.950417630E+01
-__F 	 	 .y._
STANDARD ERROR OF Y ._°	 2.407161-170E-02 -
COEF F OF DETERMINATION	 7^2013493.12E..01___	 _a
MULTIPLE CORLTN COE^F _^	 F8.4B6p^"426E-01
CONSTANT TERM	 -..	 p	 - -
TERM N09	 COEFFICIENT--	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL,
-	 TERM-	 1	 2.946580434E"02	 2.223326994E-03 -1.744716743E+02
TERM.	 2	 2,1505041.70E-01 	 32421482997E-02 .30924160979E+01
STEP- NO e	 3
TERM ENTERED	 3
F LEVEL =
	
7.071688062E-03
STANDARD ERROR OF Y m	 2.415168072E • 02^._..,
COEFF OF DETERMINATION s.	 7, 201482132E..01
MU(w,TIPLE_CDRLTN	 COEFF ._.-_--,.89486154684E01...
CONSTANT TERM.._ 	 0
TERM 	 COEFFICIENTT,^_
	
STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
TERM--
	 l	 ^ 2.954288611E•02	 2.41170339E-Q3 "1•490504042E•02
TERM.,,Z _-_^
	
—__:	 145327551E 01 _—______3:i87619958E.02 	 __..3 j58411764E+01,
STEP NO,.
	
4
_	 s
TERM ENTERED
	 4 .,
{
i
r
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r^^3
9
F LEVEL =	 1.426954461E-01
STANDARD ERROk OF Y =
	
2.422146302E-02
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = 	 7.20417774BE-01
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF : 	 8.487742779E.01
CONSTANT TERM =	 010
TERM NO-	 COEFFICIENT	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
TERM-	 1	 3.023966844E-02	 3.041770436E-03 1-9.81b502928E+O1
TERM-	 2	 2.239504990E-01	 4.295287141E.02 -2,700071623E+01
TERM-	 4	 -19275483826E+-03	 3.379171702E-03 •1.417312877E•01
STEP NO.
	
5
TERM ENTERED	 3
F LEVEL -	 5.757298688E-04
:STANDARD ERROR OF Y =
	
2.430375690E-02
COEFF Or DETERMINATION =	 7.20416679k3E-01
y
MULTTPLE CORLTN COEFF s	 8.487736328E-01
CONSTANT TERM .=	 00
9 TERM N0,	 COEFFICIENT	 STD ERR	 of COEFF F LEVEL
9 TERM-
	 1	 3.024863211E-02	 3.029156113E-03 -9.903841670E+01
TERM-	 2	 2,236414031E-01	 4,112857272E-02 .2.936653191E+01
TERM-	 4	 -1.253946347E-03	 3.257954565E-03 -1.471307280E-01
'
STEP NO,
	
6
TERM ENTERED
	
33
F LEVEL s	 1.741971064E+01
STANDARD ERROR OF Y : 	 2.305047404E-02
COEFF OF DETERMINATION _	 7,502188408E-01
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF =	 8.661517424E-01
CONSTANT TERM s	 0,
TERM N0.	 COEFFICIENT	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
TERM-	 1	 2.232314471E-02	 3,443794573E-03 .4,173029175E+01
TERM..-	 2	 2.256800334E-01	 30901073496E..02 ..30323786782E+01
TERM-	 4	 2.718752757E-03	 3.233233135E-03 -7.022318675E-q1
TERM--33
	
1.797375556E-04	 4.306439623E-05 -1.730039755Et01
STEP NO.
	 7
TERM REMOVED	 4
F LEVEL =
	
-7.022318675E-01
STANDARD ERROR OF Y =	 2931$57¢283E-02
COEFF OF DETERMINATION 	 7,490091561E-01
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF = 	 8.654531507E-01
CONSTANT TERM _	 00
TERM NO	 COEFFICIENT	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
TERM-	 1	 2.434341229E-02	 2,481741462E-03 -9,555299980E+01
TERM-	 2	 2,425714050E-01	 30363753703E-02 .5,164464774E+01
TERM- 33
	
1.69077014►7E-p4	 4.139752164E-05 +1.656589668E+01
t STEP N0.	 8
TERM ENTERED	 31
F LEVEL =
	
9.238797642E+00
STANDARD ERROR OF Y =	 2.255386738E-02
COEFF OF DETERMINATION _ 	 7,641414441E-01
I
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF =	 89741518427E-01
'
•
CONSTANT TERM = 0.
TERM NO. COEFFICIENT	 STU ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
y TERM-	 1 1.713341378E-02	 2.942870367E-03 -3.365E373967E+01
TERM—
	
2 1,ra2901294HE-Ol	 4^557071'1HBE-02 ..1,117900131E+O1
TERM- 31 5.556429371E-02	 1,72R4^+OE360E-02 -1.026182972E+01
:.. TERM- 33 1.962250132E-04	 3.999642529E-05 -2,390114385L+01
TERM.. 4 0 1.151095676E-03	 4,218023721E-04 -7v395322483E+n0
STEP N0.
	
10
TERM ENTERED 34
F LEVEL a 1.O 11TE13128E+01
STANDARD ERROR OF Y =	 2.139379737E-02
COEFF OF DETERMINATION o '
	
7,907279644E — ()1
i MULTIPLE. CORLTN COEFF =	 8v892288594E - 01
f:
CONSTANT TERM = 00
TERM NO. COFFFICIFJT	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
TERM-	 1 8.64561873TE-03	 3.906628866E-03 -4.8,3160670E+00
TERM—	 2 6,o97603143E-02	 5,279.582217E-02 -1,324493905E+00
TERM- 31 6.833089089E-02	 1.723250318E-02 —1.561234716E+Q1
TERM- 33 2.171792698E-04	 3.933478215E-05 -3,027011054E+01
TERM- 34 3,030738865E.02	 3,240447095E-03 —1,nn4657895F_+01
ti
TERM- 40 1,744661764E - 03	 4,495272771E-04 -1,495688503E+O1
STEP N0.	 11
TERM REMOVED 2
F LEVEL = -1.324493985E+OU
STANDARD ERROR OF Y =	 29IS7012996E-02
COEFF OF nETERMINATION =	 7.887621521E-01
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF _
	
8+881228249E-01
CONSTANT TERM = 00
TERM N0. COEFFICIENT	 STD ERR	 OF COEFF F LEVEL
TERM-
	 1 7.076219509E-03	 3.692672955E-03 -3.645715563E+00
TERM— 31 8,225265006E-02	 1,241645375E-02 .r4935726o962E +01.
TERM- 33 2.201272677E-04	 3.957539910E-05 -3.071892402F-+01
TERM- 34 1.235548381E-02	 2.734223620E-03 -2,027661815E+01
TERM- 40 1.829584369E-03	 4,471279424E-04 - 1 ,662456998E+01
STEP NO. _	 .12
TERM REMOVED 1
F LEVEL _ -39645715563: +OU
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r r^.'ISTANT TERM
TFRM td O.
TER+- 1
TERM.. 2
TERM
—
 31
TFRM- 33
0.
COEFF ICIEOT
2.06952659nF-02
1.42503867OF-01
5.,165656463E-n?
I. W4 74Aflh_i5F-04
STD E kR OF COEFF
2.69600 7368E-03
4.641664333E-02
1,165286372E-02
4.078595112E-05
F LEVEL
—5.851581644E +0 1
-9,360076168E +Qn
-9,174 639325E +n0
—2.126727529E+01
STEP NO.	 9
TERM ENTERED 40
F LEVEL =	 7.447402219E+00
STANpARD ERROR OF Y	 2.2065304.14E-02
COEFF OF ()ETERMINATION = 7.756168436F - 01
Ml1LTIPLE CORLT'v COEFF =
	
8,808046569E-01
r
i.
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C
Ti
r COEFF OP nETERMINATION = 7.832613441E-01
1-101JTPLE rORL.T a COF.FF =
	 8.850205332E-01
CONSTANT TERM o	 0.
TERM NO * 	COEFFICIENT	 STD ERR OF COEFF
TERM- 31	 9.477008756E-02
	
1.197532121E-02
TERM. 3 1	 2.56 3466756E-04	 3.534506730E- 05
TERM- 34	 19564559439E-02	 2.163299352E;-03
TERM- 40	 ?-,312518117E-03	 3.754419631E-04
^.	 STEP NO. 13
TERM ENTERED 21
F LEVEL = 9,988935814E+00
S T ANDARD ERROR OF Y =	 2,125531912E-02
COEFF OF UETER IA INATION =	 1.977925475E-01
rvt lJLTTPLE CORL TN COEFF =	 9.931923351E -01
C014STANT TERM = 0,
C	 TERM NO. COEFFICIENT	 STO ERR	 OF COEFF
rTERM-
	 2. 1 -29041g78354E-03	 6.458030114E-04
TEPM- 31 8.949233392E-02	 1.160878117E-02
TERM. 33 2.3102524716_.04	 3.518650245E-05
TERM- 34 2,5798p8676E-02	 3.836228330E-03
E;	 TERM- 40 2,172822617E-03	 3,666142206E-04
REGRESSION TERM14ATED AFTER 13 STEPS.
F LEVEL
-5.5792486E+9E+01
.59222572988E;+01
-5.193231209E+n1
-3.766790169E+01
F LEVEL
-9.917072967E+00
-5.900145279E+01
.40279873896E+01
-4.489904685E+01
-3.4A7339421E +n1
t
DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
VAR. N0. VALUE
1 1.840499099E-01
C^ 2 2.862174955E-013 7.504781012E-01
4 1.094420447E-01
5 1,209b00193E-01
6 1.051069576E-01
7 7.286519372E-01
8 8.462939066E-01
9 7.242610019E-01
10 1.738657141E-01
11 8.517885603-01
12 7,404759474E-01
13 7.195664554E-01
_a	
14. 2,482125128E-01
15 1,007836291E-01
16 4.112423017E-01
17 7.818752467E-01
18 2,930198234E-01
19 5.799484836E-01
20- 5.636817328E-01
21 4,735142172E+00'
22 -5-,939567278E-01
t ___:!_ - ._- _23___.d_ 7.076040277E- 01__
t 24 2,140858949E-01
25 3.050298503E-01
t 26 _ 5.496804763E-01
-	
_	 _	
27 7,45908S597E-01
226
a
28 7.989339884E-01
29 7.594975739E-01
30 4.4,9638133E-01
31 10675030984E+00 
32 4.115323042E-01
33 1.161433880E+00
34 5*633433234E+00
35 1.6102991E+6E•01
36 7.593739901E-01
37 7.992169085E-01
38 5.126306648E-01
.39 7.563706793E-01
40 1.110786159E+00
PO)STIILATF_L-)	 CRITFRIA
r	 a
STArollARD ERROP Or Y
COFFF OF DETERmINATTON =	 9.7n00000E-01
4
FITTK0 CIJRVF PRQPFgTJES
• ,
ST,11,0)ARO f PROR OF Y =	 2.1255319E-02
CU ► F'F OF 0FTERMj ^4ATI0 v =	 7.9779255E-01
{ FITTED CURVE ;1FETS	 NNE T rHER CRITERIA.
PASS NUMBER	 2 8FOU Nd FOR PR04LEM NO,	 9
TOTAL. PASSES ALLOWED*
a
a
i
{
{
j }
ti
1
1
k
.._	 •.,..
_...
	 awe	 ._....-...	 ._.. ^	 . »> ..
	 . _.....:...
	
...................	
..,. _	 ,u	 ;.
,w_
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w
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,APPENDIX I
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF DATA
r
The immediate problem that must be faced with an experimental
program of the type reported here is the volume of data available for
analysis. Therefore, one of the first steps to an adequate treatment
is a systemization of the data. Because this study has as its purpose
the correlation of the cavitation number with a group of broadly
applicable (in fluid flow problems) dimensionless parameters, the data
can be handled in much more general sets than is possible in correla-
tions against limited parameters such as velocity or gas content. The
general approach used here is to begin with the water cavitation studies for
which there is ample reported data for comparison. The base line one-
half inch diameter venturi results are treated first, and then we progress
through the general correlations with all the water data. Mercury is
treated in a similar manner and then the gross correlations combining
the two fluids are presented. The key to whatever success has been
enjoyed in this general approach is a computerized regression analysis,
the essential features of which are discussed in Appendix H. The
flexibility of this program, coupled with the statistical information
it develops on the equation it generates provides a powerful assessment
tool.
A. Sinrgle Parameter Correlations, Rater Cavitation
1. One-half-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic-Venturi
Because the bulk of the data taken during the water portions of
this study were from -experiments in the 1/2 inch system; and, because
227 _
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this has been the 't standard" test system for cavitation damage studies
at the University of Michigan, it was decided to first attempt a corre-
lation with data from this system. The analysis was begun by examining
the results of the correlation of the observed cavitation number with
each of the possibly pertinent parameters previously discussed: Reynolds
number, the three Weber numbers, the Prandt1 number, the thermodynamic
parameter, the exposure time parameter, and the gas-content parameter
in turn. Based upon experience, it was not anticipated that this would
produce a significant correlation because of the variati ins in velocity,
temperature, and gas content from run: to run. Hcnrever, it was believed
that because of the statistics available in this analysis, some insight
could be gained as to the most profitable avenues to explore, and for the
most probable parameters to use in combination. The results of these
trials are shown in Table 6. In each instance, only a single term for
the .independent'', variable is reported. The regression analysis can and
does provide polynominal equations. However, it was considered anlike ly
that one could attach rea.1 physical significance to equations that
included these t1 standard" parameters in such form, particularly when
considering possible combinations. The table therefore indicates the
best equation involving the single variable. The standard error of
estimate may be roughly interpreted as the standard error of the predicted
dependent variable. The coefficient of determination is interpreted as
the proportion of the total variation in the dependent variable that is
V.
'I
TAKE 6
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - SINGLE PARAMETER
VENTURI 412 WATER CAVITATION
Standard Error of Data = .0619
Standard Error Coefficient Remarks
of Estimate of Determination
I. C;=—. 0515 + .157Re n - 0.250 .021 .889 Re n
= 
RexI07 5
2. v .128- . 0535We. 0.200 .'0226 . 872 Wen
= 
WeX107 2 (Note 1)
3.(g = .0350 '+ . 088EWe n-2.00 . 0176 .926 Wen = Wex10 2 (Note 1)
.4.(C ' = .0351 + . 0223OWen-2;00 .925 Wen = WexlO7 4 (Note I)-
5.<V= .0602 3090 Pr- 10.00. .833
6. 1^= -JQ531 6
,	 - 3-0. 0IIXIC it
 
B n .0275 . 810 Bn 7 BxI0-5
7. cE = .0316 + . 00191 
n3.000
.0172 .925 Tn xlO7 10
8. (g = .0301 + .105 P .0184 .915
9. (g = .0317 + .0137 V-
3.00
.0172 .926
NOTE: Weber numbers are based on three assumptions and use characteristic length based on those
assumptions:.(1) Diarater of bubble is linear function of gas content
(2) Constant bubble diameter of I mil
(3) Diameter is that of venturi throat
k
K)
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factors (powers of ten) to avoid exceeding machine capacity when terms
were raised to a power. These cases are also indicated in the table.
As indicated above, it was not expected that any single para-
meter would provide a conclusive correlation. However, the results
of this analysis are quite encouraging. The "standard error" or
"standard deviation" of the uncorrelated data is 0.0619 and there are
several instances where the standard deviation of the predicted cavi-
tation number is approximately 0.0172, or a factor of 3.6 improvement.
And, because this is about the same order of magnitude as the minimum
cavitation number measured, it indicates that the analysis will produce
equations with standard deviations reasonably smaller than the parameter
being predicted.'
The correlation with Reynolds number indicates the same mono-
tonically decreasing relationship that has been reported earlier for
cavitation in the University of Michigan facilities 10. However, the
Reynolds number range covered is not large (1.89 x 10 5
 to 17.9 x 105
and the Reynolds number variation arises only from changes in velocity
and temperature. From the low-velocity, cold case (63.1 ft/sec, 58°F)
to the high-velocity, hot case (217.5 ft/sec, 136°F) the variation in
va,
X	 Reynolds number is nearly linear with velocity and temperature with
f
the effects of the latter being reflected most in the viscosity
(viscosity decreases by a. factor of 2.8). Other reported correlations9
against Reynolds indicate a monotonically increasing relationship for
a those situations where flow separations, (e.g., ogives, sharp edges)
usually occur. Smooth shapes (hydrofoils) exhibit a decreasing d;
,.r
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with increasing Reynolds number.. Definite size effects are evidenced
in the literature reports and HoII 14
 also suggests that cavitation which
is predominantly "gaseous" exhibits this decrease with Reynolds number,
just as it does with velocity. This implies of course that until size
variations are included, one is only really getting a Y correlation
as influenced by gas content.
In the Weber number correlations, it seems apparent that for
a fixed linear dimension, whether an arbitrary bubble radius or the
ve ntur i diameter, and given the relative temperature insensitivity of
surface tension (e.g. , for a temperature increase by a factor of 2.6
the surface tension only varies by about 10f) over the test range,
the correlation is with 9V Z' ; and, we find a much stronger dependence
than that noted above for Reynolds number. In the case where an assumed
linear relationship between gas content and the characteristic length
was employed, the cavitation number is still an inverse function of the
Weber number, although not nearly as strongly as that for the other two
cases. The author has been unable to locate any other attempts at
correlation of cavitation inception with Weber number except that of
Kermeen and Parkin21, which is mentioned by Ro119. Ivanyfil and Plesset62
in their analytical_ studies of single bubble dynamics assert that surface
tension effects are important for growth of small bubbles, such as"-are
present at cavitation inception. Van der Walle 63
 also presents some
strong arguments for serious consideration of surface tension effects
in cavitation studies particularly for cavitation near or on walls,
such as occurs in this study.
Now	 116 0'
VThe Frandtl number correlation provides a rather interesting
situation which serves to illustrate the care that must be exercised
in accepting and interpreting the results from a purely mathematical
correlation of data. The Frandtl number is simply temperature dependent
and decreases by a factor_ of 3 over the range 53°F to 136°F. It is
quite difficult to make a case for a Prandtl relationship with such
a large exponent and this underscores the fact that given two sets
of numbers and sufficient latitude a It correlation" between them can
be found.
The thermodynamic parameter also exhibits a large negative expo-
nent for which it is quite difficult to establish physical significance.
Garcia and Hammitt 40 show from damage data taken in a vibratory facility
and also based on a modified parameter similar to that of Florschuetz
and Chao 2 that water cavitation damage for relative warm water appears
to be importantly affected by heat transfer process. However, no
allowance is made for the presence and influence of permanent gases.
The results from the other single parameter correlations suggest that
the thermodynamic effects are not nearly as important in the present
study as velocity and gas content effects. Seidel 64 and Kornhauser65
in their studies of thermodynamic effects in water cavitation indicate
that higher temperatures must be used to provide insight into thermo-
dynamic effects, and they express concern over the potential interplay
and masking effects of gas content.
The correlation with the exposure time parameter provides a
surprisingly good correlation. Because the only variation that occurs
is velocity, a check run was made by attempting a correlation with the
Y
_.._	 _
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velocity. As expected, the results essentially agree and we find that
the velocity provides good correlation. As stated above, Ho1114
 has
shown that for gaseous cavitation there is a strong inverse dependence
on velocity when no size effects are involved.
The correlation with the gas-content parameter did provide the
type of relationship expected from the experimental data, that is,
cavitation number increases with gas content. Again, however, the
degree of correlation achieved is somewhat surprising in light of the
competing effects of velocity and temperature.
i
2. All Plastic Venturis
The next step was to repeat the above sequence of correlations
w(
using all the available water data. 	 Based upon the discussions already
presented it was assumed that in general the correlations would not be
nearly as effective because of the increased number of variables now
A	
.
active (e.g., velocity, size, and temperature in Reynolds ' number) .
The results are presented on Table 7. 	 The expectations concerning
the quality of correlation attainable are borne out.	 The standard
deviation does not show the improvement it did in the 1/2 inch case
and none of the correlations approach the 901 prediction capability
found in the single venturi.
The Reynolds number correlation indicates that the cavitation
number decreases with increases LA Reynolds number.	 However, there
is a considerable difference in the nature-of this change compared to
that for the 1/2 inch venturi. 	 For the 1/2 inch case, the value of
Tc drops from 0.105 to -.046 as Ren varies from 1 to 100, and
approaches a value of -0.051 asymptotically.	 When all venturis are
wREGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - SINGLE PARAMETER
ALL PLASTIC VENTURIS - WATER CAVITATION
} Standard Error of Data =.0.0447
f
Standard Error Coefficient Remarks
of Estimate of Determination
c 1. ac = 0.0375 - 2.25X10 6Ren ' 0 q. 0256 0.677 Ren = ReX10-5
2. a = 0.0643 - 0.162Wen1/3 0.0240 0.715 Wen = WeX10-2 (Note 1)
3. 6^ = 0.0287 + 0.775Wen-10.0 0.0199 0.805 Wen = WeX10-2
 (Note 1)
1	
j
4. 6^ = 0.0210 + 0.0585Wen 1/10 0.0251 0.689 Wen = WQX10'4 (Note 1)
r	 i 5. ac = 0.0294 +
-12	 108.26X10 0.0227 0.745
6. a = 0.0289 + 0.00896Bn 1/2 0.0249 0.695 Bn = BX10-5
7. ac = 0.0117 + 0.0432 0.0228 0.745 n = X10-10
8. a = 0.0199 + 0.072 0.0223 0.754
9. q = 0.0281 + 0.000515Vn 10.0 0.0201 0.-801 Vn = VXlO 2
NOTE: (1)	 Weber number uses characteristic length linearly proportional to gas content(2)	 Weber number uses 1 mil as characteristic length(3)	 Weber number uses Dt as the characteristic length
ai
r
i	 1
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are considered, Tc ranges from 0.0375 to -2.22 are Re  varies from
1 to 100, and the asymptotic behavior is evidenced as Re n
 decreases.
For the Weber number involving the assumed linear relationship
between gas content and bubble diameter, the general form of the corre-
lation is the same in both cases, in the 1/2 inch case a fifth root is
involved. In both instances, this Weber number provides a better.
correlation than the Reynolds number, but still not as good as that
provided by the Weber number which uses a fixed 1-mil bubble radius,
although in this latter instance, it is difficult to explain such a
large exponent. In the run that uses the venturi throat diameter as
the characteristic length, we find a change in the predicted dependence.
For the 1/2 inch venturi, an increase in cavitation number with increasing
Weber number is predicted approaching a value of .035 as the limiLt,
while in the case where the characteristic length is also varied
decreases with increasing Weber number approaching -0.021 as a limit.
This change in trend must .reflect the influence of size.
The Prandtl number correlation shows a similarity in trend
to that for the 1/2 inch case although the coefficients of the curve
do differ from the earlier case and again the correlation is not very
enlightening.
The cavitation number shores a similar behavior in both instances
for the thermodynamic parameter. (^ increases without bound as B
decreases and approaches some limiting value,  as B increases. Because
B decreases as temperature increases, the cavitation number trend is
opposite to that predicted by the theory. But again it must be
emphasized that the correlation is not conclusive and the thermodynamic
1
,r
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effects are apparently being overshadowed by other competing processes.
The exposure time parameter also shows a complete change in
relationship compared with the 1/2 inch venturi case. When all the
data is considered the cavitation number is a monotonically increasing
function of the parameter as opposed to the decreasing nature previously
observed. In contrast the correlation with velocity alone shows a
function which asymptotically approaches a constant value as the velocity
is allowed to increase.
Finally, we observe -that the cavitation number does increase as
a function of gas content just as was predicted for the 1/2 inch venturi.
Of course, the competing effects have reduced the effectiveness of the
correlation.
There is another point that should be borne in mind when examining
the results of these correlation analyses. In this study, a venturi system
44
is used to simulate to a Limited extent the characteristics of a flowing
system such as an impeller or turbine cascade. Therefore, the results
are intended to guide in the selection of parameters to be considered
in correlating large equipment tests and not be interpreted as "absolutes".
Further, the correlations will perhaps be modified as they are extended
and checked out increasing ranges of the variables.
B. Multiple Parameter Correlations, Water Cavitation
Thereare two options open at this point in the analysis and
both of them have been exercised. The first step was to -give the program
F
free rein with the parameters available to it. The second step is to
insist that the computer analyses consider terms such as have already
been proven important. The results- of these investigations are discussed
	 : -	 ^
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1. One-half-inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
Table 8, Part I, equation 1. This is the equation which resulted
when the analyses were applied to the 1/2 inch venturi data, using the
Reynolds. number, a Weber number, the Prandtl number, thermodynamic
parameter, and gas-content parameter as the independent variables.
The only restriction on the analysis was that thne cubes and their
reciprocals were the largest exponents the program was allowed to
consider.
	
It is interesting to note that the Reynolds number and the
Prandtl number do not appear in the equation generated.
	 According to
the statistics generated in the analyses, the gas-content term was
the most significant in explaining the data with the Weber number and{
the thermodynamic parameter being of the same importance. 	 Comparing
the coefficients of determination for equations (2) and (1), indicates
t a	 o improvement in the correlation b 	 includi ngonly abou 	 2f imp	 v	 y	  the thermo-
dynamic effects.
Equation (3) was generated in the same manner as equation (1)}
except that in this instance the Weber number using the venturi throat
;y diameter as the characteristic length was employed. 	 As would be expected
from1he earlier results (Table 7), the correlation and its effectiveness
essentially repeated that of equation M.
Equation (4) was generated by using the exponents f'or the four
independent variables cited above, that were generated during the single
parameter correlations. 	 Again the coefficient of determination is only
a percent or so less than for equation - 1 1). 	 The importance factors
computed during the analysis rank the terms in the following descending
.	 _order of importance, 	 B, Wen-2.0 ,
 
B_ 10	 and Re	 1/4
^
m
r
a
j.-N
TABLE 8
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
VENTURI 412 WATER CAVITATION
Standard Error of Data - 0.0619
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimte^ Deteraination
Part I .Additive Terms
,
1. ac = .0375-.00299Bn-1.0+.0471Wen 2.0+,1349	 2 .0123 .964 (1)(2)(3)
e
2. cr .0347+0631Weri 2.0+.0690q 2
.0157 .939 (2)(3)
3. 6c .0376-.0029B- 1.0+1.21We	 2 ' 0+.149	 2 0.124 .963
N
(1)(2)(4)(7)	 a^''o
4.' 6c _ .00580+.e
-1/4	 -2.0	 0-2 ' 0-5.85X1
	
5B	 + 0734-10.0.359R n	 n	 n ^	 .0149 .947r (2) (3) (5) ( 6) 
( r 5. 6c -2.0= .0296+.0574Wer	 +.05263 .0158 .939 (2)(3)(6)
6. v = .00677+.0469Ren: 1/4+,0729We -2.0 .0169 .929 (2)(3)(5)C n
_ 7. a =0.0432+0.0167Gas/Wen2• 0 3.S2X10 6Ren3 ' 0 .0143 .947 (2)(3)(5)(6)
a
8. ac, .0156 0939 (2)(3)
9. 60 = .00939+.0148Gas/Wen2.0+.0756Re -1/4 .0137 .954 (2)(3)(5)(6)
+
n
10. 6c =	 +	 a	 We 2.0 _- .0515 0.0155G s/	 n .00159Re n .0141 .951 (2)(3)(5)(G) 
TABLE 8 (0onvt)
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate Determination
11. Qc . 0135+. 0858 @ 2+. 0557ge 1/2+.-0312We -2.0n. .0147 . 948 (2)(3)(5)
12. QC •= .0538+-.189 @/We. . 0-'.0425BR' 10	 v% .0128 .961 (1)(2)(3)(5)
' Part II Multiplication_
1. cc = .0599-.00037510nWenBn( o0264 .825 11)(2)(3)(5)
2. ac .0489+.00926 .0264 .825 (1)(2)(3)(5)
Unween
	
`
NW
r 3. Qc .0536+2.56X10 14$e - . 25We -2.OB -10.
n
.0275 .810 (1) (2) (3) (5) \4Dn	 n
i' 4. Q _ .0429+1.09? .0157 .938 (1)(2)(3')(5)
^ lie 
REMARKS:	 (1)	 Bn	 B X'10'5
r (2)	 Wen e	 BX102
^• (3)	 weber used assumes 1 mil characteristic length
(4)	 Weber number used assumes Dt as characteristic length
(5)	 Ben
 = 8e X 10-5
(6)	 Terms inserted without regard to statistics
a	 -5{7)
	 wen	 we X ^a
r..
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Equations (b) and (6) resulted when an attempt was made to
examine the statistics for an equation which essentially duplicated
equation (4), with the thermodynamic parameter dropped. Using the
partial equations generated, some useful observations are possible.
The statistics for equations (2) and (5) - are nearly identical, which
implies that there is little change in the correlation regardless of
whether one uses the first order or second order term, but it is clear
that the gas content is important in the physical processes. Of course,
the fact that equation (6) also has such good statistics implies that
Weber number effects; really dominate, and this, recalling the earlier
arguments on single parameter analyses, is actually an inverse velocity
correlation.
Equations (7) through (11) indicate the results from equations
selected by the author with the gas content and Weber number combined
into a single term according to the suggestion of Kermeen and Parkin21 .
Equation (7) uses the 'cubed Reynolds number since this was the exponent
developed during the analysis with -all the data. However, comparison
with equation (8) indicates once again that the Reynolds number is not
really a significant factor although an improved correlation results
(equation (9)) when the Reynolds number is included as R.en-1/4.
Equation (8) compared with equation (2) implies that the Weber number
gas content combination is the significant factor and it really makes
little difference whether these are additive or allowed to interact.
Intuitively, a term which allows for interaction would seem to be the
most logical because the surface tension effects would be related to
the size and number of any permaneat gas bubbles present. Equation
	 {
7
21.1.
(9) provides the best correlation with the exceptions of equations (1)
3
and (3), so it is extended in equation (12) to include the thermodynamic
parameter as developed in equations (1) and (3). The result provides a
correlation that is essentially equal to any other achieved to date and
which includes all the relevant terms.
The difficulty with multiple correlations such as presented here
is that a graphical presentation if the data is nearly impossible, to
t
provide, especially when it is impossible to "lump" or average one
or more of the variables in order to observe the effects of variations
in a single variable.	 However, a graphical presentation can be provided
so that the goodness of fit can be seen.
	 This is done by plotting the
calculated value for 6e (using experimentably determined values for the
s:
independent variables) against the observed a c .	 A perfect correlation
would provide a single straight line with a slope of unity, therefore,
the scatter of points about such a line provides a measure of the non-
correlation.
	
Such plots were generated for equations (9) and (12) from
Table 4 and are- presented as Figures 74 and 75.
In Figure 74, the correlation  with gas content, Weber number,
and Reynolds number is presented.	 In this instance, although 66% of
the data does lie within the standard deviation bandwidth about the
exact correlation line, there appears to be a systematic omission
ti
because all the noncorrelated data lie to the right of the correlation
On Figure 75 the correlation is shown with the thermodynamic _	 fline.
parameter included.	 The importance of this additional factor is
:k emphasized by the fact that although we do not have- a "perfect"
correlation, the data points are nov 'more equal"ly distributed about {
r
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Figure 74. Calculated Cavitation Number versus Experimental Cavitation
Number, Venturi 412, Water, Equation 9, Part I, Table 8.
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Figure 75. Calculated Cavitation Number versus Experimental Cavitation
Number, Venturi 412, Water, Equation 12, Part I, Table 8.
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the exact correlation line. Therefore, one can conclude that gas content,
Weber number, Reynolds number, and thermodynamic effects are controlling
in those cases where the geometry is exactly constant, including ao
surface roughness effects. In this case the cavitation number increases
with gas content as expected; decreases with Reynolds number, and
decreases with Weber number. Of course, as has been noted earlier,
the correlation requires testing over larger ranges and the analyses
will be significantly enhanced as experimental data over a wider range
of variables become available.
In Part II of Table 8 we show the results obtained when an,
r
t
interaction between the independent variables is examined. That is,
rather than say that cavitation is some function of the pressure field
or pressure differentials and that such effects are additive and-
independent, the possibility of enhancement is allowed. In no single
case examined, and again the analysis was constrained to a single
grouping, did this approach provide a better correlation (as measured
by the coefficient of deter mi jation) than did the additive approach.
The quality of equation (4), coupled with earlier results, certainly
leads to the conclusion that gas content and Reynolds number effects
are predominant in the cavitation observed here.
2. All Plastic Venturis
The results from the regression analyses of all the water data
are shown in Table' 9. A procedure similar to that discussed earlier
for the one-half-inch venturi was employed. Equations (1), (2) and (3)
Q
.-j	 (Table 9) are the predictions when the program was allowed to consider
l	 the five variables Reynolds number, Weber number, Prandtl number,
a:.
TAKE 9
REGRESSION ANALYSTS - MULTIPLE PARA111ETERS
' ALL PLASTIC VENiURI - WATER CAVITATION
i
Standard Error of Data = .0447
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
a
of Estimate Determination
Part I Additive Terms
i
G 1. ac .0258+.0612Weri 2.0 .0236 .742 (2)(3)
2. ac _ .0278+.0839Weri 3. 0	 _ .0233 .748 (2)(3)
a	 ' 3. ac . 0286- . 00470We 1/2+ . 000147We 3+ . 0147We -1- 0.00125We -2
.0189 .832 (2)(7)
vtn	 n	 n	 n
4. ac _ .0214+1. 35X10" 6
-7.23X10-9 We n 
-10
-.00269Bn-1/2+.0791 (3 • .0237 .744 (1)(2)(3)(5)
^ 5.
c =
.0566+3.19X10-6 Ren 3.0 +.0935Wen -10-. 00199Bn -1/2 +,0508. .0235
•
.748 (1)(2)(3)(5)
6. ac .0254 +.152 Q/Wen2. +9.15X10-3Ren3 .0211 .783 (2)(3)(5)
F
C260+.150 q/We n2 .0210 .782 (2)(3)
8. ac _ . 0265+6.95X10-7Re n3' ' 0+.315 q/We: 4 .0199 .805 (2)(3)(5)
9. ac _ .0269+.312 QlWen 40 .0202 .805 (2)(3)
t
10. Qc = .0276+•2.19 q/We n 10-4.69X10-4Ren3 .0178 .844 (2)(3)(5)
r
Standard error Coefficient of Re marks
of Estimate Determination
11 c'C =- .0278+2.17 gllle„ 10 .0178 .844 (2)(3)
12. vC = .324+2.13 L10-.00112Bn ' S .0199 .817 (1)(2)(3)
Wen
13. a =c .0234+2.023	 - 00164B 
- ' 5
+7n 84X10 7Re 
3.0 +.
	
-•333
n	 n
n_
.0220 .817
Part II Multiplicative Terms
I. ^ = .0377-. 000154RenWe nBn . 0270 . 649 (1) ( 2)(3)(5)
2. ac = .0358+,0053ORe 3.OWe n 
-10.0
	
'5
n
.0252 .704 (1)(2)(3)(5)
n
3'. 6C
 =...035+ . 0940RenWeri 3.OBn ^ 0232 . 741 (1)(2)(3)(5)
4. ac — .036+.00115RenWe n-l . B -10
n	 (^
.0257 .693 (1)(2)(3)(5)
5. 2.0305+.227Q 2 /We .0241 .720 (1) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) (5)n
P
is
TABLE 9 (Con't
I
ATAKE 9 (Con't)
r REMARKS:	 (1) Bn = BXI( -5
p
(2) We 	 = WeX10 2
{ (3) Weber number used assumes 1 mil characteristic 'length
(4) Weber number used assumes Dt as characteristic length
(5) Een
 = 8eX10- 5
(6) Terms inserted without regard to statistics
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thermodynamic parameter, and the gas-content parameter. Again, the
only restriction was that only terms with exponents no larger than the
positive cube or its reciprocal or smaller than the negative cube and
its reciprocal could be employed. In equations (1) and (2), which
represent two trials with the data, only a single term appears. This
Weber number is based upon a characteristic length of 1-mil. Equation
(3) results when the throat diameter is used as the characteristic
length.	 Although there are more terms in this equation, and the
correlation is better, again only Weber number terms appear, which
obviously provides an inadequate physical interpretation -of the data,
a Equations (4) and (5) result from forcing the analyses to
4}
consider terms with exponents as t1y were generated during the single
,z
parameter studies.	 The only difference between these • two	 s the
characteristic, length in. the Weber number.
	 Because varying this length
5
in the Weber number really	 ad no clear influence upon the predictedY	 P	 P
equation, all subsequent analyses were accomplished using the 1-mil
Weber number and thus forcing the size effects into the Reynolds
number.	 Furthermore, the correlation achieved with these two equations
is not very satisfactory.
Because it is quite difficult to provide some physical explana-
Lion for a tenth poWer relationship, several alternate solutions were
tried.	 These analyses were all run using the	 P/we form, and the
exponent on Weber number varied.	 Examining the sequence of equations
(6) , (8) and (10) , it is immediately obvious that the larger exponent
sf I
indicates that such effects (mainly size) are-not really significant,
at least over the range available. Here of course, conclusions can
only be tentative because it is impossible to evaluate the effects
of surface imperfections on the cavitation initiation when various
sizes of venturis are employed. Although the thermodynamic effects
are not included in this particular set of equations, (6) through
(11), calculations were performed by using equation (10), Table 5
and the results plotted on Figure 76,: Here, as in the earlier case,
although the data obeys the statistics there.is  a definite "skewing"
of the data, predicting values of %, much greater (approximately an
order of magnitude) than those observed. The next step was to include
the thermodynamic effect and examine the effect upon the correlation.
Unfortunately, unexpected difficult with the regression analysis program
arose and it was not possible to generate an equation that incorporated
only a single term each for the gas content, Weber number, Reynolds
number, and thermodynamic parameter in the desired fashion. Equation
(3-2) resulted when Reynolds nudher terms were neglected. The results
from a calculation using this equation are shown in Figure 77 Once
R
again, although the statistics are correct, a systematic bias in the
plot is apparent. In this instance, no size effects are included and
so one finds a "clustering"-of - the data about a single predicted value.
As noted above, it was impossible to produce the desired form of
equation. However, when the analyses was retried, equation (13) was r
generated. Because the extra Weber number term is a relatively small
contribution over the experimental range, a plot of the calculated values
using this equation with the data was generated and this is shown in
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Figure 76 Calculated Cavitation Number versus.Experimental Cavitation Number,
All Plastic Venturis, Water, Equation 10, Part I, Table 9.
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Figure 78.. In this correlation of all of the water data, the cavitation
number increases with gas content; decreases with temperature; and,
decreases with weber number as was observed in the one-half-inch case.
However, now it is also observed that when the Reynolds number includes
size effects, cavitation number increases with Reynolds number.
The correlations using cross-products were repeated using all
the available data to provide a check on the results form the one-half-
inch venturi trials. In Fart II of Table 9 the results are presented.
Equations 1 through 4 were generated using first just a first order
value for each variable and then exponents that had proven successful
in earlier correlation attempts. It is apparent that no unique improve-
ment over the additive approach is afforded. Equation 5 is included
because it appeared several times during these trials when the regres-
sion analysis was given access to a larger number, though not all, of
the possible terms. This confirms the importance of the combined gas
content and Weber number relationship.
C. Summary of Correlations, Water Cavitation
Based upon the correlations achieved and the previously
presented experimental data the following statements can be made.
1. The cavitation observed here is heavily influenced by the
permanent gas present. This obscures the details of any vaporous
cavitation that occurs, although the cavitation number is dependent
upon both. This is vaned upon the fact that the air content could
not be reduced below about 0.5 volume percent at ;ATP and that the
f
^ dominant term in correlating the data is a gas content parameter
l
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essentially modified by surface tension considerations.
2.. Size effects are not controlling over the range of venturis
tested. This is evidenced by the fact that the goodness of tYke,
correlation as indicated by the coefficient of determination is not
changed d-z amatica.11y by inclusion or deletion of the Reynolds number.
However, it is clear from the improvement in the distribution of the
't scatter diagrams" when the Reynolds number is included that there
0
are significant Reynolds number influences.
3. Thermodynamic effects, although present and :important, are,
like size effects, : not dominant. Again this is evidenced by the fact
that inclusion or deletion of the thermodynamic parameter does not
produce much change in the correlation statistics although the distri-
bution is improved. Nevertheless, it is anticipated that in the
absence of permanent gas, thermodynamic considerations will be
important. however, the overwhelming importance of gas effects
here, obscures the vaporous cavitation and any attendant thermo•-•
dynamic effects.
4. Not included in analyses here are other effects that do
seriously affect the cavitation. This is evidenced by our failure
to achieve a complete correlation. Because the cavitation was
frequently observed to occur in relatively isolated spots, it is
concluded that the most likely factor not included in the analysis
is surface roughness, or localized turbulence leading to severe,
unmeasurable, and very localized pressure reductions that can
initiate cavitation. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult
to quantify this effect and essentially impossible to scale it
255
geometrically across a range of venturi sizes.
D. Single Parameter Correlations, Mercury Cavitation
1. One-Half-Inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
As was noted earlier, the one-half-inch venturi has been the
baseline test system in the University of Michigan cavitation facilities
so a correlation is first attempted with this data. The same "caveats"
used with water must be applied here because no single variable is
expected to provide a complete correlation. The analysis was simplified
somewhat based on the earlier results with water by considering only
the Reynolds number, the 1-mil and throat diameter Weber numbers, the
thermodynamic parameter and the gas content. The results of this first
set of trials is shown in Table 10. Comparing these results with those
for water on Table 2 there are several parallels and several differences
immediately apparent. The Reynolds number dependence is similar,
although the mercury does exhibit a stronger dependency. The Weber
number relationship is the same in both cases. For both water and
mercury the cavitation number decreases with an increasing thermodynamic
parameter but the mercury does exhibit a different form of equation.
Finally, both water and mercury cavitation numbers exhibit an increase
with increasing gas content, with the mercury exhibiting a much
stronger dependence upon the gas content (fifth power.) than does the
water (first power) . There is of course the difference in the two
cases in that the gas in mercury is all entrained while the water
has a significant portion in solution. Thus the important entrained
gas portion may differ much more for a given change in total gas in
TABLE 10
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - SINGLE PARAMETER
1/2 11 PLASTIC VENTURI - MERCURY CAVITATION
Standard Error of Data = .0613
Standard Error Coefficient Remarks
of Estimate of Determination
1. 6c = .318+2.07Ren 2.0 .0366 .656 (1)
2. 6c = .0379+.00100Weri 2.0 .0362 .663 (2)	 (3)
3. 6c = .0378+.00386Wen 2.0 .0362 .663 (4)	 (5)
4. 6c = . 0573- . 00160Bn .0369 .650 (6) ON
5. ac = .0417+116. 8  ^, 5.0 .0245 .847
REMARKS:	 (1) Re 	 = ReX10- 5
(2) Wen = WeX10- 5
(3) Weber number is based upon throat diameter
(4) We 	 = WeX10-2
(5) Weber number is based up.-_ 1 mil
(6) Bn
 = BX10 10
I
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the mercury than it does in the water tests. These factors may account
for the significant differences in results, Also the mercury data
include hydrogen and argon tests in addition to air tests, so that
differences in interfacial tension with these gases may account for
some of the otherwise unexplained scatter in results. In general
however, the substantial agreement between the water and mercury
results are encouraging, even though the correlations with mercury
are generally not as t'good' f as those for water. No attempt was made
to use cross-product correlations with mercury or in subsequent
sections in light of the generally unsuccessful results with the water
data.
2. All Venturis
The most immediate apparent conclusion from examining the
results for all venturis shown in Table 11 is that single parameters
are not at all effective in correlating these data. This is evidenced
in the very low coefficients of determination reported. Nevertheless,
some comparisons with the results for water (Table 7) are in order.
The correlation with Reynolds number still indicates a decrease in
cavitation number with an increase in Reynolds number, although the
dependence in the case of mercury is not nearly as strong as with
water; dust the reverse of the observations made for the 1/2-inch
venter i alone. In the case of Weber number, the water data consistently
exhibited a decrease in cavitation number for an i=rease in Weber
number as would be expected. In mercury, we find that when the 1-nil
characteristic length is used, the cavitation number increases with
Weber number, although when "size" effects are included, i.e.,
tStandard Error of Data = .0980
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate Determination
I.
	
ac = .1074-.0052Ren .0770 .387 (1)
2.	 ac = .0280+.000702Wen
2.0
.0754
.381 (2)	 (3)
3.	 6c = . 0574- . 00615We n2.0 .0801 .311 (4)	 (5)
4.
	
ac _ .0589-1.57 X10-5B -1/2 .0789 ,323 (6)n
5.	 ac = . 0180699+. Ill ^ 1/2 .0793 .349
REMARKS: (1)	 Ren = ReX1O- 5
N
U1
co
"	 1
^.,.4^.p:ar. ,..; #.'^'+ur++. 
.t^ll^IIRIP^Ai^a+^'j1d4F, eAi`^;"•^',`W^'„^^t .. ,,...„ R'^,^r^,.. ....	 ^:^, +^e.. sr	 .w..
TABLE 11
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - SINGLE PARAMETER.
ALL VENTURIS - MERCURY CAVITATION
(2) Wen = WeX10- 5
(3) Weber number based on throat diameter
(4) Wen
 = WeXIO 2
(5) Weber number based on I mil
(6) B  = BXIO 12
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venter i throat diameter , the reverse relationship holds. For the
thermodynamic parameters, mercury again reverses the trend observed
with water in that the cavitation number is increasing with Bn, which
is counter to what theory predicts because B decreases with temperature.
For both water and mercury the increasing value of cavitation number
with increasing gas content; is noted, In examining this data for
mercury and comparing it with water data,. , several additional points
need to be kept in mind, First, in water there were four different
size venturis used, although all were made of plastic, In mercury
only two sizes were used, 1/2-inch and 1/8-inch, but one set was
plastic and the other stainless steel. In the latter the cavitation
could not of course be observed visually. Second, the plastic venturis
consistently evidenced damage, i.e., surface roughening, after exposure
to mercury cavitation so that there is an increasing perturbation of
the flow pattern and consequently conditions may not remain significantly
constant throughout the test.
E. Multiple Parameter Correlation Mercury Cavitation
The approach used with the water cavitation data was repeated
in the case of mercury. That is the analysis was first attempted
giving the program free rein to choose terms as it would, and then
preselected terms were employed.
1. One-half-Inch-Throat-Diameter Plastic Venturi
The results of the attempts to correlate the data are shown on
Table 12, Part I. Equation (1) is the predicting equation generated
when no constraints (except limitations on exponent size) are applied
POF
TABIE 12
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - MULTIPLE PARAMETER
MERCURY CAVITATION	 \`^
I. 1/2" Plastic Venturi Standard Error Data = .0613
Standard Error Coefficient, of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
1. oa -= .0400+1.02X106 
2
-78.7	 .026	 ,808
2. 6c = . 0259+6.42X1010Re-2, 0 121We 2. 0-.00161Bn+9.08XIO5Q 2
.0271
	
.822
3. cc = 0518-7.63X109Re-2.0+1.00X109 q 2/We 2Y , 0010313n	.0294	 .787
II. All Venturis Standard Error of Data = .0956
1. 6c
 = .662+5.92X105Re-1.+2.43X1077Re-2.46X10 4Bn2 3.74X10-5Bn 1/21-3.24X105q 2-1220X1d Re-2°O
.0640
	 .562
2. 6c = .0530-4.86X10Re -8+1.69X10 6We2.0-1.16X1O-5Bn 1/2+4.0531/2
.0729	 .428
3. 6c = .278-3.71X1074B+4.45X109Re-2 ' 0+3.5aXa.05X ^ 2	 .0761	 .376
4. 6c = .0849-5.61X10-8Re-9.39X10-6B-1`2+4.42X105 2+2.04X1076We2
.0725	 .434
I
r^
0
—I
at
TABLE 12 (Con't)
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
,5. cr
	 /,,.,Ie 2.0..4.4210°X 6B-112-4.67X10  8P,X103 	 e
.0758	 .379
15	 % -. a 0	 .0,102-4.6,6 0- 
e1. a.3_XI07 2/We2 -4.35XIO-6
 Bn1/2
.0759	 .378
rQ
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to the analyses. Comparing these results with those for water (Table
8 ) it may be noted that no parameters other than gas content have been
inserted in the mercury case; while in the case of water, other para-
meters were included. Because a single parameter does not seem
sufficient to interpret the data, two additional trials were attempted.
Equation (2) results when the forms of the variables indicated by the
single variable trials are inserted. The correlation is improved
over the unconstrained trial, although the effects of Weber number
and thermodynamic parameter are in the opposite direction to those
for water. In these trials, because the values of the exponents
were limited, the Reynolds number and Weber number were used as
calculated without any reduction in magnitude to allow for machine
limitations. This condition is maintained throughout the balance
of the analysis. However, the thermodynamic parameter continued to
be used in a reduced or normalized manner. When a O/We relationship
is attempted (Equation (3)), the correlation is not as complete,
although the cavitation number is decreasing with increasing B as
theory requires, but this trend is counter to those in the water
test. In order to graphically portray the results from these latter
two equations, "scatter" diagrams were plotted and are shown as
Figure 79 and 80. In both instances, the distribution is reasonably
uniform, however, there is a severe clustering of the data because
a sufficiently wide variation in velocity, temperature, and gas
content was not achievable in this venturi.
2. All Venturis
Once again the analysis was started by allowing the program
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Figure X79. Calculated Cavitation Number versus Experimental Cavitation
Number, Venturi 412, .Mercury, Equation 2, Part T, Table 12.
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Number, Venturi 412,. Mercury, Equation 3, Part I, Table 12,
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free rein on terms selected. For this multiple venturi case, the
results are presented in Table 12, Fart 11, In general the results
continue to e^^hibit a poorer correlation than the water data,	 The
inclusion of several terms of a single parameter, as in Equation (1),
is . typical when no constraints are applied. Equation (2) was generated
by again using the forms from the single term analysis and we find a
b
degradation in the correlation. Several other combinations were
attempted and are presented for comparison. None were very successful
in providing improvement to the correlation. Equation (4) used the
single parameter results modified by the knowledge that in Equation
(1) a Reynolds number first order term was the most significant.
A tt scatter't diagram for Equation (4) not included here indicated
a clustering of the plotted values and again the equation does not
adequately explain the data.
F. Summary of Correlations, Mercury Cavitation
The conclusions for the mercury correlations are nearly self
evident, but they may be stated as follows:
1. As was the case with water, the gas content is the variable
or parameter of predominant importance, and therefore some effects,
such as the temperature related thermodynamic effects are masked.
2. Since the water data from several different ventur is did
correlate reasonably well as compared with the mercury data, it must
be assumed that the cavitation in the stainless steel and plastic
venturis is different, even though the designs have the same geometry.
For instance, this could be the result of different degrees of cavita-
PW
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tion being compared due to the different methods of ur variations in
surface roughness.
G. Multiple Parameter Correlations, Water and Mercury Cavitation
In spite of the generally unsatisfactory correlations obtained
with the mercury data, a general correlation of all the data for both
fluids together was attempted. The results are shown in Table 13.
For the base line case of the 1/2-inch plastic venturi, a fairly
good correlation is achieved using Reynolds number, Weber number,
gas content, and the thermodynamic parameter. The "scatter" diagram
(Figure 8t.) indicates a good distribution of the data, considering
the limitation on the number and range of experimental data points.
This correlation is encouraging because of the large differences in
properties of the two fluids and the extreme difference in the way
the gas appears (that is, mostly dissolved in water, mostly entrained
in mercury). On the other hand, it must be noted that no size effects
are included. Unfortunately, the very promising results from the base
line case are not substantiated when all the data is treated. Equation
(1) (Part II of Table 13) results when the analysis is run with no
constraints, and the balance of the equations when various options
were considered. No scatter diagram was attempted with this data
because the correlations were generally inconclusive.
r
IREGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS - MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
WATER AND MERCURY CAVITATION
I. 1 211 Plastic Venturi Standard Error of Data = .0613
Standard Error Coefficient of Remarks
of Estimate	 Determination
1. ac = .0404-3.62X10-10B-1 '+34.8We72 ` 0+.22 2	 .0279	 .801
2. ac = .0377+7.18XI08Re-2 ' 0+38.5We-2 ° 0-2.66X10 10B-1+.181 2	 .0279	 .805
II. All Venturis	 Standard Error of Data = .0829
1. ac = .101-1.23X10 4p - 1/2-.291 1/2_ 1.75X10 4Bn2,O+.319P -1.96X10 14Re2
	
.0642
	 .409
2. csc = . 0825-1.92X10-14Re 2.0-1,14X10- 8We-1, 75X10-3Bh
 , 065 ^ 1/2	 .0654	 .384
3. cr = . 0484-8.802X107Re-2 ` 0-. 095We -2 ' 0-8.42X10-11Bn 1+.0347 2 .0681	 .333
4. , 6c = .0412-9.15X10-15Re 2+1352 ^ 2 /We 2 -.0138Bn+,049Bn1/2	.0644	 .408
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Figure 81. Calculated Cavitation Number versus Experimental Cavitation
Number, Water and Mercury, Equation 3 1 Part I, Table 13.
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